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PREFATORY NOTE
Th^e who have read the published poems of

We by Mr. William Archer, in his introduction

for iS. * ^aT ^'"""'^""' •" ^^ «^-»t 'ove

her hZt^ " ''"^'' *•* ''^' "P --»- in

the Foreign Leg,on. But it is one thing to yield

h! "f^-!".?,?
"^^"^"^ ^""^ '!•"*« ^^otL to ad-here faithfully to a high resolve through wretche 1and tiresome hours of unaccustomJl Trdsh^pand distasteful surroundings. In theseVa^^s^written from day to day and from week to wTkunchanged and unpolished by afterthoughT.-n

the endeavor to make them appear nobler andmore consistent than they were when first setdown m diaiy or intimate letter,-no word wflbe found, either of complaint, of wavering or o
discouragement. The miseries of life f„ thetrenches, the exhaustion from long m^ ches

athrn" ?r'*'°°' -« related simply Sfaithfully, but, at the same time, they areaccepted as the inevitable lot of the soldier andborne with patience pending the arrival of tie



PREFATORY NOTE
hour of battle, for which he longs. Even when
cramped in the trenches, this lover of beauty
can take keen pleasure in an occasional glimpse
of a picturesque vista through the crSneaux;
nor, when his endurance is taxed to the utmost
to hold out until the end of a march that lays
low many a stronger man among his comrades,
does he fail to remember and record the sunlit

verdure of the meadows bordering the dusty
road along which he toils, with heavy burden,
weary almost to the point of dropping. In the
lonely vigils of sentry duty, during the hours
between night and dawn, when the most cou-
rageous feel spirit and hope at the lowest ebb,
he can find consolation in "a kind of comrade-
ship with the stars."

So a knowledge of the character and life of
Alan Seeger would not be complete without the
revelation of patient endurance and steadfast

devotion to an ideal contained in this volume.
While they lend a confirmatory value to his

later poems, written during the same period,
they enhance, by contrast, the beauty of his

earlier verse, the product of years when the plea-
sures of life were his goal, and danger and self-

sacrifice unthought of. One has only to turn
from almost any page of this book, chosen at
random, to the sonnets of "Juvenilia," to dis-

cover a new pathos in the lines and to feel more
vi



PREFATORY NOTE
keenly the extent and nobility of the renounce-
ment.

But ^ese pages tell not merely of strain and
trial. There are glorious moments of exultationm taking part in the mightiest struggle of history,
l-here IS the thrill of the "MarseUlaise" and the
weird martial music of the Tirailleurs. There is
rejoicing in the contact with other brave and
strong men. There is the pride of surmounting
toil and hardship, which outlasts the suffering
And m spite of the love of life which endured to
the last,—inft.nor only to his conviction that a life
could only be worth living when filled with the
most vivid emotions,-we know that the manner
of Alan Seeger's death was that which he him-
self had chosen. It threw a brighter and clearer
light upon his word and deed and so dignified
both that they will live the longer for the years
that were cut off from his life on earth. There
IS solace, too, in the remembrance of what he
had written, when the sight of death had become
familiar and the peril of it imminent:
"Death is nothing terrible after all. It may

mean something more wonderful than life It
cannot possibly mean anything worse to the
good soldier.

vu
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DrilUng at Toulouse. Camp de Mailly. A test of en-
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DiABY
Toulouse, Sunday, September 27, 1914.—Fifth

Sunday since enlistment. The arbor of a little

inn on the highroad running east from Toulouse.
Beautiful sunny afternoon. Peace. The stir of
the leaves; noise of poultry in the yards near by;
distant church bells, warm southern sunlight
flooding the wide corn-fields and vineyards.
Everything is ready for departure today. We

shall leave tomorrow or next day for an unknown
destination. Some say Antwerp, some Chalons.

To His Mother
ime R^ment Etranger,

Bataillon C, Ire Cie., 3me Section,

Toni,ousB, Sept. 28, 1914.

We are still held up here, though all prepara-
tions for departure have been made and every-

1



LETTERS AND DIARY
one expected to be ofif yesterday. We are
entirely equipped down to our three days' ra-
tions and 120 rounds of cartridges. The wagons
are all laden and the horses requisitioned. The
suspense is exciting, for no one has any idea
where we shall be sent.

We have been putting in our time here at
very hard drilling and are supposed to have
learned in tix weeks what the ordinary recruit
in times of peace takes all his two years at. We
rise at 5 and work stops in the afternoon at 5.
A twelve hours day at one sou a day. I hope to
earn higher wages than this in time to come
but I never expect to work harder. The early
rising hour is splendid, for it gives one the chance
to see the most beautiful part of these beautiful
autumn days in the South. We march up to
a lovely open field on the end of the ridge be-
hind the barracks, walking right into the rising
sun. From this the panorama, spread about on
three sides is incomparably fine,—yellow corn-
fields, vineyards, harvest-fields where the workers
and their teams can be seen moving about in
tiny figures,—poplars, little hamlets and church-
towers, and far away to the south the blue line
of the Pyrenees, the high peaks capped with
snow. It makes one in love with life, it is all
so peaceful and beautiful. But Nature to me
is not only hills and blue skies and flowers, but

2



ALAN SEEGER
the Universe, the totality of things, reality as it
most obviously presents itself to us, and in this
universe strife and sternness play as big a part
as love and tenderness, and cannot be shirked
by one whose will it is to rule his life in ac-
cordance with the cosmic forces he sees in play
about him. I hope you see the thing as I do
and think that I have done well, being with-
out responsibilities and with no one to suffer
materially by my decision, in taking upon my
shoulders, too, the burden that so much of hu-
manity is suffering under and, rather than stand
ingloriously aside when the opportunity was
given me, doing my share for the side that I
think right. . . .

Letters are taking such a long while to come
from America now that I have not much ex-
pected to hear from you yet and in fact have
heard nothing since I left London last month.
But I ought to get something soon in answer to
my letter from Rouen. I hope it will show you
in good spirits, as you ought to be, for I am play-
ing a part that I trust you will be proud of . . . .

DiABY

Camp <fo Maitty, Sunday, October 4.—Left
Toulouse Wednesday at noon. Marched through
the streets behind our clairons. Came here via
Limoges, Bourges, Auxerre and Troyes. Beauti-

3
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ful country last aftrmoon around Saucerre. Un-

comfortable nights.

Mailly apparently was about the furthest

point reached by the Germans before the French

success in the battle of the Marne forced them

to retreat. There are numerous vestiges of the

recent battle. Some of the buildings in the

village are damaged by shells, some that we

passed yesterday morning in the train com-

pletely demolished. Entrenchments in the fields.

Yesterday we heard cannon for the first time

All day long the occasional rumble of heavy

siege guns came from the direction of the frontier.

The distance must have been 60 or 70 kilometers.

This makes drilling interesting.

Last night two Germans were found in the

woods near here by a patrol. One was dead

from hunger and exposure and the other nearly

so. He said the reason they had not surrendered

was that their officers had told them that they

would be shot. He said also that there were

thirty or forty others in hiding in the neighbor-

hood.

We are four battalions here, two of the first

regiment of the Legion and two of the second.

Sunday, October 11, 1914.—Very beautiful fall

days during the past week. The atmosphere

has been quite clear, revealing the most distant

4
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horizons of the open, rolling, sparsely cultivated
countiy of this part of France. The first frosts
of nights fuU of stars have begun to color the
trees so that each tufted top stands out separatem the yeUow sunlight that floods out of skies
without a cloud. This weather is unusual; the
gray winter days will set in soon.

Yesterday we took a seven-hour march that
made the most demand on our endurance that
has yet been called for. Only one man fell out.
however. We pitched our tents in a high field
and went through the entire exercise of bivouack-
ing, taking our sacks inside and lying down six
men to a tent. I was sure we were preparing
to spend the night, when the order was given
to break camp and in a few minutes aU the
orderly labor was undone. The company was
then formed m colonnes de demi-seciion par un
and we started back to camp across countiy.
making a wide detour. The whole distance
was one continuous batUe-field. Everywhere
were exploded and unexploded sheUs. In the
woods we came upon several abandoned French
knapsacks but found no bodies, though the woods
are probably full of them still.

tJ^, Tr^^ """*' *^^ unexpected news of
the faU of Antwerp. This is the most important
event of the war to date. It means the entire
subjugation of K.lgium. The Germans, as

5
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far as I can see, occupy all the territory they

have coveted and all that they would keep in

the event of their ultimate victory. It is my
idea that they will now wage a defensive war

entirely, limiting themselv^j to holding what

they have. The impending winter will wonder-

fully favor them in this plan of campaign.

The strong defensive lines they have reared on

their front will enable them to detach large

forces to cope with the Russians. On the whole,

their situation seems good and the task of the

French and English in driving them back a

desperately hard one.

To His Mother

Camp de Mailly,

AuBE, Prance, October 17, 1914.

. . . After two weeks here and less than two

months from enlistment we are actually going

at last to the firing line. By the time you re-

ceive this we shall already perhaps have had

our bapteme de feu. We have > een engaged in

the hardest kind of hard work,—two weeks of

beautiful autumn weather on the whole, frosty

nights and sunny days and beautiful coloring

on the sparse foliage that b-eaks here and there

the wide rolling expanses of open country.

Every day from the distance to the north has

come the booming of the cannon around Reims

6



ALAN SEEGER
and the lines along the Meuse. We have had
splendid sham battles, firing dozens of rounds
of blank cartridges. Between the bonds de vingt
mMres, when we lie on the ground, resting the
sack on one side and with one's ear in the grass,
it has been wonderful to hear this steady pound-
ing of the distant cannonade.
But imagine how thrilling it will be tomorrow

and the following days, marching toward the
front with the noise of battle growing continually
louder before us. I could tell you where we
are going but I do not want to run any risk of
having this letter stopped by the censor. The
whole regiment is going, four battalions, about
4,000 men. You have no idea how beautiful it
is to see the troops undulating along the road in
front of one in colonnes par quatre as far as the
eye can see with the captains and lieutenanU on
horseback at the head of their companies.

I am keeping a diary in a desultory sort of
way, but aside from this I am quite incapable
of any such literary efiFort as you suggest, for
one simply has not the time. Tomorrow the
real hardship and privations begin. But I go
into action with the lightest of light hearts.
The hard work and moments of frightful fatigue
have not broken but hardened me and I am in
exceUent health and spirits. Do not worrj-,
for the chances are small of not returning and I

7
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tbdnk you can count on seeing me at Fairlea

next sununer, for I shall certainly return after

the war to see you all and recuperate. I am
happy and full of excitement over the wonderful

days that are ahead. It was such a comfort

to receive your letter and know that you ap-

proved of my action. Be sure that I shall play

the part well for I was never in better health

nor felt my manhood more keenly.

Caste Postalb, Fostuarked Vehtus 20 Oct.
1914

This is the second night's halt of our march

to the front. All our way has been one immense
battle-field, little villages that are nothing but

heaps of ruins, fields torn with .rtillery fire and
heaped with the fresh graves of the ^lu 'fliers,

buried where they fell, a rude cross above and
the Mpi rouge. It was a magnificent victory

for the French, that the world does not full;'

realize. I think we are marching to victory too,

but whatever we are going to we are going

triumphantly. Reims is 47 kilometers away,

the Germans 15 beyond.

DiABT

Vertus, October 20, 1914.—^Made a short morn-

ing's walk of 16 kilometers,—still through the

great battle-field. The Germans retreated along

8
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the road we marched over. Everywhere in the
fields on either hand were the holes made by
the obut and the graves beside them where the
men fell. Extraordinary evidences of the artil-

lery fire. Pine woods with the branches all

ripped to pieces; large sized trees broken clean
off in the middle. Though several weeks have
passed since the battle, the fields are still lit-

tered with debris. Today we passed through
the villages of Marsain and Berg^res. The first

was completely destroyed, not a house on the
main street had escaped the fire. Nothing but
blackened walls and here and there the inhabi-
tants standing with sullen faces in their ruined
doorways. The scene of the marching column
down the ruined street,—a scene that will become
familiar to us,—was imposing.

We are in Champagne now and the hillsides,

covered with yellowing vineyards, made lovely
landscapes along the road, althou^ the weather
is still gray and melancholy.

HautniUiers, prh d'Epemay.—Made a march
of about 28 kilometers. Foggy weather that
spoiled the beauties of what would have been a
charming landscape. No more signs of battle;
everywhere the yellow-green vineyards of Cham-
pagne. Passed through Chonilly, Expected to
be cantonned in Epemay but kept on in spite of

»
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considerable fatigue to this lovely little village

on the hilltop. Lodged in a most delightful

place, a ch&teau which seems once to have been

a cloister, right behind the old church. We are

to sleep in the loft of a bam, where the straw is

plentiful. There is a pleasant terrace-garden

here, full of flowers, overlooking the valley;

the view must be beautiful on sunny days. It

seems we are going to Reims tomorrow, or close

to it. We are attached to the cinquiime armie.

Lots of troops in Epemay; they lined the side-

walks and watched us pass. Paris autobuses in

the streets. All bridges had been blown up and

were replaced by temporary structures.

Verzy, October 22, 1914.—Made an early

start from Hautvilliers and marched here, a

distance of about 30 kilometers, with only hour

halts. A hard walk; a great many fell out

from fatigue. Passed through many villages;

the road between Louvois and Verzy, over

wooded hills brilliant with autumn foliage, was

particularly lovely. Passed camps full of African

troops; automobiles filled with officers and

autobuses with provisions showed us that we

were approaching the front. During our last

halt in the woods the colonel passed along the

lines with a group of officers and three generals.

Shortly afterwards the sergeant returned and

10
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announced the extraordinarily unexpected news
that we were to stay in Verzy till four o'clock
and then leave immediately for the trenches
that are only five or ten kilometers beyond
here. It is two o'clock now. We are actually
to be under fire then immediately. A cloudy,
dismal day with occasional drizzling rains. No
sound of battle here; everything quiet.

Venenay, October 23.—Half of the regiment
was sent to the trenches last night, a battalion
of the first and a battalion of the second. Our
men slept in Verzy in their harness, that is,

wearing the cartridge belt, with sack and gun
at our head. At four we got up and, assembling,
marched here, a distance of only a few kilo-
meters, where we were billeted again, ia a stable
at the end of the Rue Veuve Pommery. On the
way we passed lots of wagons and cavalry.
There were three graves by the roadside at a
place where we stopped, a post above each and
a placard reading: Espion, iraitre d son pays.

To His Mothek

Octobe. 23, 1914.

It will surely interest you to get a letter fiom
the front though I have only time to write a
word. I cannot tell you the name of the village

11
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where we are cantonued, for reasons of expedi-

ency. We are about 17 kilometers southeast

of Reims. I nm sitting on the curbstone of a

street at the edge of the to^vn. The houses

end abruptly and the yellow vineyards begin

here. The view is broad and uninterrupted

to the crest, ten kilometers or so across the

valley. Between this and ourselves are the lines

of the two armies. A fierce cannonading is go-

ing on continually and I lift my eyes from the

sheet at each report to see the puffs of smoke

two or three miles off. The Germans have been

firing salvos of four shots over a little village

where the French batteries are stationed, shrap-

nel that burst in little puffs of white smoke;

the French reply with expLsIv shells that

raise columns of dust over the German lines.

Half of our regiment have left already for the

trenches. We may go tonight. We have made
a march of about 75 kilometers in four days and

are now on the front, ready to be called on at

any moment. I am reeling fine, in my element,

for I have always thirsted for this kind ot thing,

to be present always where the pulsations are

liveliest. Every minute here is worth weeks

of ordinary experience. How beautiful the view

is here, over the sunny vineyards! And what

a curious anomaly. On this slope the grape

pickers are singing merrily at their work, on

12
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the other the batteries are roaring. Boom I

Boom!
This will spoil one for any other kind of life.

The yellow afternoon sunlight is sloping glori-

ously across this beautiful valley of Champagne.
I must mail this now. There is too much to be

said and too little time to say it. . . .

Diary

Venenay, October 25, 1914.—On guard from

four to six this morning. Mitrailleuse and

rifle fire from the lines. Our company assembled

this afternoon and we took a fine walk through

the woods on the heights above Verzenay.

From the open crests there were wonderful

views across the valley. Reims was plainly

visible in the middle distance, to the northwest.

Could see the cathedral clearly and the church

of Saint Remy and the heights at the east of the

town where the Pommery works are and where I

stood on an evening a year ago this summer
when I visited Reims with A. G. The autumn
foliage on the hills, the vineyards on the slopes,

the delicate tints in the eastern sky, all under a

pale afternoon sun, were very beautiful. I

think we were going to have some manoeuvres,

but the appearance of some German aero-

planes coming directly towards us and passing

overhead put an end to this plan. We endeu
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by gathering wood for the kitchen. Afterwards

we sat a long time on the grassy knolls, watching

the lines across the valley. Aeroplanes circled

continually overhead on reconnaissance and
were bombarded with shrapnel from the lines

below, without any apparent damage.

Cuiry-les-Chaudardes, Aisne, October 28.—Yes-

terday our Qme eseouade was waked early and
hustled oflF into the darkness before the rest.

Our sacks were taken and lifted into a wagon;

we found that we were to be the escort of the

pack train and the mitrailleuse section. A
long day's march was promised us to counter-

act the comfort of marching without sack. It

was in fact the hardest day we have had. We
marched with small and few interruptions from

6.30 in the morning to 10.30 at night, in which

time we covered probably about 55 kilometers.

No food except the scraps we had in our musettes.

We passed over roads that wind along the south-

ern slope of the valley where Reims is situated.

For miles the city lay on our right, but passing

at the closest not nearer th^n six or seven

miles I could not see clearly the extent of the

damage to the cathedral. The villages lie close

together here; the Prussians had passed through

them all, but we saw no signs of war except at

Marfaux, which had been completely destroyed

14
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by fire. A.-lived at F'rmes after nightfall and
exceeding!; liligued, • xpected to be cantonned

there, but .''•^pi od niitrchlng through the town
and out into the dark country again. The can-

nonade that had been very violent all the after-

noon grew louder as we advanced northward
directly toward the lines. At 10.30 we halted

and were told to spread our blankets in the field

beside the road.

I was given sentry duty immediately on arriv-

ing and remained in front of the wagons until

midnight. During this time an attack by one
side or the other took place on the lines only a
few kilometers from our encampment. For
twenty minutes or so the rifle and mitrailleuse

fire was continuous, broken every few seconds

by the booming of the artillerj-, while magnesium
lights were shot off from the trenches to light

up the battle field. Very impressive in the

darkness. Only a few hours before, a soldier

of the li7me had been telling me at Fismes
how his regiment had made such a charge a
couple of days ago and had been practically

wiped out, leaving 700 dead on the field. At
midnight I lay down on the wet ground and
managed to get some sleep before three, when
we got up again and continued the march 10
or 12 kilometers to this wretched village, where
we are lodged for the day in a dirty stable.

15
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Here we are just behind the lines. We are
resting and go into the trenches tonight. At
last we shall be under fire.

October 29.—Slept here last night, contrary
to expectation. We were all reviewed this
morning, in the fields lining the road to Beau-
rieux, by the general. He showed the captains a
new method of marching in single columns
under artillery fire and we returned to Cuiry
in this formation. Hope to go into the trenches
tonight; they are only four kilometers over
the hill from here. We have come to the point
where fighting is the only thing to do. In this
little village there is not a thing to be bought of
any kind, not even a morsel of bread or a drop
of wine. We have a foretaste of what we shall
have to go through in the future. All that we
shall have to eat will come from the kitchen of
the regiment, and that in small quantities.
The poor will be as well off as the rich and money
will be the most useless thing we carry.

November 4, 1914.—Back in Cuiry again. We
marched away a week ago through the forests
under a moonlit sky. The road was merely a
recent clearing through the trees to move the
artillery over and was almost impassably muddy.
Arrived at the outer line of trenches I was

16
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sent forward into a little trench in the fields to
stay awake all night with a half-dozen others on
sentinel duty. Rien signals. Next day was
peaceful and we spent it perfecting the little

bomb-proof shelters along the lines. It was a
'

day well spent, for the Germans that up to this

time had been content to direct their fire over
our heads on the French batteries behind us
began now to turn it on our trenches, informed
no doubt by their aeroplanes that buzzed con-
tinually overhead. The salvos of shrapnel be-
gan bursting in the woods all about us and we
were compelled to stay under cover all day
long. Darkness would hardly begin before a
fusillade would start from the Imes near by, the
cry of "Aux armes, aux trarwMes!" would run
from door to door and we would hasten out into
the night to wait in the mu jdy ditches while the
bullets whistled about us But these fusillades
woul I always die out, provoked probably only by
German patrols seeking to discover our position.
After the first experience we were forced to stay
up all night, but later we became used to it and
were allowed to go back to our holes to sleep.
In this way we would hustle out into the darkness
four or five times in a single night, at first a
httle uneasy, but in the end only bothered. In
the daytime we slept, oblivious to the shells that
burst around us. Cannon of all cahbre and at

17
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all distances—occasional rifle fire and mitrail-

leuses—continual whirring of aeroplanes over-

head—whistle of passing shells—peculiar report

of those bursting high in the air, directed against

the aeroplanes.

Four days and four nights of this, in ;vhich our

company lost two killed and nine wounded.
Van der Veldt was killed instantly by a shrap-

nel ball in the doorway of his hut, only 15 or

20 yards from ours. The position of our trenches

was the border of a wood facing the crest where

the little village of Craonnelle is situated. Re-
turning here we had a day of repose and then

spent the last two at hard labor, digging trenches

behind the outer lines. Tonight we go up into

the woods again, it seems, this time not to the

first line but as reserve. The company that re-

lieved us has had a hard time, they say, and has

already lost four killed.

I I

i

November 10, 1914.—^Fifth day of our second

period in the trenches. Five days and nights of

pure misery. We came up here Thursday eve-

ning, a foggy, moonlit night, bright enough to

show the fields through which we ascended,

spattered with shell-holes as thick as mole-

hills, and the pine woods full of shattered trunks

and broken branches. The Germar.s had been
trying to destroy the Ch&teau des Blancs Sa-

18
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blons, below which our kitchens are situated, but
by some miracle it has escaped. It is here that
the Siat-major is lodged. Our position this time
has been a claypit on a high summit above the
chateau, Owing to its exposed and dangerous
charaCei- very formidable bombproofs have been
buiit at this point of the line. To these we have
been confined for five days from morning to
night. A big hole here in the pit, a few yards
from our door, marks the place where three men
of BataiUon D were killed by a shell only a
few days before our arrival. We expected a
heavy bombardment, but five days of continu-
ous fog have made the firing very infrequent,
though we have heard heavy cannonading at
other pomts of the line. A brancardier was
killed a few days ago and there have been a few
wounded. It is a miserable life to be con-
demned to, shivering in these wretched holes,
in the cold and the dirt and semidarkness. It
IS impossible to cross the open spaces in day-
ight so that r.e can only get food by going tothe kitchens before dawn .nd after sundown.
Ihe mcreasmg cold will make this kind of ex-
istence almost insupportable, with its accom-
pamments of vermin and dysentery. Could wei -.1 7,^1 ^^^^"^

•
I ^°"'«1 hear the

order with dehghl. The real courage of the
soldier IS not m facing the ball" but the fatigue

19
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and discomfort and misery. Tonight we are to

be relieved, but whether we are going back to

Cuiry or just to the last Hne of trenches down
by the chftteau I don't know. What a winter's

prospect if our campaigning is only going to be

to alternate between these two phases of inac-

tion and discomfort

!

To His Father

November 12, 1914.

... I am writing you from our encamp-

ment in the woods, a few miles behind the first-

line trenches, from which we have just returned

for the fifth time. We usually go to a little

village where the headquarters of our regiment

are, but the Germans bombarded this at long

range a few days ago and seem to have done

considerable damage. The church has been

knocked down and about thirty were killed

among the population and the artillerymen

quartered there. A shell entered the hay-loft

where we had slept only a few days before, killed

five and wounded thirteen. So we are camping

in the forest now in a big dugout that we have

helped to build in other periods of so-called

repose.

This is what is distressing about the kind of

warfare we are up against,—^being harried like

this by an invisible enemy and standing up
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against all the dangers of battle without any of
its exhilaration or enthusiasm. From Belfort
to the sea now it is the guerre des tranchSes.
I have tried to describe a little what this means
in an article that I have managed to accom-
plish amid the worst of conditions for writing
and which I will send you when it appears. In
comparison with it a bayonet charge would be
desirable and the command welcome to us all.

I am glad to hear that Mother does not worry
too much. You probably can follow things well
enough to know that I have not been in the
North, where the losses have been heavy, but in
the center where there has been more or less of a
deadlock since the battle of the Mame, and the
infantry has not figured much except as artillery
support. As long as this condition lasts the
danger is very slight and it may last all winter.
If it does it will be more to your satisfaction
than mine. . .

To His Mother

November 17, 1911.

I haven't seen any more of the little cards I
sent you, so I will write a few lines to let you
know that I am well and take the risk of the
letter getting through. As you may see by the
stationery, I have already received the valise
and the contents were most welcome. It arrived

«1
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by the wagon while we were camping in the

woods. I just had time to mark the things,

to transfer what I could carry to my sack and

give the rest to comrades. Thaw took the

zarape; I had a good blanket already. It

was out of the question to carry the extra weight;

you see all the property we now have must go

on our backs on the marches and the weight would

astonish you a little could you lift it. I am now
well equipped for any weather. Yesterday we
had our first flurry of snow, so you ste how
opportunely the things arrived. . . .

Unfortunately I left my MS. with a printer

in Bruges, which is now in the hands of the

Germans and the center of the fiercest fighting.

After the war I shall return there and look it

up. And then I shall think of America again.

With my volume and my mSdaille commemora-

tive I fancy I should have enough to account for

my European visit in point of thought and

action. This experience will teach me the

sweetness and worth of the common things of

life. The world will be more beautiful to me
in consequence. So wait and count on my
being with you next summer.

Diary

December 4, 1914.—Back in the same trenches.

Matters have improved here. A well-to-do
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fermUr sends a fourgan in to Fismes every few
days, which brings back abundant provisions
that the soldiers can buy at moderate prices. In
this way we were able to fill our sacks with
chocolate and canned stuff in sufficient quantity
to tide us over the six days. The trenches have
been much improved by the last section. The
roof has been made water-tight, more barbed
wire has been strung in front, and the earth out
of the deepened ditches has been piled round
the walls, making the dugout much warmer.
By stuffing the crSneaux with straw we are now
allowed to make fires at night, so we can heat
our gamelles and lie down to sleep in a warm
atmosphere. This emplacement is on the whole
the pleasantest of any we have been in. The
dugout is not uncomfortable now, for we have
widened it sufficiently and covered the earth
deep with str w; the view in front through the
crSneaux is very cheerful, a broad field and or-
chard stretching from our position to the cresf
behmd IS a little stream in the woods where
we can wash, and there is a spring close to a
rumed mill where we can fill our canteens. Here
there ,s a post of the 73d regiment and one can
fraternize with the soldiers and hear the narra-
tives of men who have been in the thick of it
since the beginning of the war. We went on a
patrol a lew nights ago, advanced well in front
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of the lines and walked to the outskirts of Craon-

nelle, where we entered an old bam and brought

back annfuls of straw for the dugout.

CHOUMU MARITZA

Choumu Maritza okrvavena

Platch^ oudovitza

Liouto remiena.

Marche, marche,

Zarigrade ie nache.

Raz, dva, trie,

Mladu boulgarie.

Boulgari mili

Napred da vrvim
Ca svitchku cili,

Gueneral ie c nac

Marche, marche,

etc.

(Translation)

Coule Maritza ensanglantfe,

Las veuves pleurent

Gri^vement blesses.

Marche, marche,

Constantinople est k nous.

Un, deux, trois,

Jeunes Bulgares.

Chers Bulgares

Nous devons avanoer
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Avec toutes nos forces,

Notre g£n£ral est avec nous.

Marche, marche,

etc.

This is the Bulgarian national hymn. My
camarade d'armes Hulmaja taught it to me and
we used to sing it on the marches around Mailly
and coming here to the front. He wrote this

out for me one day in the trenches and I wrote
for him four stanzas of the "Marseillaise."
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DECEMBER 8, 1914

Sentry duty. The rftle of the common noldicr. Duoom-
forU and muery of life in the tKnchea. The commiMariat.
The continual struggle of the artillery.

To THE "New York Sun"
December 8, 1914.

This IS our fourth period of service in the
trenches since coming to the front a month ago.
We left our camp in the woods down by the
ch&teau before daybreak this mommg and
marched up the hill in single file under the win-
ter stars. Passing the second Ime trenches we
walked for some time down a road, torn up here
and there with shell holes and obstructed now
and then with shattered trees. Through open-
ings in the woods we could see that we were
marching along a high ridge and on either
hand vaporous depths and distances expanded,
the darkness broken sometimes by a far light
or the momentary glow of a magnesium rocket
sent up from the German lines.

There is something fascinating if one is sta-
tioned on sentry duty immediately after arrival
in watching the dawn slowly illumine one of these
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new landscapes from a position taken up under
cover of darkness. The other section has
been relieved and deparU, we are given the
eonmgne by the preceding sentinel and are left
alone behind a mound of dirt facing the north
and the blank, perilous night. Slowly the mys-
tery that it shrouds resolves as the gray light
steals over the eastern hills. Like a photograph
m the washing its high lights and shadows come
gradually forth. The light splash in the fore-
ground becomes a ruintd chftteau, tlie gray
streak a demolished village.

The details come out on the hillside opposite
where the silent trenches of the enemy are hidden
a few hundred meters away. We find ourselves
in a woody, mountainous countiy, with broad
horizons and streaks of mist in the valleys. Our
position is excellent this time, a high crest, with
open land sloping down from the trenches and
plenty of barbed wire strung along immediately
in front. It would be a hard task to cari^- such
a Ime, and there is not much danger that the
enemy will try.

With increasing daylight the sentinel takes a
sheltered position and surveys his new environ-
ment through little gaps where the mounds
have been crenellated and covered with branches.
Suddenly he starts as a metallic bang rings out
from the woods immediately behind him. It is
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the unmistakable voice of a French 75 starting

the day's artillery duel. By the time the sen-

tinel is relieved, in broad daylight, the cannon-
ade is general all along the line. He surrenders

his post to a comrade and crawls down into his

bombproof dugout almost reluctantly for the
long day of inactive waiting has commenced.
Rather than imitate my comrades, who are

filling the chamber with all the various noises of

profoimd slumber, I shall try to while away some
of its tedium by giving you a description of the
life of a volunteer in the French army at one of

the least exciting points of the present front

—

that is the mid-centre.

After the brilliant French victory in the battle

of the Mame, the Germans, defeated in their

attack on Paris, fell back to a line about mid-
way between the capital and the frontier and
intrenched themselves strongly along the crests

well to the north of the River Aisne. The
French, following close on their heels, took up
whatever positions they could find or win imme-
diately behind and sat down no less strongly

fortified along a line separated from that of the
enemy by distances of usually only a few hun-
dred meters. A deadlock ensued here, and the
theatre of critical activity shifted to the north,

where the issue is still at stake in the tremendous
battle for the possession of the seaboard and the
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base for an enveloping movement which may
be decisive. Toward the east the operations
liave become pretty much confined to the artil-
lery. pending the result of the fighting in the
north, which must be decided before an advance
can be undertaken by either side on other points
of the hne.

True. occasionaDy a violent fusillade to the
nght or left of us shows that attacks are being
made and at any moment are likely to be made
but these are only local struggles for position!
and m general the infantry on the centre are
bemg utilized only to support the long line of
battenes that all along this immense front are
har^mg each other at short distances across
neld and forest and vineyard.

This style of warfare is extremely modem and
for the artillerymen is doubtless very interesting,
but for the poor common soldier it is anything
but romantic. His r61e is simply to dig himself
a hole in the ground and to keep hidden in it
as tightly as possible. Continually under the
fire of the opposing batteries, he is yet never
allowed to get a glimpse of the enemy. Exposed
to all the dangers of war, but with none of its
enthusiasms or splendid Oan, he is condemned
to sit like an animal in its burrow and hear the
shells whistle over his head and take their little
daily toll from his comrades.
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«.P'.l
^t« morning dawns with gray skiesand the hoar frost on the fields. His feet arenumb his canteen frozen, but he is not aUowed

to make a fire. The winter night falls, with its
prospect of sentry duty and the continual appre-
hension of the hurried call to arms; he is not
even permitted to light a candle, but must fold
himself in his blanket and lie down crampedm the d.rty straw to sleep as best he may.How different from the popular notion of the
evening campfire. the songs and good cheer.
Cramped quarters breed ill temper and dis-

putes. The impossibility of the simplest kind
of personal cleanliness makes vermin a universal
III. against which there is no remedy. Cold

tT^\t''°^°"^'^r
*^" ^^'' P^^^'^t conditions.'

and the soldier's life comes to mean to him simpl^
the test of the most misery that the human
organism can support. He longs for an attack,
to face the barbed wire and the mitrailleuse,
anything for a little freedom and function forbody and soul.

wiJ^r'^^u'^'n" f"^
'" * y°""« Servian, whowent through all the Balkan campaign until thewar broke out with the Bulgarians. Then he

deserted at Salonica. for he was unwiUing to
fight against his brother people, and his mother
too was a Bulgarian. After the triumphs of the
campaign m Macedonia the present method of
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Balkans there was nn «»!,• t TT""""- In the

some distance fmm^i • * '"^ ^""^'^ »*

lot of KttuT ""^"^ •^^'"P «"'' teep only alot Of iittle fires among themselvas TvL 'r i
would bombard the big fireX^f k . "^
the little ones the soldferrw:^Iftt"":'

at Dih™ It. L
^"™an°vo and the charge
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the matter of eating assumes an importance alto-
gether amusing to one who gives it only very
secondary consideration in time of peace. It is

in fact the supreme if not the only event of the
day. In France the soldier is very well cared
for in this respect. In cantonment and under
all normal conditions he receives ordinarily
coffee and an ample day's ration of good bread
the first thing in the morning; then at 10 and at
6 he is served with soup, meat and a vegetable,
excellently cooked, coffee and wine, not to men-
(ion such little occasional luxuries as chocolate,
-onfitures, brandy, etc.

In the trenches this programme is necessarily
modified by the distance from the kitchens and
the impossibility of passing back and forth in
daylight on account of the artillery fire. When
we first came to the trenches we made the mis-
take of having our kitchen too near in the woods.
Whether it was the smoke that gave it away oi
one of the hostile aeroplanes that buzz continu-
ally over our heads the C/ermans soon found its
range and with one man killed and half a dozen
wounded the cooking brigade was forced to move
back to the chateau and take up its quarters at
a point in the woods at three or four kilometers
from the line of the trenches.

Since then the matter of ravUaUlement is

arranged as follows: every morning at 3 o'clock
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a squad of men leaves the trenches and returnsbefore daybreak with the day's provisSn™
breadand coffee, eheese and preserved foods, sud^as cold meat. p4t&. sardines, etc. The raS
13 very small, but the nature of life in the trenJ^^
« not such as to sharpen one's appetite. In thjevening another squad leaves immediately after

STthe oT T '^^•^ ^^'^^ *«> ^- the

Zf ,
P*''^ returning in the dark. It is agood meal, a soup, or stew of some kind, as hot as

kitchen fires, coffee and wine, and we all gatherabout with our little tins for the distributior
These mghtly trips to the kitchen are some-times a matter of considerable difficulty, forfrequent changes of position often find Js u^-famihar with the course of the paths throughthe woods. wWch are newly cut. in ,assab!vmuddy and ill defined. Notwithltandrg £

tfZlu""'^, u-'^'
•" ^^^"'P ^-^d thicket

the dark ,t IS considered a privilege to be assigned

^hW f"*y,*'r'^«
>t gives a little activitfto

relieve the day's tedium. Single file, with riflestrapped to shouldei.. we flounder on. wet to

tl^ 1:? ^J'^^
^'''^^* "" -«->d' -«eh man

carding hdf a dozen canteens besides his other

Strdiat'iL"^'^'™'"^^^™'"-^-^^--
33
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To supplement the regular rations with little

luxuries such as butter, cheese, preserves and

especially chocolate is a matter that occupies

more of the young soldier's thoughts than the

invisible enemy. Our corporal told us the other

day that there wasn't a man in the squad who
wouldn't exchange his rifle for a jar of jam.

It is true that we think more about securing

these trifles than we do about keeping our rifles

clean. Nor is it an easy matter to get such

things. The country where we are now has

been thoroughly fought over, so that the poor

inhabitants and their stocks of goods have

suffered severely from the continual passing of

troops in action. The countryside is stripped

as a field by locusts.

In the village where we are billeted during our

intervals of rest between periods in the trenches

there is not a thing to be had for any price. Our

pocket money is so much waste paper. By
sending to remote towns, payinf commissions

and exorbitant prices, one can manage to get

a few things. Once in the trenches these articles

are precious beyond gold. In the course of

bartering services are paid for in chocolate, for

money is held as worthless for wages.

Though modern warfare does not allow us

to think more about fighting than eating, still

we do not actually forget that we are on a battle
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line. Ever over our heads goes on the precise
and scientific struggle of the artillery. Packed
elbow to elbow in these obscure galleries one
might be content to squat aU day long, auditor
of the magnificent orchestra of batUe. were it
not that one becomes so soon habituated to it
that It IS no longer magnificent. We hear the
voices of cannon of all calibres and at all dis-
tances. We learn to read the score and distin-
guish the mstruments. Near us are field bat-
teries; far away are siege guns. Over all there
IS the unmistakable, sharp, metallic twang of
the French 75. the whistle of its sheU and the
lesser report of its explosion. When the Ger-
man batteries answer the whistle and explosion
outdistance the voice of the cannon.
When one hears the mfflemetd the danger

has jdready passed. The shells which burst
immediately overhead and rattle on the roof
of our bombproof dugout come unheralded,
bometimes they come singly, sometimes in rapid
salvos of two or three or four. Shrapnel's explo-
sive report is foUowed by the whiz of the flying
balls. Contact sheUs or marmitea explode more
impressively, so that the earth trembles. Shrap-
nel shatters trees and snaps good sized trunks
as If they were twigs; contact shells dig holes
eight or ten feet across all over fields. When
hues are close, as ours are now. sniping goes on
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all the time, especially from the German side.

At night sometimes a violent fusillade will bring

us to arms; out of our burrows we tumble to
find the hillsides ablaze with the Bengal lights

from the German trenches, where our enemies
are as alert and mystified and uneasy as we are.

None of these alarms has come to anything

where we were, but we hear prolonged roars of

rifle fire, punctuated with steady booming of

artillery, from the line alongside us sometimes,

which make us realize that a desperate attack

is always possible.

In clear weather aeroplanes buzz overhead
all day long. Both sides bombard at them with

shrapnel, which makes a queer little whir when
it explodes high in the air. Never have I seen

the lines bring an airman down, for the puffs

of yellow smoke bre&k too low, and high up in

the clouds the machine goes humming on,

contemptuously dropping its signal fuses. A
few days ago I did see a German aeroplane sent

to the ground by a French monoplane.

We were in camp in the woods behind the

lines when the familiar outline of a Taube against

the winter sky drove us into hiding in our cabin.

Suddenly,, without having noticed its approach,
I saw a French aeroplane close with its enemy.
There was the popping volley of a mitrailleuse

and the wounded German machine dipped
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abruptly and came down in a long volplane, but
I could not see whether the pilot had height
enough to make his own lines before his wh«5ls
struck the ground.

It is toward evening that the cannonade is
a ways fiercest. With darkness it almost com-
pletely subsidy Then the sleepy soldiera.
cramped and dishevelled, crawl out of their
holes, rouse themselves, stretch their legs and
take the air. Everybody turns out like factory
workmen at 5 o'clock. The kitchen squiS
departe, othera set to work repairing smashed
defensive earthworks and the night's first sen-
tmels go on.

Sentry duty, which may be all that is mel-
ancholy if the m-ght is bad and the winter windmoans through the pines, may bring momenta
of exaltation if the cloud banks roU back, if the
moonlight breaks over the windless hills or the
heavens blaze with the beauty of the northern
stars. It has been so for the last few nights,
since I commenced these notes. A cold wave
has frozen aU the bad ways; a light snow has
fallen and at night the moonlight flooding out
of a frosty sky illumines all the wide landscape
to Its utmost horizons. In the hollow the white
shell and chimneys of the rumed chateau stand
out among the black pine groves; on the crest
opposite one can trace clear as in daylight the
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groves and walls and roadways among which

wind the silent and uncertain lines of the enemy's

trenches.

Standing facing them from his ramparts the

sentinel has ample time for reflection. Alone

under the stars, war in its cosmic rather than

its moral aspect reveals itself to him. Regarded

from this more abstract plane the question of

right and wrong disappears. Peoples war be-

cause strife is the law of nature and force the

ultimate arbitrament among humanity no less

than in the rest of the universe. He is on the

side he is fighting for, not in the last analysis

from ethical motives at all, but because destiny

has set him in such a constellation. The sense

of his responsibility is strong upon him. Play-

ing a part in the life of nations he is taking part

in the largest movement his planet allows him.

He thrills with the sense of filling an appointed

necessary place in the conflict of hosts, and fac-

ing the enemy's crest above which the Great

Bear wheels upward to the zenith, he feels, with

a sublimity of enthusiasm that he has never

before known, a kind of companionship with the

stars!

Six days is the regular period for service in

the trenches under normal conditions. Often

enough it seems close to the limit of physical

and moral strain which a man can bear. The
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last night the company packs up its belongings
.^either m the t^'light of evening or da^
assembles and waits for the shadowy arrival of

surrendered without regret. We mardi backover the viretched roads and pass our three days-
interval of so^aJled rest either billeted in the
stables and haylofts of the village or encimp^m the woods around the chAteau
In bad weather the first is the more agreeable,

for one has a tight roof over his head, can washand fratern^e with the artillerymen and the
soldiers of other regiments. But if the skies^e clear it is pleasant to camp by the chftteau.

vnth the rude httle cabins that the soldiers putup when the leaves were still on the branches.
Here one may make fires at will, and at ni-ht-
fall with the smell of wood smoke and the twinkle
of lights among the trees, the condiUons of lifem the amy coine closer to what we imagined
they would be when we enlisted.
Such then is the part that has been assigned

us m our first month of field service-a not very
active part so far but one which novelty hwmade mterestmg. How long wiU it continue?What change will the future bring us? This is
the most frequent subject of surmise and dis-
cussionm trench and cantonment. If our winter
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is to be nothing but a series of alteraations

between the discomforts of crowded dugout and

squalid village there is not one of us who would

not be glad to be shifted immediately to the

north to bear all the rigors of an open campaign

in order to share some of its action. But if vic-

tory in the north determines an advance all

along the line it will be as well to be at this

point as at any other.

North of us, behind the bristling crest, the

frontier is not far. Between and directly on our

road is the cathedral city on the hill. Little

more than a year ago I walked in its ancient

streets and from its lofty ramparts in the shade

of its cluster of Gothic towers, looked off east-

ward at twilight over the broad, beautiful land-

scape. To dream of re-entering this city as we
would re-enter it has filled many a night's watch.

The crest opposite us would have been carried

at the point of the bayonet, our ranks would have

been thinned, but the flag would still wave in the

undulating line of blue and red as it winds up
the hillside to the town and rolls through the

antique gateway, and our o£Scers would look

never so gallant riding at the head of each battle-

worn company.

The midwinter afternoon would bathe in ruddy

splendor the beautiful towers and flag bedecked

balconies. From the one would peal forth the
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thunder of welcoming belU. from the other the
accIamaUon of thousanda. The army of deliver-
ance, we would enter the narrow streets of the
ancient city, the first stage of our long victori-
ous advance would be accomplished, and amid
the benedictions of a ransomed people our hearts
would diUte with that supreme emotion that
life can offer, that emotion idealized on the fields
of France, of her revoluUon and empire, whose
name is that of the winged figure that her soldiera
love to picture at the head of their victorious
battahon«—Ja Oloinl
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DECEMBER 14, 1914rnJANUARY 11, 1915

A dangerous position. The trench dugout. Christmas in
Cuiry. A walk to Beaurieux. New Year's Day. Visit
to Chaudardes. Adventure on petU poate.

To THE "New York Sun"
December 14, 1914.

We have been camping in the woods for the
last three days. These intervals of rest be-
tween our periods of service in the trenches are
usually passed in cantonment at X , a few
kilometers behind the lines. During our last

absence the Germans got its range well and bom-
barded at long distance across the hills. The
precision of their fire seems to have astonished
those who witnessed it. At half past 10 at night
the shells began to fall on the peaceful little

village. When they ceased thirty soldiers and
inhabitants had been killed.

In the hayloft where we had slept a few nights
before a marmite crashed through the roof and
killed five outright and wounded thirteen of our
comrades of another company. So we did not
return to X this time. Those who remained
in the village spent their time pulling down what
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was left of the church tower, whose peaied

position of our headquarters to the hostile
battenes. We halted half way and went ntocamp ,n a huge bombproof hut in the sand un" ?the bleak branches of the winter forest.

Ihjs morning we came back to the trenches

Kirt^th^^

existence that tUs^^f".^.t^^^upon us at present. Once more the revdrLthe dark, the hasty packing and departure themarch out of the woods and up the hiUsMe tWsbme mider the last quarter of'^the last ml oS

t%/"^'-
^.^.?^°°^*J^'^e° clouds pales iSradiance and hides the stars.

Crest after crest the forested hills spread outbeneath and around us in the vastV^JgltA pine grove crowns the ridge that we are mount:

Sfd i'tr" V ^'^'^'- ^« ^'--^ beentold that the position we ai« going to occudv
« one of extreme danger from frtiUery fi^ ft

^
not the gruesome recitals of the ambulancemen Uiat make us beheve it. It is not SJmen branches nor the craterlike holes half fullof ram water in the fields. On the border of the
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grove are the fresh graves of our comrades.
They have written the soldiers' names on the

bars of the little crosses; on the poles droop
their red kSpis.

The section to be relieved is waiting for us
in the shadow of the pine grove. Once more the
hasty transfer, the descent into the black dug-
out, the jostling and disputes as the men get

placed in the dark. A chill wind sweeps through
the underground gallery. Some one strikes a
match and tries to rekindle with straw from the
floor the embers that smoulder here and there

in holes picked out of the wall. The sergeant

stops him before he has gone very far. It will

soon be daylight, when no blue smoke must be
seen curling out of the pine trees.

And while we are getting settled a brusque
voice of command calls in through the doorway.
Formally forbidden to go out during the day.

It is a sinister confirmation of the reports of the

peril of our situation. Certainly, shivering

here in the unfamiliar dark, the prospect of the
six days before us is not cheerful.

Guerre des tranchSesl What is it that this

word "trench" conveys to those who read it

continually in the war bulletins—those who are

disinterested, with curiosity; those whose hearts

are at the front, with anguish? Probably
much of what it would have conveyed to me
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where the soldiers had to fight up to their kneesm water, how they slept and how thev a e MnJquestions I did not ask myseU cZTi 11^
-dition of the co^batanTsT notSS tth^ yet on the other hand the comfort and el b!orate construction of some of these works ofdefence, such as I have seen them described by

The typical trench dugout resembles cata-

p^TjTerjs^pS-iKrs
trs^rvistir^rosf^^rr.--
whom h^,^ especially^ Lt.TtTthe height IS not great enough to permit a m«n

t^ TZ\"''
**"' ^'^^ bi^adth^does n^ti; hfm

?afl^ u*-
^?°'-*he length of one curving

Zu .,
^^ *'^ "moking, eating morsels of

of^them Th""T
"'''^^ '' '""^ -» - ^'

-

l^SdsT^muf^ -^^^^ ^ •"-'^--

Slung or piled about them, filling every inchof extra space, are rifles, sacks. cartridg^S

sweeps by. Tobacco smoke and steaming breath
45
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show how swiftly it drives through. The floors

are covered with straw, in which vermin breed.

The straw is always caked with mud left by

boots which come in loaded down and go out

clean. To get new straw we sometimes make a

patrol in the night to the outskirts of a ruined

village in front of our lines and take what we

need from a deserted stable. It is our most

exciting diversion just now.

The roof of the dugout is built by laying long

logs across the top of the excavation; felling

trees for these coverings occupies a large part

of our rest intervab. On the completeness with

which these beams are covered with earth de-

pends the comfort and safety of the trench.

Wicker screens are often made and laid across

the logs, sods are fitted over the screens so as

to make a tight covering and then loose earth

Is thrown back on top. This is an effective

protection against all but the heaviest shells.

If the roof is badly made, out of branches, for

instance, the rain drips through and makes life

even more miserable inside.

Where the lines run close together the soldiers

sleep in the simple trenches and fire through

small holes in the wall of the combined trench

and dugout. Generally there is room to build

the trenches out in front of the dugout or along-

side. There is a section of a company of infan-
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tjy for each trench, and between the trenchesthere are deep communication ditches.

bnng us the day's provisions. Before daylightt arrives and the distribution takes place GrJatloaves of bread are handed down theTne- each=.an tokes his raUon of half a loaf TlereIS one box of sardines for each two men. i cupof coflFee, a small piece of cheese, a bar of choT^te mu,t last us all day. until darkness pJSanother squad to leave the trench to go d^wnafter the evening soup. After food comes maTToo much praise cannot be given the Govern-ment for handling the soldiers' mail so we™

tTT ?'^ 'l'«W''"«ons on the firing linr

IJw i"!
''"'*"' ^"y h^« d^^ed. ll feeblehght fal s through the nar,x,w doorways and JlIS now clear m the crowded dugout. The soundof voices grows less and less as the men fold^emselyes mto their blankets, and one by onetired out by the mght watch, go off to sleL Tnever could do this and hJe afways Zghagamst sleepmess in the morning. For with our

tn if'",;^^"
^"'^ f^« ' fi"'^' little sl%rt

Zr • ^- *° ^'* ^ ^^""^Sh a narrow dugoudoor. ,s mdispensable for the brighteninfof

tne trst cheee-pann-pann-pann
! of the shrannplburstmg overhead marks' the ope^ of the
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artilleiyman's working day before I tumble o£F

to sleep.

The smell of the wicker screens and the

branches in the dirt on top of the trench reminds

me of Christmas odors in American houses

decorated with green things for the holidays.

Then the smell of powder from the shrapnel

kills the holiday reminder. I dare say Christ-

mas will pass here without any change in our

style of life. The insolent crest across the valley

will still stand up, inviting steel to come and take

it, and we shall go on waiting as patiently as

we can for the day when we shall be ordered to

advance against the shell and steel of the invis-

ible enemy.

It will be a happy day for all of us, for uncom-

fortable inaction has more terrors than shell and

steel.

DiAHT

December 22, 1914.—Returned to Cuiry after

five days in trenches. Will be here, it seems,

until Christmas. Great things seem to be

brewing. Rumors of a general advance in prep-

aration. Last night a violent cannonade and

rifle fire all along the line,—the first about eight

o'clock, the second at midnight just after I had

come in from guard. Hope this means business.

Went to a farm near by today and, waiting
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this later but it has given me at least a free^«.ioo„. An afternoon of memorable beau^mJd sunny weather and loveliest blue skii

fiddbehmdCuiry It is so seldom one can getoff by oneself to have a little solitude and timefor ^errupted reflection. I sha.. never "r!get the beauty of this winter landscape, the

smo?
skies the little villages unde? their

^f^^ '^^'- i" '^'^« P^rf«=t'y happy^d contented. This life agr^s with me; there^ be war for many years to come in Europe

s«isra;.~""""^**'^^-°''^--w'a:

Decmber 31. I914.-Spent a muque 'and
agreeable kind of Christm"^ in cJ^? bright

us aU packages laden with everything good toeat and wear. Christmas Day Lu ^JZe ofthe most beautiful of cold winter days. Rose
earb' and walked up to the farm over the frStwhitened hillside. Hot coffee and brSBeauty of dawn, white landscape and st^m:
»g village. Pleasure of opening packagiTd
reading letters in the hayloft. 'Aerl^rZ,
soup, rassemblement and march off to wS
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But I played truant again and slipping off with

gun slung over shoulder walked alone (not with-

out considerable risk) to Beaurieux. The sol-

dier to whom I had given my wash the week

before had been moved to Beaurieux, and as it

was absolutely necessary to have the change of

clothing, I had to be so far unscrupulous. Beau-

tiful walk through the sunny fields. Accom-
plished object in Beaurieux and enjoyed walk-

ing about town, buying the few little things

that were to be bought and talking to soldiers

of other regiments. Home at sundown. Heated

plum-pudding and made hot chocolate after sup-

per and stayed up late talking in candle-lit loft.

January 5, 1915.—^We left the Moulin trenches

and marched back to Cuiry on New Year's eve.

Spent a pleasant four days there. On New
Year's Day we rose before daybreak and the

whole section was marched off to take a bath.

We walked to Maizy and then turned oS down
the Canal de I'ALsne. At a point several miles

beyond where the poteaux read about 16 kilo-

meters to Berry-au-Bac and 34 to Soissons we
came to a big sugar refinery. Here were excel-

lent facilitir? for bathing and each man had a

fine hot shower and the cold water hose turned

on him afterwards if he wished. In a barge

moored on the canal-side a woman sold us hot
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coffee and bread too. This liftu -
a pleasant divewiorWcinT!,! / """"""» """
of the nar„.w cirZ^So":l^i^TlZ^'

-'
'ng m for the past two montJs

^ '"**^-

.

/>ad always been anxious to visif fl.» i-»i

tuX^rSi/^Tee:: ^^-^--^ertht's
a few'^kiloi^T^r^Jr

TMs''""'^
^'"'^

occasion and so in the Ift^
This w^g ^ good

of lovely skies aid mSd wX!' T'^tT ""''

The little chureh provedTo ^ ^•"'''' °^^'-

line and in the paSrS th. .r?"""'*^
^°'^ «

not been desecS e^i .•? 'V""""-
'* ''^d

church at CS^ Itretj'l ' "^^ "^^ '""«

and hstened to him in the npT5
/'^tlong

the little white-wash^" intl^ '^^ ^"^^ ''^

Wandering about the village later T „across another soldier in a b?f!t .
'*"®

an American flag pi^^ to ft t'''"**^ r"*
accosting him Zt Tw. .u J "^^arked in

P«^^ and STso 5 ii^ r^e : c^""
'^ f^

noon acquaintance It^nl ''i«°»ng after-
4 muiance. it appears that the man
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who was an Alaatiaiii had become liable to mili-

tary service in the French army in some way,

but going to the United States when he was 14

had escaped doing it. He was given amnesty,

however, on condition of being mobilizable in

case of war. Travelling on the Continent there-

fore at the outbreak of hostilities, he went imme-

diately to his ddpAt at Caen when the order

to mobilize came out and became incorporated

in the SOme de ligne. He was made cook for

the tous-qfficiers' mess, in which capacity he

was serving when I met him. He took me
around to the kitchen and, seeing that his bat-

talion was leaving for the trenches that evening

and soup was early on that account, he made me
stop and gave me a warm meal before returning

to Cuiry. He gave me all kinds of provisions

too and took me over to a ferme, where I met a

young sergeant who spoke English well. We
had coffee together and he told me all kinds of

anecdotes about the experiences of the S8me, I

returned to Cuiry at sundown.

To His Father

January II. 191«.

After weeks of inaction in trenches where

the danger of attack was slight and there was

nothing worse to be feared than the constant

artillery fire, our company was moved last time
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into the little viUase of C tu » j
ou. part of the X"le:;rhX:^i&:
me run, too do^ under the creH^S by

£ S ?u ^ ^ "'""'«^ ^y bombardmentbut when, the patrols come down evenTnJhtand harass our outposts in the most nei^e-ralk

2p ll^f""^- ^-'d«y-i-ostXut

£s^^^r=-SKer:;

Iffair ?wl^ r!.™^
'° * "°^* unfortunateatfair I was standmg guard under the wall of

s„l\ir" """'^r'^ * """""de when a paL^sneaked up on the other side and threw a hrd
ouTftt""^

"'''^'' ^P"""«' a moment at

WiU^out crymg to arms, I left the otheTsenSJ

about 100 metres away and called ouVK,'
poral of ^e guard. We walked bai tS Thespo together and had hardly arrived whenanother bo„.b came over, which'lxplod^J^^^us w,th a tremendous detonation. In the Zfusion that followed the attacking p^rty hZt
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On the 80th we shall have been three months

at the front. Penistent rumors have it that we

are going to be sent back to Orleans for a while

on that date to rest. The English and Belgians

in the regiment are going to their respective

armies and the battalion is going to be generally

reorganized. . . .
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FEBRUARY 6, lou

To THE "New Yoek Sc.v"

TO L , .
Felm.aiy 5, I9W.

«„ f^
''^.

"^r
"• «"»t°°'°«'t after eight dayson Uie firing line. This is the longest stretSwe have yet done without rehef. The 4^n1

on Uiat day and there was no lack of indications
that we were going to have it. There has beenS 1* '«y''*?"°"tP"P*"" ^^^ ^t« the lineswith ^e warning that a general attack was tobe made And m the still winter nights behind
the hostile crest the continual noise of distant
trains and motors could be heard, bespeaking aconcentration somewhere along the line
The preceding night I was out on sentinel

duty. In a clear sky, the moon, a few nightsfrom the full, flooded the hillsides, mal^fS
impossible for patrols to circulate. Not a shotwas bemg fired. The sinister sflence confirmed
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every suspicion that something was under way.
At midnight a French battery behind us broke
it rudely and ironically by firing twelve times in

succession over the crest as a birthday greeting.

The enemy did not respond. And so the long
night wore away and the day came and passed
without incident for us.

The blow had fallen on some other point of

the line. Strewn pitifully along the summit
of the crest opposite we who were on guard
could still see the bodies of the French soldiers

where they have been lying ever since September,
when the magnificent 6lan of the battle of the
Mame finally broke on this bleak hillside and
ever since when both sides have been sitting

facing each other, neither riskinf the perils of

a further attack. Once more we have been
cheated in our hope for action, but it may not
be for long.

The greatest change has come over our life

here lately. In my last letter I described the
soldier's days and nights in the trenches, and I

am afraid I drew a rather gloomy though by
no means exaggerated picture. For the last

month, however, we have not been living in

trenches at all, but in a ruined village. It has
been much more romantic. Along the vast

battle line from Belfort to the sea each regiment
has its sector of a few kilometers to defend.
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•nd gre.1 burnedi cMwu k.!^
'''™'

faie ntl>» ~, " cnateau have been visi-

I shaJJ never for«„.f f1.1^ • ^ ^"* *""«.

stealth,, T ?^ ^^ "npressiveness of thatsteaJthy. silent entrance. We had }Jt
cantonment at midnight Fivl «. • u- **"'

through the forested tf.. 7'" ^°"'"**'"

the black slopes of th. nl f°*"^«^t ««««>st

the bright wXand S ak 5^ae '^t'
^^

typical little fVencrtt^' tC'\«^
t'^^

and happmess made desolate by war Rnt
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There had been no general conflagration in

C , it is true, for the Germans had not had

time to fire it "as they have done systematically

wherever they could. But there was literally

not a house that had not been riddled with

shrapnel or disembowelled by the deadly "mar-

mites" that must have fallen on it in a perfect

inferno of fire. Picking our way through the

debris that Uttered the streeU we filed in through

that picture of desolation that makes always so

striking a background for a column of infantry

advancing.

Poor ruined villages of northern France!

There they lie like so many silent graveyards,

each little house the tomb of some scattered

family's happiness. Where are the simple, peace

loving country folk that dwelt here when these

windows were squares of yellow lamplight, not,

as now, blank as holes in a skull? The men

away at the war or already m their graves;

the women and children refugees in the south,

dependent upon charity. The pity of it all is

that the French guns have done and have had

to do the material damage.

When the Germans marched back in August

there was no resistance to their advance. But

it was with the artillery close on their heels that

they were chased out in September. It is fright-

ful to think that only at such a price can the
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French regain their conquered temtoiy. If theenemy are to be driven across the fronUer does

1?,? T'^^
that every town and village between

xnust be laid m ruins? The alternative is
staggenng. ...
At C—- our quarters are most picturesque.They are the wme cellars of the village's two

chateaux. Here the soldiers have been able tobring straw, coal and candles, and with a good
roof over their heads, safe from shells and from
ram. enjoy a degree of comfort quite exceptional
for a posibon where the crack of the German
mausers as they snipe at sentinels seems at ourvery doors aad where the mitrailleuse upon the
hd^side could rake our cellar door itself were it
not for the encircling groves.
The big chateau has been completely bunieddown. Nothing remains but the shell It

sits m the midst of an immense, heavily wooded
park, the wall of which, several kilometers looir

tZ'I^V^T^'"'''^^'^''"''- Pretty paths
mtersect the dense groves. There are benches

tTi ^^'^' ^°"°t*^s and summer houses.
Ihe lawn that encircles the chateau slopes downbehmd to a charming little artificial lake.
Everything bespeaks the pleasure retreat ofsome man of wealth and taste. Before therumed mansion, truly seigniorial in its propor-
tions, stand ancestral pines.
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Nothing could be more romantic on a moonlit

night than the view of these silent walls gleam-

ing amid the great black cones; nothing more
eerie than the silent grove, in which there is

never the complete assurance that the park
wall completely separates one from the lurking

enemy.

The little ch&teau is in the town itself, sur-

rounded by no considerable estate. It has been
ripped open with bombardment, but was not

set on fire. Strange enough, the pillaging of

six months has not begun to exhaust the loot that

litters its floors knee deep. Here all the posses-

sions of some once comfortable family lie scat-

tered about as they have been pulled from desk,

cupboard and bureau. Sheets and pillowcases

lie mixed up with family photographs and corre-

spondence in a chaos of disorder.

Most pathetic to me was a little girl's post-

card collection—cards from all over Europe,
with their little messages of love or greeting.

But most precious were the remains of a beautiful

library, the last thing to be violated by the rude
hands that have ransacked everything else and
left not a bottle of wine in the whole town.
Here, stacked just as they were before the
invasion, I found finely bound, immaculate sets

of Rousseau, Voltaire, Comeille and Racine.

The wind and rain that blew in through the im-
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they are as follows: At daybreak a dozen men

and a corporal go out to the position and install

themselves behind the rude shelters or defences

that have been constructed.

During the day the guard is simply two men

on two houi watches. At night, however,

the post is broken up into tlucee little posts of

four men each. These are in turn divided into

relays of two, which alternate at intervals of

one or two hours, as they choose, so that each

man has six or seven hours on guard during the

night. At daybreak the whole squad is in turn

relieved, for picket duty on petit paste is always

twenty-four hours. During that time, whether

on guard or off, no one is supposed to sleep.

To us, who are lodged now regularly in the

cellars of the big chateau, guard usually falls

at points along the park wall. At simset, in

little groups of four, we take up positions at a.

door, on a scaffolding rigged up inside, or in a

little trench dug without. "Guard" means

standing here with every nerve strained on the

dark worid outside; relief, sitting huddled in a

blanket near by, walking up and down to shake

off drowsiness or stamping the feet to drive

out the cold.

When moon or star light makes it possible to

see some distance into the orchard, field, or grove

outside this job is not so bad. But when the
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sky is covered and complete darkness draws the^king menace down to within a few met^„ «?tbs post then the sentinel creates for biZeUa thousand imaginary dangers
As the night wears on the ten«on begins to

subject to strange hallucinations. Surely someerne .s whispering out there in the dl^kneTs

Z:Z ""
"J**^

"^^*^^' »' ^"'^h ««nals aspass be ween the members of a patrol. A blackspot m the night takes shape and seems to moveA human form detaches itself from a tree trunk!As, a shot nngs out near by alomj the wall thl
sentry's hand tightens on hL rifl^

'^^

The very suspicion of a sound, a broken twig

1 h ?V*°""' """y ^*^'« hi*" «o that hfcan hear has heart beat. And so. with finger ontngger and evei,^ nerve tense he waits, alLmcSenough to entertai, the illusion but Cterenough of hamself not to fire till the mTis
aUTCt

"M<m. th^ he who looks for the morning'"Never We I realized the force of this verse a,« the mterminable fourteen hours of Sesewmter mghts. It is heralded now by the mo^-«g star. In the last hours of darLess, aJdthe summer constellations just begimiing toappear^ the beautiful planet rises, marvellous
resplendent. Not long after the green glow 5
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dawn mantles over the east. The landscape

b.gins to grow visible, the black spots come

out in all their innocuous detail. The little

groups of men return to the central post. Here

the relieving squad comes up before the stars

have completely disappeared and the tired

watchers are r*ee to return to the chftteau.

If the or<'' il uas been hard the compensation

b dehghtfvl. I have said that the degree of

comfort wc enjoy in the cellars of the chftteau

far exceeds any that we had in the trenches. In

these subterranean quarters, completely hidden

from the enemy, nothing prevents us from burn-

ing as many candles as we like. The village

cellars provide us with all the coal we need; its

haylofts are still full of beautiful sheaves of un-

threshed grain, just as they were stacked in mid-

summer last. By means of the little lake in the

park close at hand we are able to keep at least

comfortably clean. With these simple neces-

sities attended to we have been able to make

ourselves perfectly at home in the great stone

vaults of the ruined mansion.

Here in the first hour after dawn the scene

is most animated and picturesque. One by

one the petits posies return. The men throw

down their sacks and by candle light arrange

their places for the day and hang up their rifles

and equipment. The long, nervous tension finds
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together the incident, of th^ niSt P
?"**

we ourselves have had « «.? i

"'"*'**

adventures olth2«
P«trol 0^, and the

and liste^i to
°'"° "" ^'^^ ««"«rht after

«oMier also "touXs^, A ^ '"?™*"«- '^^^

wUch, heated S^ a^td^ ' '**^'^"' "' "^^
excellent sleepii^^Jon \7"' '^'^'^ "^

« the Kttle r£2rr^Zl>^'^\2T' or'"":mm, that is dol«H „..* i . , '
<>' sweet

Gradually SfLvt I- "^l"*^ *^^ '"'"bs."«^j' me conversation suboiHoo n_ uone the candles are blown ^t -^ ^^^^
lays out his sWnir,™ „i . ^"^ soldier

hifpreparTtiS Tn*'

P''^,*^*'^'""^. K»gers aver

-turn to them onL irr*:!,
'""'"^h we

without fondness ofthTL:;!?^S If'<iays of strenuous toil and robust IZS tul
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down after a night's watch, in the straw covered

cellar bottom of our ruined ch&teau.

Life, then, in C is infinitely more pictur-

esque, more interesting, and more comforUble

than life in the trenches, which is the lot of by

far the greater part of the troops along the present

battle front. What it gains m these respects,

however, it loses in excitement. The village

itself is without strategic importance, so that the

likelihood of an attack en masse at this point is

less than at most others. The German position

on the plateau above is so strong that, on the

one hand, they have no reason to want to better

it here, and, on the other hand, the French have

more advantageous things to do than to risk a

frontal assault.

Their lines at this point, then, are little more

than the maintenance of contact with those of

the enemy, their real defensive works, in case

of need, being well in the rear. This ground

has not been very closely contested and there is

plenty of latitude to circulate in between. Con-

fined to the underground shelters during the

day by the artillery that thunders continually

all around, yet little parties are free to go out

at night and pursue more primitive and more ex-

citing methods of warfare. If prolonged inaction

becomes too exasperating there is always this

nocturnal man hunting to break the monotony
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standing there two yards away without their

being able to strike a blow in self-defence.

It was a moment for quick decision. Yet

no course of action that presented itself seemed

very satisfactory. To fire was useless, for no

possible angle commanded the ground just be-

hind the wall. The call to arms might have

precipitated the danger, which stiU hanging m
suspense offered a better opportunity for over-

coming. Leaving his comrade at the breach,

therefore, the mobile sentry ran down to the

vetU pode, which was only about fifty yards along

the walk, and caUed up the corporal of the guard,

warning him of what had occurred.

A httle incredulous, the old soldier buckled

on his equipment, took his rifle, and preceding

the sentinel, walked up the path toward the

barricade. Before he had time to arnve an-

other fuse appeared spinning over the wall at

the same spot. ReaUzing the danger, he cried

out to the sentinel who had remained, to save

himself. He had hardly spoken when the bomb

burst with a terrific explosion. Turning toward

the j>etU poste the corporal shouted "Aux arms!

These were his last words. Almost simul-

taneously with the explosion of the grenade the

enemy burst in the barricade, fired down through

the smoke, and were off again before the be-

wildered men inside had time to answer. They
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shot well, for almost with the first ball th. u

I ,
"""™ on. Jivery one was on tho »!»,.*

Sofih. r '° ^''"' '^^ y«" °f the war-

w« on? f r *«" ''^'' ^' '^"^'^ enemy. Itwas one of those antidotes to civihzatfon nf

it'e^tLX" °^^^ ^" '"-^ tot:i:mier extraordmary sensations.
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FEBRUARY 17-MARCH 24, 1915

The deadlock. A narrow escape. Varying types of legion-

naires. A promenade. Manoeuvres. The "Marseillaise.

To His Mother

February 17, 1913.

You are quite wrong about my not realizing

what I was going into when I enlisted. I had

not been living for two years in Europe without

coming to understand the situation very well

and I was under no illusion that the conflict

which was to decide the fate of empires and

remake the map of Europe would be a matter

of a few months. I knew that it would be a

fight to the finish, just as our Civil War was.

The conflagration, far from diminishing, seems

to be spreading. The lull during the winter

has allowed each side on this front to fortify

itself so strongly that, in my opinion, the dead-

lock here is permanent. On the Eastern front

the Russians under French direction may be

able to accomplish something, but so far the

Germans seem to have had all the best of it.

The easiest solution to see is the entrance of
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'laite unforeseen now At In Z t rT '''''

expect to be ]iberat:j-thff,ea"""'^
''''""*

ratS'inf"V?
'"?""

."^ «°'"g '"Orleans evapo-

cennes. Someone has suggested ih^t tl,„ n
meant Feb 29tJ, „, .^^''^f^

^n*** they really

a Httle irof a- Ion " 'S 2^^'^•t .s hard writing amid a BabeY'o" JolerJa^'o":

To His Father

We have been here for six davffnTh"' f' "!!

'

out beyond the ruined vi agtT^C-^'Ztl;way up the hill to the enemy's 1 nts. It i^lue

least H.n„ ,
^ P°^*' "'•e reallv the
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standing at the door of the dugout, watch the

shells raising the mischief with the lines in the

rear.
_ .

I was shot a few days ago coming m from

sentinel duty. I exposed myself for about two

seconds at a point where the communication

ditch is not deep enough. One of the snipers

who keep cracking away with their Mausers at

any one who shows his head came v/ithin an ace

of gettmg me. The ball just grazed my arm,

tore the sleeve of my capote and raised a lump

on the biceps which is still sore, but the skin was

not broken and the wound was not serious

enough to make me leave the ranks.

The Germans are marvellous. Ytu hear

their rifles only a few hundred metres off, you

feel them about you all the time, and yet yu
can never see them. Only last night when the

moon set behind the crest, it silhouetted the

heads of tv;o sentinels in their big trench on top.

Rumors continue to circulate about our going

to be relieved and sent to a third line position

for a while for a rest. It is four months now that

we have been on the firing line,—four months

with the noise of the cannon continually in our

ears. The latest is that the whole 18th Army

Corps, of which -e are a unit, is to be replaced

by a division of tiie new English troops. I shall

like a Uttle change, but I am becoming resigned
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to this life and accept with equanimity anything
that comes along. I see no end to the thing-
it may go on for years. ...

(On back of picture postcard showing French infantrv cross-
ing C )

TT .
March 3, 191 j.

Here IS the way we look marching, rarme
a la baiaille. After six days repos we are going
back agam to the trenches tonight. In the
course of a few weeks we expect to be reviewed
by General Joffre, after which we shall probably
go back to a second-line position for a rest.
Ihere is no chance of serious work before this
time We are just night watchmen at present,
which does not please me. but which ought to
comfort Mother.

To His Mother

March 12, 1915.
From today on, no more letters nor corre-

spondence of any kind goes out until further
notice. As this rule seems to apply to all regi-
ments. It IS probably motivated by military
reasons. But if it were caused by nothmg ex-
cept a disgraceful article like that of 's that
you sent me it would not be too severe. I should
not think that I would need to tell you that that
article is simply the low joke of a mind that thinks
it funny to tell lies. If his lies did nothing worse
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than belittle his comrades who a.o here for

motives that he is unable to conceive, it would be

only dishonorabh-. But when it conies to throw-

ing discredit on the French government tliat in

all its treatment of us has been generous beyond

anything that one would think possible, it is

too shameful for any words to characterize.

This man like many others of his type was long

ago eliminated from our ranks, for a person

buoyed up by no noble purpose is the first to

succumb to the hardships of the winter that we

have been through. A miserable weakling, in-

capable of "c'cling any generous emotion or con-

ceiving any noble ideal, among the first to sur-

render in the face of suffering, he gives full rein

to his perverted American sense of humor now

that he can warm his feet amid the comforts of

civilization again and it is his comrades who

remain in the face of danger and suffering that

must bear the odium that an act like that will

throw on the name "American" as soon as it

is broug; t to the notice of the authorities.

I should long ago have pulled strings to get

into another regiment were it not, as I say and

as I expected, that the winter's trials have pretty

well weeded out the objectionable specimens

and that the dep6ts have sent us up to replace

them men that are men and an honor to fight

beside. ... We have many Belgians with
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"'••ee weeks unt/jZ p,:^' t '^"'T''
'" ^"""iUe

H.-« five broth «tr"rol"r,''"''-'"''''^""--
g-'^ning of t],e war W, .^'''' "^ t''^" l'^^"

tered his vilWehe w. VT ""^ ^"""""^ en-

;o dig trenchef forh^' :J17
%^-'^ "-de

to escape one night in theW "nd em *7"?^^'^
There was nothing left for JWm K TT ^^^ ''"^'*-

tf'e Legion, for all hL Dalr '"."''^"S'' '»

•"Other and father relfn^- ?•" '°^'- His
-''-h is stil, in tlrnl ofl'e'c"

''"' ^'"''^'^

you can figure to yourself tl t fu™""'"
"

s'x sons are in theXn.l ""'^^^'' ^^o'*
^•ho,n she has had anf n

' /™^'* ""* ""'^ "f
you will have sol -J

""? ^^'^ ^'"^^^ August,

through with oveThe; '![
"^"' ^'^ ''^^^ ^"'•e

To THE "Xew York Sun"

Am,,«„
*^' ™= Ai3NE, March 24 im-Among so many hours in tli„ iT^,

'

modern warfare mZl "''*''^''
' "^« "'at
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pands with accesses of enthusiasm that more

than compensate for all his hardships and suffer-

ing. Such was the afternoon of the review we

passed the other day before the General of our

army corps.

All the morning in the hayloft of our can-

tonment we labored cleaning from rifle and

equipment, clothes and person, their evidence

of the week in the trenches from which we had

just returned. At noon under the most beau-

tiful of spring skies we marched out of the

village two battalions strong.

It was pleasant this little promenade, to escape

for a while from the narrow circumscription

to which we are so strictly confined and get a

glimpse of the outer world again from which we

have been so long and so completely isolated.

Here the littlest things were novel and charm-

ing—to pass through new landscapes and vil-

lages, to look on women and children agam,

to se^ automobiles and get a whiff of gasolene

that has the strongest power of evoking associa-

tions and bringing back the life that we have

left so far, far behind. In contrast with the

sinister lifelessness and suspense that reigns

along the front, here, as soon as one is out of

the zone of artillery fire, all is bustle and busy

operations. Along the roads were the camps of

the engineers and d6p6ts filled with matenal
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for defence and military works-pil,., of lumber pontoon bridge, in secfons/ia ait Zlof barbed wire. tJ.ousands of now pickl TndsWls neatly laid out. that raised grSans from

about the spade having won him more than tl eword holds curiously true ia the Gallic wars „today, at least so far as our e.xpcrience has

The roads were teeming with life, lumberingwagons and mule trains .mngling with chunTrng motor lornes and Paris auto buses in theimmense work of ravitaillemenl, motor cyclistswh,zzmg back and forth with despatchc?. ch cofficers loungmg back in the depths of luxuriouslimousmes that were once the pride of theboulevards. Whereas on the firing L eachunit has a sense of terrible detachment. Terewe could feel reassuringly the nation w;rWbehmd us. the tightened sinews of that greatcomplex system of which we are but the ultS
po.nts^of pressure in the mighty effort itt

ovS'iifa^H ^^r"'"''-
"' "^ '^^ ""'^I'"! backover h,U and vale, smgmg the char^ons de routeof the French soldier-along poplar lined canalswhere the b.g pSnicfies are stalled, through pic"utesque villages where the civilians, returned totheir reconquered territo^^. came to thelTdoors
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and greeted us as wc passed. Once we passed

a group of German prisoners .vorking on the

roads. They looked neat and well cared for

and took goodnaturedly enough the stream of

banter as we marched by.

On the sunny plateau we were joined by the

two relief battalions of the regiment that holds

the sector to our left, and all were drawn up

on the plain in columns of sections by four, a

fine spectacle. We had not wa=ed long when

the General appeared down the road. He was

superbly mounted, was followed by a dragoon

bearing the tricolor on his lance and an escort of

about a dozen horsemen. Four thousand bay-

onets flashed in the air as he rode by. Then the

band struck up the march of the Second Chas-

seurs and under the mounted figure, silhouetted

on a little knoll, we paraded by to its stirring

strains. At the same time, with a great fracas,

a big. armed monoplane rose from the fields

nearby and commenced circling overhead to

protect us from the attack of any hostile air-

craft to which our serried ranks offered so tempt-

ing a mark.

Again we manoeuvred in position and while

the Stats-majors were conversing we stacked

rifles, laid down our sacks and broke ranks.

I took the occasion to seek out a soldier of the

tme and learn something of the kind of life
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jniportance. so ti.at the 1J^ZwS Tt""throw of each olh^r * •

°
" '*'""•' <*

on ince.ant Tl^ n^^TrlT'r'''''''
««

ftop, up there on tlLTrit and I
,

'"1 ""'"
Jit up continually with [hfl '"^''''' "'"*-•
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ment. a typical assault in the desperate Idnd of

struggle that goes on at these points of close

contract along the front. A ditch bas been dug

previously to the very edge of our lines of barbed

wire For hours before the attack is to be

delivered the trenches are deluged with artillery

fire so intense that the French are unable to

man their first line defences, but must remain

back in the communicating galleries waiting the

decisive moment. .

Suddenly the gmis are silent a^d s^^f
"l^''^^-

ously the enemy pours out of the ditch forty,

thirty yards away. Some carry wire cutters

cJhers hold the rifle in the left hand and with

the right shower the trenches with grenades

that they draw from sacks slung over the

shoulder. The French rush to their crinaux.

The roar of rifle and machine gun fire bursts

out, and a brief, ferocious struggle ensues, which

is simply a quesUon of the speed and number of

balls that can be discharged in a given number

of seconds and the speed and number of men that

in the same time can be rushed agamst the posi-

'°The attack in question was a complete failure

and only resulted in piling higher the heaps of

dead that lie where they fell in the continuous

battle that at this point has been going on now

for six months, with alternations of success that
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in no case can be estimated in more than fr.ntions of a hundred meters.

^"^'

Before I had time to gather details of this

Sac au dos" ran through the ranks. "BaSnnetteau canon!" "Presentez-armes!" w^tfrom captam to captain. Again the flash of

X

4^000 bayonets. And while the battalioS s <^
s:'^£:£?-^^^-''^-^eriS!

th^^
^^

^/f \^ ''^ ^^ '""^^ strains even

Unconsciously our lips framed the words of thewonderful song. Instinctively our eves t?,l!S

? tt b'^^.-n'''^'^
°° theVrSesHlmS

always on. desperately, determinedly. herokaT/
Quoi, ces cohortes ^trang^res
ferment la loi dans nos foyers t

nSTn^JJ!"°"u'^
"^''y P^««« «f the song of1792 apphed to the situation of 1915 .

^
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Entendez-vous dans nos campagnes

Mugir ces feroces soldats ?

The crisis was the same, the passion the same

!

May our hearts in the hour when the supreme

demand is to be made on us be fired with the

same enthusiasm that filled them as we stood

there on the sunny plateau listenmg to the Battle

Hymn of the Army of the Rhine

!

All were in high spirits as we marched home

that evenmg. We took a short cut, cross-

country, for it was already getting dark enough

to traverse without danger the field where we

passed a while exposed to the distant artillery.

The last glow of sunset shone down the gray

valley, illumining with a brazen lustre the wind-

ings of the river as we tramped back over the

pontoon bridge and into cantonment again.

Something breathed unmistakably of spring and

the eve of great events.

And that night in our candle-lit loft we un-

corked bottles of bubbling champagne. Again

the strains of the noble hymn broke sponUne-

ously from our lips. Aud clinking our tm army

cups, with the spell of the afternoon still strong

upon us, we raised them there together, and we

too drank to "the day."

8«
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APRIL 15-APRIL 28, 1915

To His Sister
(Written in pencil on the flv leaves of "T^ r » .

J.-J. Rousseau," Genevri^cciSx^r"

Wp J,o„^ • X .
April 15, 1915.We have just come back from six davs inC—

- where we were cantannSs in the cave^

pleasant week ^L^~:i..''LTor^JZn^ht .„ our outposts up on the hillsid?rthe

fZr" ?^' "' ^°^"S'"S '" the ruined liLesloafing m the pretty garden of the chaleau 1;

you from their posts in the thickets on the
83
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slopes of the plateau, not six hundred metres

away Sometimes our artillery opens up and

then you lay down your book for a while and,

looking through a peek-hole, watch the [5 s

and 120's throw up fountains of dirt and debris

all along the line of the enemy's trenches.

Here is a volume from the library. I hope

it will become one of the treasures on your

shelves. It must H a very early if not the first

edition of the " Confessions." You see it is only

the first half, published probably before the

work was completed. I have never read the

"Confessions" except desultorily, but I am very

fond of the "Promenades," which you wil also

find here, especially the fifth, about the He St.

Pierre •

Spring has come here at last and we are having

beautiful weather. I am going in swimming

in the Aisne this afternoon for the first time.

In fine health and spirits. . . .

To THE "New York Sun"

On the Aisne, April 28. 1915-

I have delayed writing in the hope that

something would happen here exciting enough

to make really interesting reading. The U.n-

don Times brings vivid accounts of the Aghtog

at Neuve Chapelle and the copies of the if- m

and Journal have personal narratives of the men
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inactive, preparing for the great ^tenrthaf

Yet OP the other hand these units form reallv

f?onr'\r^""*^ °^ '^' f-<=«« now on thefront, as the scantiness of the official \^1

My Servian friend was telling me last ni^^hthow at one time in his country's hLo^ ^*

imagination has woven a whole cycle of Srvanc romance. By means of signal firesXvgave wammg of the Turks' approach As westood on guird back in H,„
®

alert for nf» f -n J ,
^® '^^^'^® trenches,alert for the fusillade that would mean the csll

Tat rn,'' ^" «''"P^°>'' •* se:me^' ottthat much the same thing was the case in Franceto-day. Only, whereas in old Servia theseTe!
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fenders were a picked corps of men, hore It is

practically the entire able bodied male popula-

tion who make a living wall across the country

that they are there to protect or perish for.

In this line our situation is about as agree-

able as is consistent with a state of war, which

indeed, we are often able almost to forget. Our

earUer discomforts were largely due to ignorance

and an inevitable inability to adapt ourselves

to the conditions of a kind of warfare that even

to the old soldiers among us was a novelty.

Six months have taught us all many things;

our life is now arranged with methodical regu-

larity and proceeds along a fixed schedule.

By a system of reliefs by alternating bat-

taUons the disposition of our time is as follows:

Six days in the first line trenches, six days repose

in our village headquarters ten kilometers back;

then six days reserve in the woods; six days

again in the village, and so the routine recom-

mences. Thus we have three distinct kmds of

existence. I wQl give ytu a description of each

one of these.

Of the three periods, every one of us would

agree, that at the outposts is by far the pleasant-

est. For one thing we are fairly free from bom-

bardment, being at a difficult angle under the

enemy's crest. And even more important, we

are entirely free from work. The soldier does
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labor .ncident tTtrStt/^^'''*^V''^ ''"^

•« really not h« SS alalf'. T'^'u''
''^ ^''^'^

engineer crps, whose n„l\''"* ***' «^ the

'•nadequateI iheZ,^:^t'^°::^^^\^ Quite

Pleasantest of our lifewt / ^ *''*''• ^he
that our company's senior .•

?''° *° ^^' ^^'^t

but the rui„ed\l;eTlLt ;T T^ ^°"''*'-^'

my Jast letter, whf^ we k^*^ *° ^°" '"

ourselves with colfoTts whf ^
''''" *° P™^"'«

th^tren^s must do .Wthtf "" '"'"''^^^ '"

buildin^^ that"TatT:,rr stT'
''' '^ "«'«

of the ^.,,, c*«|,.a„. DurinVS -T
''''''

one mounts guard in th . !
"'^^t every

«'de; in daySe the .
%"?'^'' "^ ""-* h'"-

f'-ngle post T:il thatTn
'"™'''^'^ ^^ ^

it possible for the rit of us trf"^' '"'*'""S
repose and freedom "^^^ complete

ehalLri^^i^t;; ^'^ '^"^ «^ ^'-^

out to the posts. Some of th
"'"" ^^'^ ""^^^h

tery that got in the wTv f It I
""'^ '" * '^eme-

Battle of ^the A sne The t
^""^ ''"^' °^ ^^e

-;t have -deTsta?;b'2rdZ^^'"T

- the dead have s^^rmtumS
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and burst open the sepulchres. Quantities of

chloride of lime, liberally sprinkled about,

are a remedy that is not much better than the

evil, and the rats as big as rabbits that scurry

under the banks and hedges and discourage

one from lying down between watches make

this the least desirable of all posts.

Better are the trenches further up the hill-

side where in the calm of night, disturbed only

occasionally by a fusillade or the cannon's

double boom, one can contemplate at his ease

the vast panorama spread out below, dim under

the circling stars or emerging in the pale lustre

of beautiful dawns.

Further up the slope the voices of the enemy

are plainly audible. Even wider to them stretch

those magnificent horizons, and I often wonder

with what feelings they regard them. Beyond

the utmost ridges they had once penetrated,

before our victory at the Mame threw them back

to the bitterly contested plateau, strewing all

the fields and roadsides between with their dead.

There below them southward—tempting, pro-

voking—lies expanded, almost coquetlishly,

the fair realm of France, and over behind the

sunset hills—Paris! Violators outwitted, is it

tLd regret of an irretrievable defeat that fills

their long watches up there, or the hope of

making another and more successful assault?
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AU our outposts now, no less than our main

Unes of defence, are protected by formidable
barbed wire entanglements, behind which we
can rest secure from the surprises that cost us
lives m the early days of the campaign. The
Germans have done no less on their side. In
fact night resounds with the hammering of stakes
from all directions and in the quiet of his lone-
some watch the sentinel imagines with amaze-
ment what will be the cost of life for either army
that attempts to break through a line which seven
months of continuous work have lortified with
all the murderous defences that ingenuity can
devise.

At 3 o'clock now the east begins to pale, and
an hour later the posts can return. Picking up
our blankets we hurry down the hillside, through
the cemetery and back to the chateau on the
edge of the village. An hour of animated con-
vereation ensues as the day's distribution is made
and the places laid in the straw. Then a fine
siesta until the cry of "soupe" calls us aU out
again around 11 o'clock.

In the long afternoons no one has any desire
to sleep. Warm sunshine fills the enclosed
garden of the chateau. Here the birds are
smgmg and the buds swelling. Shielded from
the sharpshooters up the hillside, one can write,
sew, clean his gun and equipment, or attend to
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the hundred little things that fill the soldier's

idle hours. Or he can walk in the chftteau

through a shell hole in the wall, climb to the

first floor over a staircase level with debris, and

picking his way through the litter of insecure

floors find out the little library, where beautiful

books still line the shelves. Here he can read

under the st'-ngest conditions imaginable Rous-

seau's "Confessions" or Voltaire's "History of

Charles XH."
On the evening of the seventh day, when we

are to be relieved, we go out into the village and

bring back loads of unthreshed grain that Amer-

ican harvesting machinery has bound into most

convenient little bundles. These we strap on

our sacks to take back to the village m the rear

for bedding. I was curious to know the weight

we carried on these marches, and finding a

twenty kilo weight I balanced a plank and

placed this on the other end. Sack, cartridge

belt and portable pick more than tipped it up,

besides which one must add rifle, two haver-

sacks strung over each shoulder and two can-

teens. But such is the hardening of a winter's

campaign that one can carry this load of well

over sixty pounds ten kilometers (six miles)

back over a sandy road with only one stop and

feel none the worse for it at the end.

Our life during the six days in the rear is of a

90
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nature designed to counteract the effect of th«».x days of enforced inaction at the Sonf Itmeans chiefly work and field exerefses Th.L"always one afternoon of U^reTp^SL ILn
»ftfr many a period in the treJches^iZ"'

spTlf:n?f '; " ."
'"^"""'^ "^ hear thri

if! k" u f * ""^ "» •>»«'« •narksman.hiD

ten kilometers down the valley some tint hi
showers have been arranged fo'r Tthe t

'
m th.s section and a march down here with Z„and towel comes on every visit tn ti,. J^P
greatly enjoyed by all

"^ '^ '^' '"" ""'' '«

Though these weekly returns to the rear area relief ^ter the strain of outpost work the de!

for tie v^r^'-
•'

".'I*
-«%any f-lherremo/ed

fire tLSwrK^" ""'•'" t^—ge of artillerynre though hid by an intervening rfdRe andsheik came whistling into it occasioLJyTleef

StrrS ''irT --dventurfoTuJ

a few days before, was bombarded the other

the narrow streets. A chance <>h^n ti.T
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regiment was cantoned in our village one night

cost more Uvea than were lost during their whole

retreat from Belgium.

The third period—that in the reserve trenches

a mil'
' »ck in the forest from the front line-

is the six days that are looked forward to gen-

erally with least pleasure. This is because it

is the duty of the companies in reserve to work

on the defences and the labor is infinite. Here

we live in earthen dugouts, like all the rest of

the trenches, the bottom covered with straw

brought from C and the roof made of bags

heaped over with branches and dirt.

Though the week in the second line is the

period of hardest work it also brings oppor-

tunities for the most excitement, for the com-

panies in reserve are also those which furnish

the night patrols of reconnaissance. Palrouille!

How the heart beats to hear the word go round

in the afternoon and to learn that one has been

chosen to take part in it. To escape from the

eternal confinement of the trenches, to stalk

out into the perilous zone between the lines

and there where death may lurk in every thicket

and uncertainty encompasses one close as the

night, to court danger for several hours under a

fine stariit sky, this is the one breath of t-ue

romance that we get in the monotonous routine

of trench warfare.

K\
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I have always thought that in a sense this

night patrol work was the most exacting on the
nerves of all soldier's duties. In great actions
where comrades fight elbow to elbow there are
aU sorU of external stimulanU and supports,
liach man is his neighbor's prop, there is the
spoken and the unspoken encouragement, and
bonie up on a wave of contagious enthusiasm,
individuals act no longer as such but in mass
and every one is as brave as the bravest. Besides
one sees clearly, knows from which direction
the danger will come and pretty much what to
expect -..nd usually has ample time to prepare
himself and muster up all his forces for the shock
To the member of the little company creeping

out over a battlefield in cold blood in the dead
of night, all this is lacking. From every side
the menace points, behind every turn the am-
bush may be hidden. He has nothing to rely
on but his own sang-froid. Advancing over the^und strewn with bodies he faces in every
shadow the possibility of the sudden volley at
point blank that will lay him cold among them
It IS a kind of adventure that the true sportsman
will appreciate.

We went out. fifteen men. a few nights ago
to reconnoitre a new ditch that had appeared
on the face of the MUside high up under the
Oerman lines. Vhe moon in its first quarter,
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highly veUed by clouds, made the conditions

good. We left about 9 o'clock, marching by

twos down the wood road to C .
Once

more the familiar passage through its barri-

caded streets, between its riddled walls and

skeleton roofs and we walked on beyond and up

the hill through a communication ditch to the

outer trenches. Here a few brief instructions

were gi%en and the clwf de paste was advised to

tell his sentinels of our sortie and so we waded

out over the barbed wire, for all the world like

launching off over the surf from the security of

land into the perilous unknown beyond.

The night was warm and windless. There

were fruit trees all about this part of the hill-

side. They were clouded with bloom, remind-

ing one of Japanese prints. But another odor

as we advanced mingled with that of the blos-

soms, an odor that, congealed all through the

winter, is becoming more and more intense

and pervasive as the warm weather increases.

Among the breaths of April, fragrant of love and

the rebirth of life, it intrudes, the sickening an-

tithesis—pungent, penetrating, exciting to mad-

ness and ferocity, as the other to tenderness and

desire—the odor of carrion and of death.

We had not gone fifty steps when they be-

gan to appear, these disturbing relics of the great

battle that terminated here on September 20
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Is J*""" u"'^
^'"'•'^"^ "*" ^'tJ> blood. Fromthat day when our present lines were establishedno a hving soul had been in thi« area in da 'hght^nd the rare few who have crossed it at nShave been only the fugitive patrols like oi own

.rtheTI,."
*^'° •* *^^ '^''^ «« -^ theySm the fighting seven months ago. Shapelessdark masses as one approaches them in the d^'moonhght. they come out suddenly at a Ssteps off m their disfigured humanity, and peerng down one can distinguish arms and legsSlast and most unspeakable, the features

of i" "" '" ^'P' "' ^^^ '^^y ^'^in attitudesof heroism or fear, of anguish or of pity-someshaeldmg their heads with their sacks rem thehad of shrapnel, many with the little "first aid"package of bandages in their hands, with Ufchthey have tried to stanch their wounds. French-men and Germans alike, rigid bmidles of soaked

beet
' f\Tt *'"''''^' ^'"'"'^ '"to the muddybeet fields, bare and exposed around the

Sfie'f
^'^ ^""^ -^ ^'^ the litter of the

the^w'f
^* '' T'

^'""^ "'^y ^^" be unnervingthe first time, but one soon gets used to it andcomes to look upon these images of death \Sthno more emotion than on the empty cartrklgecases around them-which, indee^inT wfy
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they do resemble. Having served their purpose

the material shell remains, while their vitality

has been dispersed into the universe to enter

into new combinations in that eternal conser-

vation of energy which is the scientist's faith

and that imperishability of anything that is

beautiful in the human personality, which is

the poet's.

In general our patrols try to avoid useless'

collisions, which, as the English manual puts it,

"serve no good end, give rise to reprisals and

disturb the main body." But of course there is

always the chance of running into an enemy's

party, and this not infrequently happens, as

the sudden fusillades along the hillside show. If

a patrol comes close and an enemy's post is

alarmed they throw up &fusSe—oiie of the many

German innovations in this war which go to

show their superior preparedness. The repeated

flare of these on a dark night outlines in white

fire their battle fronts across the continent.

They have perfected two varieties, both far

better than our own, which appeared on this

part of the front only a short while ago. One is

simply a ball of magnesium or calcium light that

is thrown like the ball out of a Roman candle,

its brilliance beginning just as it reaches the

apex of its curving flight and lasting just during

its slow fall, thus lighting up all the surrounding
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country for several seconds with the most in-tense g are. The other is the same kind of hgh"

bomb thrower to that side of the zone to beexamined from which the wind is blowing. Atthe height of about a hundred feet a little explo-
sion lights and at the same time liberates^the
fire baU. which is ingeniously suspended to ahttle parachute H flo^t, therefore horizontally
on the wmd bacK over the field of danger,
lasting for several minutes and illuminating thecountry for miles around with a brilliance inwhich every blade of grass can be seen. When
this occurs the patrouilleurs flop into any shel-
ter they can find or, lying among the dead,
escape detection as best they may
The progress of a patrol is necessarily slowand much of the time is spent flat on the groundAs one s position is often enough right next to abody, curiosity may overcome -Ws scruples, and

so he can bring back souvenirs that will the
next day be the admiration of his comrades-
enemy s nfles and other insignia. A notorious
pilferer among us brought in five pairs of new
shoes that he had found strapped to a German
sack the other night.

The most interesting finds of the kind that Ihave seen were some letters that a man brought
in a few nights ago from a German body up
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on the hill. They were postcards, dated the last

of August and the first of September last. I wish

I had taken them down textually so that you

could share some of the emotion that was mine,

contrasting with the poor shell of humanity up

there in the grass these so living tokens of the

ties that once bound him to earth. It was

Austin Dobson's "After Sedan" exactly. The

cards, that were wonderfully preserved, were

addressed to a certain "Muskatier Maier,

bei Strasburg, the 136th Regiment of Bavarian

Infantry," if I remember correctly. They were

headed "Mein Lieber Bruder," "Licber Sohn"—

-

simple little family messages, reflecting a father's

pride, a sister's love, a mother's fears. Far

away in some German village they have long

since found his name in the lists of missing.

But soon we will go out in the night and bury

these bodies nearest our lines as a sanitary mea-

sure, and the manner of his death or the place

of his nameless grave they will never know.

Patrol work is the only way of winning laurels

in the absence of actual fighting, and the little

parties that go out have no end of adventures

that make the conversation of the camp for days

to come. Seven weeks ago two Polish deserters

came into the lines and gave us valuable informa-

tion. That night the patrol that went out left

the prisoners' menu card for that day stuck on

9S
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the barbed wire in front of a German post A

three letters addressed to us. "DearComr„H ^
and couched in excellent pinch

"'^"•

sZvTihfU'Tu^'' '°°^* P°«t- They

iiad seen in our press reports to the effect that

they were reaUy enjoying.
*

The rest of the letters exnressed •nn^J, n,
same sentiments as those Sh S fZentl'shot mU. other parts of the FrenchS2
tWF„„f i**

*^" ^^ *« «''"« out and^gn;

to pS^E^", ^5 "'\"'''' ^"^^^^S t^^'We lossesto puU England s chestnuts out of the fire>

oetween France and Germany which would
09
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leave their hands free to deal with England,

who for her selfishness and greed was really

the common enemy of all mankind. They had

three mobile posts up there in the woods, they

said, and knew every time that we approached

(which I don't beUeve), but did not fire, only

signalled to each other and waited.

Firing as a matter of fact is becoming rarer

and rarer along the line now in comparison to

what it was in the winter, when Mauser and

Lebel sputtered at each other aU through the

night. I have no doubt if we were to remain

here much longer under the same conditions

that there would be a kmd of tecit understand-

ing not to fire at outposts and that there would

even develop neutral zones and surreptitious

commerce between the sentinels, as I have

heard from veterans was the case in the latter

years of our civil war. For the evolution of

hostUity is naturally toward chivalry, not toward

immitigated ferocity.

The hymns of hate, the rancor and vindicUve-

ness are the expressions of non-combatants whose

venom has time to accrue in the quiet of studies

far from the noise of the cannon. To the actual

combatant the sense of the grandeur of his call-

ing is too strong upon him to let such ignoble

triviaUties intrude. Without striking any tL^

less strongly when the time comes he is yet
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r«idy enough to pay tribute to his enemy wheretnbute ,8 deserved, and glad enough to beEto say of h.m as the old Spanish romancer Sdof his country's deadliest foe:

"^^e' ^aid

"Caballeros granadinos,
Aunque moros, hijos d'algo."
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MAY lO-JUNE 15, 1915

The Luti'mia. Fusfes *clairanl«s. The coming ol spring.

Dangers A trench life. An impending change of scene.

On the ma.-^h. Ludes. Puisieulx. The Ferme d'Alger.

La Pompelle. The Aisne valley. Review of the eight

months on the Tront.

To His Mother
May 10, 1915.

We all had our third typhoid inoculation

yesterday and every one is laid up, weak and

feverish. There is a big bombardment going on

up the river at Berry-au-Bac and we are all

hoping not to have an alert, for it would be

hard to do any work under such conditions. I

do not imagine we shall have anything doing

here, however, for the main operations seem

to be in Flanders.

Summer has come here almost without any

spring at all. The valley is very beautiful, all

the orciiards in bloom. Up in the woods the

birds sing all day and I love to listen to the

cuckoos, particularly in the early dawn at

the outpost.

We have all been very excited about the news
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inuL^^'T\, ' '"PP"''^ A'""™"" public

hTT\ 'y^'u""^
'^"«l't "P> but I have-nohope that Washington will do anything and Iwas not surprised to see that Ambassador Gerardhad been mstnicted to ask for an official «.!«on thebasis o which a new note will beSup Why ,n the name of all dignity does n^

Si, TT government act or shut up. forSGazeUede Cologne explicitly states that «3l in!

I cannot understand the American state ofmmd. nor why Americans have thT temerityto venture mto a declared war-zone. muchTeS

ine J.,'"'''' ^^ ^''^^'' 8° "^^^ whefa.^one with a gram of sense might have for^Z.-hat has happened. They 4ht ,W afw^J

rha^bS'jr:;"'^^^-*^''^^^^^-*'^
I ibink we are here in this sector for good nowaiul no one talks any longer of repose All thi

tZ :r ^T"^ "^ "'' '"
J""^^ «^oat thep^j!

£ thelf.
"^

T^^f '""^ ^"« ^ Sep?em-

nrJ' • L^^**" *^^ '~°t ^ being admiVablvorganized and we enjoy . degree of ^mfort nowreally inconsistent with a state of war. TwI
practically eveiythir ^ we need.

^
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To TUB "New York Sun"

At ihb French Fbont, May 82, 1915.

Night of violent attacks. All yesterday we

listened to the hum of aeroplanes overhead and

watched them cruising about amid their little

satellites of shrapnel puffs as the vertical bat-

teries bombarded them. About an hour after

nightfall the firmg began on a sector a few miles

to our right, at first the abrupt fusillade, then

the rumble of grenades, then the cannon en-

tered into the medley, and the rattle of rifle

and machme gun was completely drowned in

the steady thunder of high explosives. At

regular intervals a terrific explosion as a heavy

piece bombarded a village behind our lines to

embarrass re-enforcements coming up.

From our outpost on the hillside we had a fine

view of a magnificent spectacle. The German

fnaSes kept shooting up like the "flower pots"

to which we are used on the Fourth of July.

The French fire rockets, mounting twice as high,

let out their ball of vivid light that floated on

the wind a minute or so over the battlefield.

Beside the white glare of the fireworks the ex-

plosions of shell and bomb are momentary pin-

heads of red. A while and the lights become

lurid and blurreu in layers of smoke. The big

e of action beginguns far from the main s
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to take up the chorus, firing on the flashes. Ourown heavy batteries several kilometers back be-
gin to thunder and we listen to the projectiles
whisthng overhead among the stere. . . .

Went out on guard this morning at dawn. An
angle of buttercup field and forest. One would
never have thought that it could be so beautiful,
this world of green and blue that suddenly,
almost without perceptible gradation, has sue
ceeded the world of black and gray which has
made winter so discouraging here, the air
sweet With exhalations from the heavy, dew
drenched grass. From the forest the sweet
call of cuckoos and wood pigeons. May morn-
ing, rustle of leaves, sunshine, tranquillity
Today was the sixth and last at second "line

^ti paste. Fine weather, warm and sunny
home of the men, careless after a week without
bombardment, were up on top of the turf-cover«d
bombproof playing cards. Suddenly the distant
boom of a cannon, and then, half a second later-
whang! A shrapnel had burst twenty yards
away m the branches of the grove that screened
us from the enemy.
The sudden stampede into the dugout, then

a heart-rending cry.and the frantic voices: "Pick
up 7—! pick up !" Two men go out,
bravmg the momentary recurrence of the danger
with that unassuming courage which is a matter
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of course in the trenches. They bring in the

poor comrade, cruelly, mortally wounded. An-

other, less badly, has had his shoulder torn.

We wait till the next shell bursts immediately

overhead with a deafening crash. A man has

been waiting for it, crouching in the doorway

like a sprinter waiting (or the signal. By the

time the third shell tomes he is far away in

his race for the litter-bearers half a mile back.

Until they arrive we who are not necessary to

tend the wounded sit with downcast eyes and

shaken nerves, trying not to look or listen,

while six other shells in regular succession

burst outside, the fragments pattering on the

roof of the dugout and the acrid smell of the

powder drifting inside.

This is the most distressbg thing about the

kind of warfare we are up against here. Never a

sight of the enemy, and then some fine day when

a man is almost tempted to forget that he is on

the front—when he is reading or playing cards or

writing home that he is in the best of h'-'Ith

—

bang ! and he is carried off or mangled by a con-

non fired five kilometers away. It is not glori-

ous. The gunner has not the satisfaction of

knowing that he has hit, nor the wounded at

least of hitting back. You cannot understand

how after months of this one longs for the

day when this miserable trench warfare will
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bulfcol»^„upU,e»,ith.c.m„rf'™ •

umor taies him and when we least expect them
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In billets again. Was out on guard early this

morning. Suppressed excitement in the little

village as the streeU begin to fill with officers

and soldiers. Then a friend passes. "Ek,bienl

On y met," he calls out. Who that prides him-

self on his knowledge of French can translate

that? It is an abbreviation tor "on met les

Cannes," which, I will probably still have to cx-

plam, means that we are going to clear out.

The rumor is soon confirmed. Yes, after just

seven months in this more or less tranquil

sector we are actually going to get the change we

have all been longing for, and on twelve hours

notice too. We leave tonight. Where? No-

body knows; but nobody doubts that it is to be

into the thick of it.

I should like to give you some impressions

of the state of mind before going into action,

but unfortunately there is no time. The sacks

must be made right away. Let me only say that

I am heartily glad, and this feeling is increased

when the news comes that poor little ,
who

was wounded the other day, has died in hospital.

Poor boy ! It was the best thing for him.

It is good to get away from the constant danger

here of dying thus ingloriously. If it must be,

let it come in the heat of action. Why flinch?

It is by far the noblest form in which death can

come. It is in a sense almost a privilege to be
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assault. I think It will come soon,
ie ioMr de gloire est arrivSl

DiAHY
May 24 191S.-Left CuVles-Chaudardesaft.r almost seven months on the Aisne Were

neux. Marched out at midnight. Stopned at

T."." u^'
^'^'^"''^ °° the iteau of Mervaand had breakfast. Waited here for the albuses. They arrived by hundreds ab ut noonand, embarkmg, we came back over about ?hesame route we traversed in October r„fout and had supper in a spot tha toked ou

pTurfwift."' ^'ifT^"^- ^ -deSpicture, with Reims and the Cathedral in thedistance. Marched from there by night to

oft M:mm 7ir^ ""' "'^^^ in\:fj:
the tre^cls

''"*'***^'«-'- ^--e tonight for

Ludef'T^ '1? 25-Spent a pleasant day inLudes. It IS like getting back into civilizaLn
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again after seven months in the woods on the

Aisne,—plenty of civilians, women and chil-

dren, stores open. Bassemblement at sundown.

Marched here over the plains and are to spend

six days here in third line and then go up to the

first, near the Ferme d'Alger. An important

sector with the trenches very close. The regi-

ment has been broken up, it seems, and dis-

tributed along this part of the front. Our battal-

ion, at least, (which is generally recognized to

be the best) is detached and is alternating with

Uie 38th battalion of Chasseurs d. pied. Beau-

tiful spring weather. Glad to be in Champagne.

May 29.—After some days of repos in Puisieulx,

came up to the first line trenches yesterday eve-

ning. Full moon rising. Passed through a ro-

mantic forest, then out over the open fields to

the Vesle. Crossed over an improvised bridge,

then passed the canal and the railroad tracks.

Here the boyau began. A fine piece of work,

seven feet deep in the chalky ground and wide

enough to walk in with ease. Came to first

line which is very elaborately organized, and

went out immediately on petit paste. Only a

hundred yards from the German line. A great

deal of firing at night. Both sides do plenty of

bomb-throwing, but very little artillery fire

here. Today went out to the outpost also
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gallery some distance out to intercent anv rman saps, in case they try to rcneatTL '

"

vre that nnot fj, 1

"^t^Peat the manoeu-vre mat cost them so dear at the Ferine d'-M^.ra few month, ago. Here they exnioded^^-^under our trenches and occupi d X cSerT^'later were chased out by the TirZT J^^
Tien., since when the plaJe ha, ^''"^f^""/^'^^-

against you!" Won't tu u , . '
""*

theylea^LtruJIi! ' '^ '""""^ ^^'^^

June 3.—Are spending four davs nf -^^
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and suffered heavy losses. Rockwell, who was

transferred to the ler a few months ago, took

part in this affair and was wounded in the thigh.

June 10.—Spent six days in second line on the

railroad tracks, thsn came back to a sector on

the first, near the Auberge d'Alger. I went

up yesterday and looked at the famous mton-

noir. It is ?. huge crater, in the depths of

which lie buried who knows how many Germans,

Senegalais and Alg^riens. The Chasseurs have

strongly organized the defenses here, which

form a veritable little fortress on a height of

ground that completely dominates the Germans.

They have pushed in very close however, at one

point less than 100 meters. There is a con-

tinuous fusillade at night and the echoes that

crackle back from the woodsides and distant

hills, in all kinds of fantastic modulations, never

have time to die into a complete calm. Once in

a while a German cries out—"Hey—Frangais—
kaput, kaput." Then piquant dialogues begin,

either in French or German, for not only are

the two sides near enough to talk back and forth

with ease but we can hear them talking among

themselves and playing their harmonicas and

accordions, a kind of music which the German

soldiers seem very fond of. F;nm our little

height we can see the towers of the Cathedral
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nev^l7;h ^r^^
°^''" «"""^ °"t »^ the chim-

of tL r '^"''' "P"'''**'''^ "°der the fireof the German heavy g„ns that let scarcely aday pass without throwing shells into the un-fortunate city.

The French offensive around Arras seems tobe extending to the south and there have be^nat acks Uje last few days at Tracy-le-Mont
between Compiegne and Soissons, and at Vme-

7^?Tr '' °°'^ " ^"^^ kilometers to thenght of Craonne. This may explain the sur-Pjmg announcement circulating this morn-
ing

that we are to leave again tonight for adeMion tnconnue. This pleases me. Afterthe long sSjour at Cuiry-les-Chaudardes andCraonnelle one craves a little variety, and themore the better. These changes are'excfting
for no one knows, when we leave, where we aregomgtoend. AH kinds of rumors start. Hereare some of our destinations as different rumorshave them on different authorities this morn-ing: the Dardanelles, the Sucreries de Souchez

?i1:W.'^ ""'^--^°^ -' Ch^ons!

walked in the early summer dav-a to la Neu-

field, had coffee, lay down and had a good siesta.
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Automobiles arrived at noon. Crowded into

them, eighteen men to a wagon. Started back

west and soon came into same road that we had

walked over in October when our squad was

escort for the convai. Held this to Fismes and

so back again to the plateau of Merval. Here

sac au dos and we marched down to (Euilly

on the Aisne, where we went into billets for the

night.

Had a fine swim m the Aisne yesterday after-

noon, then early soup, rassemhlemerU, and we

started off again. Turned up the Laon road and

through Moulins, came to Paissy on the plateau,

where we relieved the 6e de ligne, who have been

here since October. Picturesque village built

along the road that crowns a deep horse-shoe

ravine. Bottom filled with poppy fields.^tum-

bling stream, distant vistas. Back in the heroic

battle field of the Aisne, with its ruins in the

villages and ancient trenches in the fields. Some

of the 18e de ligne are also billeted here and it

was they who suffered so badly in the German

attack on January 25th. I talked with men who

were in this affair. It seems the Germans, the

morning after the attack, paraded their prisoners

on the crest opposite the French.

The second and fourth companies went mto

the trenches some 1,500 meters beyond. Evi-

dently they made too much noise making the
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wnich killed four men and wounded severa

pany We stayed m the village in reserve.

nig^hur;^ rj-ctterr ^^" ••' ^'^

ment of a 75 which was cleverly concealed A„artilleryman of the Ue slept fn a Seln ttground near by. Con^^n. to wakeS i anv

Sif ^= thi;:^-Se^
cracked m the branches and feU in the ground

.J^%f^^^ '^ ^^'"^ P""^ «^ th« eountn- areveiy old, bu.lt in stone blocks taken froS thefamous quarries of the Aisne. These a" all

^f the Sr.' ™T" «^°"^« '" '^^ -W fatof the hJlside. It was in one of these that th^two companies of the 18« were trapped thJesheltering themselves from the bomb^Jlmert

June 15.-Came up to the reserve trenches amJe northw^t of Paissy on the plateau Herethe English fought in Septemberl-it was abo't
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the extremity of their right wing—and there

are many graves of British soldiers in the fields

all about. We are at the head of a deep ravine

which commands a pretty triangular visU of

the valley of the Aisne through a frame of

foliage and of the plateau beyond. Hot, sunny

summer weather. A lazy period of almost

complete repose. The artillery does a little

close range work occasionally, but otherwise

the utmost calm prevails here. They call this

war!

It seems we are going to make another move

tomorrow. They say we are going back to Al,

near Epemay, where we shall form part of a

division of reserve. This news pleases me im-

mensely. If true it means almost certainly

that we shall have henceforth no lack of action

and movement and variety. These troops will

probably be thrown in to attack at any point

along the front where they are needed.

Here then is a fitting place to close this first

chapter of my experiences. That we have been

eight months on the front without having once

attacked or been attacked need not cause any

surprise, for a great part of the troops now in

the trenches are in the same position. It seems

to have been pure hazard that an easy sector

fell to us, just as it was good luck that our
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battal-on and Bataillon D had the low sectorat Craonnelle, whereas F and G, who were on

durng the winter from bombardment. Thewinter ,n the trenches was certainly hard, but

L fadf/ ?:.^"°"«'' »-^>' ^- 'he nJ er£to fade out of the picture, and for the rest tobecome t.nged with the iridescence of romanceWhat .s V.rg,rs line about the pleasure it ^
thinTsTTh

'" r" '''^'"^ «"^« d°- thesethmgs? I have known that all along, throughno matter what fatigue and monotony. Neverhave I regretted doing what I am doing nor

Where I am. I p.ty the poor civilians who shallnever have seen or known the things that we

sur:: IZ tt,"'

'""""•
.

""'''' '' «- '^^ plea-sures that they are continuing to enjoy and thatwe have renounced, the sense of being the in

STtir^"^"^^^*"-^^ ---'«--
Nothing but good can befall the soldier sohe plays his part well. Come out of the ordealsafe and sound, he has had an experience Z£

.ght of which all life thereafter will be th^Ws richer and more beautiful; wounded. '^will have the esteem and admiration of all

killed, more than any other man. he can face
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the unknovm without misgiving-that is, M

long as Death comes upon him m a moment of

courage and enthusiasm, not of faltenng or of

fear- and that this may. if necessary, be the case,

ishal? strain all my will the day that .t comes

round to our turn to go into the furna^. I

have a feelmg that that lay is near at_hand.
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JUNE 18-AUGUST 8, 1915

KUMia. So/a< m the vUlage church. The MS at BruBesPmn»„on u, P.™. Back to the trenches. bZ^~^Ru»uu,, leave the Legion. Departure for hS
^A°l^f'"" "*"«''»"• Vesoul. PlancherBMU Cheval Blanc." Pleamnt days in the r«,r A^'new at Chaux-la-Chapelle. The "nm^la^ G™™,Lyautey. A walk with Victor Chapman For loWFnuu*. The tragedies of the viUage.

'

To His Mother

„ .
Maoneux, June 18, 1815.

Received your letters and clippings yester-day on the march. I am not thinking of any.
thing else but the business in hand, and if Iwnte, ,t is only to divert the tedium of the
trenciies and to get a little intellectual exercise
of which one stands so much in need now. Youmust not be anxious about my not coming back,the chances are about ten to one that I willBut If I should not, you must be proud, like aSpartan mother, and feel that it is your contri-
bution to the tnumph of the cause whose right-
eousness you feel so keenly. Everybody should
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take part in this struggle which is to have 80

decib.^e an effect, not only on the nations en-

gaged but on all humanity. There should be

no neutrals but everyone should bear some part

of the burden. If so large a part should fall

to your share, you would be in so far superior

to other women and should be correspondingly

proud. There would be nothing to regret, for

I could not have done otherwise than what I

did and I think I could not have done better.

Death is nothing terrible after all. It may mean

something even more wonderful than life. It

cannot possibly mean anything worse to the

good soldier. So do not be unhappy but no

matter what happens walk with your head

high and glory in your large share of whatever

credit the world may give me. . . .

Diary

Magneux, June 19, 1915.—Left the reserve

trenches above Paissy yesterday at 2 o'clock.

Relieved by the 218«. Marched down the

picturesque ravine through Moulins into the

valley of the Aisne. Crossed the river at Hautes-

Rives, then past the sugar refinery where we

have been coming to bathe during the winter.

Sunny, very hot afternoon. Came pretty near

to dropping on the climb up to the plateau of

Merval. Stopped halfway up and had supper
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Saw electric lighl. „„.! railroad t'rail. Zttfirst time ,„ e.Kl.t „.„„„,«. C.,r„,an aeroplaneshave been dropping bo.nl.s on Fi.s„,e.s r.^ly
d-un"1 "

""^'t'^"
"^'"'-^ "-•'^"t^-'-n soldier^

tlZeTiJr- 0"^P-'-'on against aero-plane attacks ,s very inferior to ll,e Gennan,'whose specml aeroplane «uns shoot verv acou-'

Tni'ditr
•'"\°'^'"""0- field pieces;tu3on so difficult a mark, go very wide.

Chdlons-sur-Vcde, June 20 —T^ff nf

8 "JO P,v»
' "^ ^'^ arrived at

cathedrfl
7°'

V ^ '"«'''"'^' S'^P^*- °f thecathedral towers. I am afraid the Germansare gomg to bombard Rein.s and the catSa
SrlsrX Tr'

''^ ^"^"^ ^'•^-'> - --^ on

we saw a Taube and a few minutes later heardthe explosions of the bombs it let fall on FismJsWhy can't the French stop this ?
Do not know how long we are going to stavhere or whither we are going. Vuld tta'
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we could take part in an assault on the Fort de

Brimont, where the Germans have placed the

heavy guns that fire on Reims and the cathedral.

Fitting death for an artist, to fall avenging this

outrage to Art in one of its most perfect mani-

festations.

Appel this evening at nine. Took a solitary

walk about a mile out of the village. Found a

high spot that commanded a wonderful view

toward the east, with Reims and the cathedral

about 10 kilometers ofif and beyond Nogent and

the heights from which the enemy dommate

it. Very beautiful country. The first harvest

has been reaped and the tan of the haystacks

and stubble and the scarlet of the poppy-fields

mingles with the fresh green of the early summer

landscape. In the distance could be heard the

rifle shots and the occasional booming of cannon,

but here all is peaceful and quite normal. The

women and children have all returned, the men

work in the fields, the church-bells toll the

hours and quarters. Sat for a long while look-

ing eastward, till the city and the roofless cathe-

dral faded out m the twilight and the waxmg

moon brightened in the south. Tomorrow we

go to the trenches.

June 23.—Came up to the first line trenches

at sundown day before yesterday. Marched

1««
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angle file through what seemed miles of hayauAn immense labor has been spent uponTs^long z,g.zag ditches, often six and J^L fStdeep m the chalk Went out immediatVon
Voste d^Somde until midnight. A very- nuiet

notff?K ?^^"^r"'t«beakindofe«fente

bfth^.^r/^'fT"'^- B"t the reason maybe tha the trenches here are on a level plain andthe teU ^^ ^^ ,.^^ .^^.^.^j^ ^ ^^^
otoer. The guards, in the daytime, watchby means of a periscope, through which, raised

of upturned chalk can be seen over the tops of

three hundred yards away. We are about fourm.l^ up the hne from Reims, about a mile out

^
the plam fr«m the roufe natumaU where the

fatchens are In froflt of us is the Fort de Bri-

7tt ,^^^\ " £f ""-bstructed side view
of the cathedral. The chimneys of the cityare smohng. This sector is really too quiet,-

IVii^kI "'i*"™'""*'^- ' ^^ °°t ''elievewe shall be here long.

June 26.-On poMe d'icauU last night from 8

oo,K„;>.?!r
^'"'"•**^°'» ^"^^^ the Germans

opposite,-<lrunken songs and uproar. Todaycame the news of the Russian evacuation of
133
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Lemberg. That was the reason then. This

success of the German armies is of an importance

that all the depreciation of the Allied press

cannot serve to blind one to. It looks as if

munitions were seriously lacking in Russia. I

seem to see now the reason for Hindenburg's

raid into Courland and the capture of Libau. In

conjunction with the present advance in Galicia,

this makes a more and more dangerous salient

of the Russian central front in Poland. I be-

lieve that the Germans will cut in now from north

and south and that Warsaw will be theirs within

a month. If they will not then have utterly

destroyed the Russian armies, they will at least

have so far paralyzed them that they will be

incapable of any serious offensive for many

months to come. Entrenching therefore on a

line that they will be at liberty to choose, the

Germans will leave on the eastern front just

sufScient troops to cope with the demoralized

enemy and transport the bulk of their mighty

offensive power, flushed with victory, either to

the Italian or more likely to the French front.

It would seem as though now, if ever, were the

moment for our great offensive here, for the

trenches opposite are probably denuded more

than they will ever be at any time to come.

But the battle around Arras has been raging

now for a month or more and yet we seem
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unable to make any serious progress. OpU-nusm does not run very high among us thesedays and ,t ,s not encouraged by the singing andnoisy confidence of the enemy opposite.

ffy'June 29.-Rumor has it that we arenot to be here long, but will make another
change of sectors even before our next trip tothe trenches. Another winter campaign thatwe have all been dreading has now'bSme acertunty. and the English papers are not hesi-

A, •"! % ^^ ^''°"* *^^ postponement of theAlhed oflFensive until next spring. The Kaiser,
however, has made a speech in Berlin, saying
that the war would be over before winter.

To His Motheb

w L I
Julys, 1915.We have been spending six days in a pleasanthtUe village here behind the lines. Life hasresumed much of its normal aspect. Every

evening there is salut in the old church and onSundays mass. The nave is always crowded
Tjith soldiers, even though there be few real be-
hevers among them. But these services, where
Oie voices of the soldiers mingle in the responses
with those of the women and little children
^f the village are always pecuharly moving tome. The Cathohc religion, idealizing, as it
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does, the spirit of sacrifice, has an almost univer-

sal appeal these days.

Things don't seem to be going very well for

the Allies of late. More discouraging to me

than the Russian defeats in Galicia is the check

of our offensive around Arras, which without

doubt was not a local action mtended only to

gain a strategic position, but was an attempt to

break the German lines, deliver Lille, and deter-

mine a German retreat from the north of France.

In this larger end we seem to have failed. The

first regiment of the Ligim Etranghe led this

attack very c Allantly and were almost annihi-

lated. I hav friends who were wounded in this

affair and I envy them, for we are still con-

denmed to the same old inaction. . . .

Had I the choice I would be nowhere else in

the world than where I am. Even had I the

chance to be liberated, I would not take it. Do
not be sorrowful then. It is the shirkers and

slackers alone in this war who are to be lamented.

The tears for those who take part in it and who

do not return should be sweetened by the sense

that their death was the death which beyond all

others they would have chosen for themselves,

that they went to it smiling and without regret,

feelmg that whatever value their continued pres-

ence in the world might be to humanity, it could

not be greater than the example and inspiration
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they were to it in so departing. We to whomthe ,deao death is familiar, walldng aW
means If I thought that you could feel about

I do not say this because I do not expect, eightchances out of ten. to come back safeind ;.u5dbut because .t is always weU to fortify onSagainst the undesired event, for by so doi^you
vnll make that, if it happens, easier to bZ IZaWouwJl make thedesired.ifitoccurs, doubly

The article about Rupert Brooke, in which mv

eXr7th"''?°"1 ^"^^^ *° ">« ^-t «>-*2editor of th s department of the Literary DioeH
IS an old friend of mine), gave me rather I^pain than pleasure, for it rubbed in the mXrwhich most rankles in my heart, that I neve"

wa"
''*

""n'r:^.
°' P.*""^ P"^«^l'«^ t'^foreXwar^

. . . But there is no use crying over spilt

bT; K •!!
"° .'*""*'* ''^^ MS. is safe inBruges buned as it is; safer, indeed, than itwould be subject to the risks of transpoSon

now. I have good friends who will chargeXm"
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We have finished our eighth month on the

firing-line. Rumors are still going round of an

imminent return to the rear tor reorganization.

I think they may really be true this time. I will

try to locate parcels, but do not send any mora

till I do. . . .

Diary

La NeuviUette, July 8.—Our last six days in

the trenches were broken by the most memora-

able, extraordinary, and happy event since we
enlisted. On the evening of July 3rd the ser-

geant came quite unexpectedly to get the names

of all Americans wanting permission of 48 hours

in Paris ! We could hardly believe such good

fortune possible. But it seems the American

journalists in Paris had made up a petition to

get us a Fourth of July holiday, and the Minis-

ter of War had accorded it. We fairly danced

for joy. To see Paris again after almost a year's

absence! -

We were to leave immediately. So packing

our sacks we walked down the boyau about night-

fall to the paste du commandement, where we left

all our equipment and got our individual per-

missions. Then to Merfy, where we spent the

night. Next day after breakfast in the village

we marched—thirty-two of us in all—to the

railway station of Moulin-de-Courmont, on the
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line from Fismes to Reims, where we got onthe tram at two o'clock and left. Arrived at
Noisy-le-Sec at nme and continued to the Gare

t^rllVkT^r^'-''- '°^ ^ '"''' - ^^

Notable absence of men in Paris; many womenm mournmg. A great many wounded soldiers

uTf t '^'"^""^'>' "Jmost all wearing theold dark blue capote and red tro-oseis. A little
malaise and discouragement among the Pari
sians. probably at the absence of good news from
Arras, the certam prospect of another winter's
campaign and the great weariness of the warwhich .t is difficult for them to realize so irfrom the front. The visit did me good, on thewhole for with all its bringing home the great-

clearly that I was doing the right thing, and thatI would not really be so happy anythei^ dLthan where I am. The universal admiration forthe soldier from the front was more than any

lute the officers m the street, especially thewounded, and feel the fellowship with those whoare doing the noblest and most heroic thing that
It is given to men to do. . . .

Back to the first line trenches again. Then

IT s"^ ^Z^ '? ''^''^ «°«' ^l'^'- we are
cantonnS m a big glass factory just at the point
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LETTERS AND DIARY

where the Aiane canal crosses the route niUionale.

Factory knocked to pieces by bombardment.

Very near Reims, where I hope to get permission

to go for a day before we leave. The specialty

of this place is beer, which the soldiers bring out

from Reims every day at three o'clock.

Rumors of great changes in the regiment

which have been going about for a long time,

seem now to be coming to a head. The Rus-

sians, it seems, are to be sent to the Russian

army or allowed to join a French regiment.

The same with the Belgians. What is left of us

after this drain will be joined with what is left

of the ler Etranger after their charge at Arras,

and formed into a single rSgimeni de marche. To

put through this reorganization will probably

mean our going to the rear for a certain time.

Juvisy is the place the rumor has it we are going

and the date of our departure July 18. Vamos

d vert

July 11.

—

Sedum de game yesterday. Put in

eight hours imder the bridge where the national

road crosses the canal. Today a comrade and

I were to go to Reims, for the captain had

promised us permission. I was very anxious to

see the stp/ce of the citv and of the cathedral.

But no such luck. We had only come back from

the paste de "police a few hours when "Umi le
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to leave for th„ •
^*'K'"n« «nd Russians

men lost from Battalion P tu-
'^•^P'**^"^ "'<?

nu-dnight and, wMe Jf P"''
^' ^^^ -^^nt

noisily cmme^cingt ieyUTS ' '^"'^

possible to reorganize here on the fronfor Im^

Courcelks {near Reims), j^iy i2__ct„„ . .

the trenches only twenty-four Ws aT^T
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ceUes, on the outokirts of Reims, where we were

comfortebly cantmn^a for the night. Have been

working hard all the morning on conie with the

g&nie. We made three trips to Merfy in a big

motor lorry, which we had three times to load

and unload with planks and logs. Waiting here

with sacks made, expecting momentarily to

move. Was accosted this morning by a corporal

in the 75e Territorial, who remembered seeing

me in Lavenue's at Paris, and recognized me, in

spite of moustaches and short hair. I remem-

bered him, too.

Coutkenana (,HauU-Sa6ne), July 15.—Spent a

quiet night and day in CourceUes. Then yes-

terday morning before daybreak, rSveil, sac au

dm. el depart. We marched to Muizon, and

there the battalion entrained for the first time

since the trip to MaUly in October. Cattle cars

with benches, one section per wagon, very

crowded. An exciting journey, for no one had

anv idpa where we were going. The first general

supposition was Orieans, via Noisy-le-Sec, for we

knew at least that the chief reason for our gomg

to the rear was reorganization, after the serious

thinning of our ranks or-asioned by the loss of

the Belgian and Russian v'olunteers, and prob-

able amalgamation with what was left of the ler

Etranger that was cut up at Arras. This hy-
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^ere-en-Tardenois, when we turned southward

cherlhStn "%*" ^''^^--Th-erry. West SCherished hopes of going to Orleans by a round-abou way, even as far as Chalons, andwSeager y every junction where a line turned tohe nght When at ChMons we forkS^^^t :left, the last ray of hope was extinguished and

fo77heT "m "" '''''' '^^ ^-^ heaSed dtcu'

whi rf
' discouragement was relievedwhen, after passing Vito'-Ie-Frangois (wher^

we did no?H " .' "' '""'^ ''^^ '" ^^P^^M
sTuth to? ?n •"" '° B^-'-Due. but turnedsouth to Saint-Dizier. The impression then b^
T^^Z 'u"*

""' """^ ««"« down to Lyon

dJZi:! ''' '^ ''"'"-' ^^' ''-- *o th";

fnSf i"-T'"^.'
^''^^^^^' 'ifter one of those

together, one cannot stretch oit in spite of

seemed to be a certainty to everyone. I for mvpart was glad, for it is of all placil the oneSI wou^d choose to fight in and. if need be. to (I
Mon^S 7%'""™"^ '•" t^"« uestination-
Montbeliard Arrived here we expected to goimmediately mto some caserne. No «uch luck
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In spite of lack of sleep and the fatigue of the

journey, we had to put sac au dot and start off in

a pouring rain on a ten kilometre "hike" to

Couthenans. In the villages on the way wore

cantonned the Algerian tirailleurs who had

taken part in the Arras actions. Splendid-look-

ing troops in their new khaki uniforms. Here

had been cantonned the remains of the ler

Etranger, but they moved thfem elsewhere, for

there was some idea against the two regiments

coming in contact. So now we are back again

with the old Moroccan division, the troupes

d'6liie. We shall be here probably several weeks

and then go immediately into some important

action. It looks as if the Germans will make an

attempt to regain the ground we have taken

from them across the Vosges; there are even re-

ports that Hindenburg is coming into Alsace. I

expect that we shall go into something very ex-

citing shortly. Meanwhile we are to be reor-

ganized and put through exercises such as we

had in Toulouse and Mailly. The country hen-

is very pretty and the inhabitants gentiU.

Plancher-Bas (Haute-Sadne), July 17.—All

previsions were reversed last night, when the

order came to hold ourselves in preparation for

immediate departure. This morning riveil at

4 o'clock and sac au dos. Marched here about

18 or 20 kilometers, through a pleasant hilly
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pleasant to be together in the b^ vent/ hT ^f«re undoubtedly soon to take part in

"'•W^rc in every sense Onl ?' • '^
^''^

-oved fron,rtiraVe^rr' ItlS/^country we have been in near th; front ttt the
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We are right at the foot of the Vosges and the

scenery is charming.

This morning everyone was full of good will

and good spirits, and we really enjoyed the drill

and exercises in a big meadow near the town,

under a blue sky washed clear by the last few

days' rains. We shall probably put in a good

deal of time in field exercises from now on, which

we are really in need of after a winter in the

trenches. They will stand us in good stead if

we are to attack in Alsace, as I hope. King re-

turns today after two months' permission, and

reports that the French are concentrating here

in the East, in view of big operations to come.

Wagon-trains of the Moroccan division pass

through here continually, conducted by swarthy

indigenes m khaki and red fez. They will be

good men to fight beside.

Today comes the report that the Germans

have crossed to the northern front in Poland, and

are therefore seriously threatening the Warsaw-

Petrograd Railway. The military situation on

the Russian front is very interesting. The Grand

Duke will be forced to risk a decisive battle

around Warsaw or else abandon it. The first is

dangerous for him, the latter a terrible loss. In-

deed, it is doubtful if he will now have the time

or the means to withdraw his centre in Poland.

If the Russian centre is surrounded and forced to
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capitulate it will be the dibdcle so far as our Ally
IS concerned, and the transfer of immense forces
from the eastern to the western front will make
our task doubly hard.

July 27.—Pleasant days here in the rear.
Morning and afternoon we generally have exer-'
cises, marches miliiairea. and reviews. But there
is always plenty of time on each side of the
mornmg and evening meal to rest, read, or loaf
This we do-King and I usually-in the cafes of
the viUage. There is the "O »val Blanc" across
the street, but pleasantest of all is the Cafe de la
Gare. on account of the pretty gosse that serves
one there. I am reading Treitschke's "Lectures
on Politics," that Chapman lent me. and the
daily papers, where the news from the Russian
front these days is very passionnant. The coun-
try people here are interesting and agreeable.
Mext door I sometimes speak with the old man
whom one usually finds walking up and down in
his yard alone after dark. His son disappearedm the forest of Apremont in October, and has
never been heard of since. It was his only son-
the daughter showed me one day the photo-
graph of her brother, a fine-looking young fellow
a corporal in one of the Belfort regiments that
marched mto Alsace at the beginning of the war
It IS one of the thousands of similar tragedies
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with which France is filled these days. Of the

initial offensive in Alsace and the disastrous ad-

venture at Mulhouse the people here will tell

you much, showing the utter foolhardiness and

unpreparedness of the enterprise, notwithstand-

ing its gallantry. Bands of permisnonaires pass

through the village daily, for they have begun to

give eight days' permissions to the men on the

front, and it may be in the course of a few months

that I shall be able to see Paris again. Mean-

while our plans are completely unknown to us

and to the commandemerd, too, probably. There

is a rumor that we shall be here till the 10th of

August. QuUn sabe?

July 30.—^Passed a splendid review the day

before yesterday at Chaux-la-Chapelle. Got up

at daybreak and were off before halt past three.

Mardied the nine or so kilometers over to the

review grounds, each battalion behind its clairons.

The rainclouds had passed over, the sun was up

in a glorious sky. The whole Legion was there,

and we drew up in a large rectangular field, the

woods on one side and a beautiful view of the

near moimtains at the end. Here we were joined

by the rest of the division, two regiments of

Tirailleurs Alghiens. They filed in behind their

music—^the famous runiba—whose effect was most

novel and tmotvmruini, an alternation of clairons
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and a number of curious wood-wind instruments
-pported by bass and treble drums The^;brJhant anc.ent uniform has been replaced bythe ordinary light blue capote, baggy khaki trnif
sers and red fez. While w' itingfX a^JaTof"the general, we intermingled and fraternized one

found his younger brother, whom he had notseen for ten years. He is s^s-lieutenant nowIt was this regiment that was in the action atthe Ferme d'Alger that I described earlier Itseems the explosion of the mine killed about ahalf section of the TiraiU^rs. The rest, aftertheir comiter-attack had chased out the assault-

into the hole and started burying them alive.Hmya, hmyal" (Brothers, brothers) cried the
unfortunates "Mau nms avan. rJpZu We
.7"''" 6- Wa'" the tirailleur continued, andthey were all buried up. . .

generaJ. and we aU rush to thefaUccaux. BaiJ-mtU au camni As he rides by. whom shouldwe recogmze but the famous Lyautey himself
only recently arrived m Prance. He rWes along
the ranks and raises his hat as he passes the
porte-drapeauot the TiraUleurs, who dips the flag
at Uie same time. He visits the detachments erfcavalry and arbUery. also, whose trumpets sound
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their own sonrun-ie for the occasion. Then he

dismounts in the centre of the field with his staff,

receives all the officers and the sous-ojBlmers

whom he had known in Morocco, and decorates

several officers and soldiers, to whom he gives

the accolade. After this the nmba takes position

opposite him and the whole division files by to

its curiously exciting music.
Return to Plancher-

Bas, where we arrive about 2.30 p.m.

July 31.—Walked up to Plancher-les-Mines

with Victor Chapman; there met Famsworth,

who is in the ler Etranger, and we all had din-

ner together. A dozen sous-officiers—old Ugwn-

noires—were in the room, drinking and making

good cheer. These were men who had been at

Arras, and the camaraderu of soldiers whose bond

is that of great exploiU achieved in common was

of a sort which does not exist among us, and

which I envied.

Today comes the news I have been expecting,

that the Russians are to evacuate Warsaw. The

Germans then will enter probably on the anm-

versary of the declaration of war, and a wave of

enthusiasm will pass over the country, which will

drown all memory of past reverses and a" dis-

content at the unlooked-for prolongation of the

conflict. The great question now is whether the

Russians started their retirement in time, and
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whether they will be able to extricate their cen-
tral army from the difficult position in which it

^
pkced f they do not, it will mean di^t^!

l-erhaps historic fatahty has decreed that Ger-

and that the German people shall dommatem the twentieth century as French, English,
Spanish and Italian have in preceding centuries.To me the matter of supreme importance is not
to be on the winning side, but on the side wheremy sympathies lie. Feelmg no greater dignity
possible for a man than that of one who makes
himself the instrument of Destiny in these tre-mendous moments, I naturally ranged myself on

ttn
' « ^T^•''* }

'^^^'^ *^« greatest obliga-
tion. But let It always be miderstood thaf Inever took arms out of any hatred against Ger-many or the Germans, but purely out of love forFrance The German contribution to civiliza-
tion IS too large, and German ideals too generally
in accord with my own, to allow me to join in

frankly admire. It was only that the France,and especially the Paris, that I love should not

^Ttl^T ^^ ^^"^ ^"'^ *^« ^^««ty that they
are that I engaged For that cause I am willing
to stick to the end. But I am ready to accepf
the verdict of History in this case as I do, and
everyone does, in the old cases between Athens
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and Sparta, or between Greece and Rome.

Might is right and you cannot get away from

it however the ephemeridse buzz. " Victrix causa

diis plaeuii, sed vida Catoni." It may have to

be the epitaph on my tomb. I can see it on

some green slope of the Vosges, looking toward

the East.

AuguH 7.—Coming into the Cheval Blanc this

morning I found cloth labels lying out to dry

on a table, addressed in indelible pencil to the

son of the house, who was made prisoner at

Lassigny in the first weeks of the war, and who

is now in a concentration camp at Cassel, in

Germany. They send him bundles of bread and

good things to eat every week through the Croix

Rouge of Genfeve, and these envois seem to arrive

regularly. I remarked to the good woman that

her son was really happier as a prisoner than he

would be in the trenches, and that she especially

ought to consider herself happier than so many

other mothers, who must worry all the time and

remain in continual uncertainty, but her eyes

showed that she had been crying, and she was

unable to speak.

It is in these villages behind the lines that one

gets an idea how the country is suffering. There

is more than one young man back here without

a leg or an arm. There is the case of the old
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But the most tragic seems to me that of a mother

^g'^rt^T.T-r ^"'^ •" *^«
'^ 'o"-^ -mg. After months of uncertainty she read hisname one day in a list of prisoners in G many

passed she received a letter from the soldier sHphad wntten to, saying that he had rreived theletters and packai?e« that l,:

"^civea ine

identical JhS!tJft "*"' ""^ ''"^''^

addressed^! bitlhlt^r"" *," "'*°'° ^'"•^

j.-a ^ • ,—• ""' "lat he came from cuitp »

Zfe
"^^ ^'' "^"^^ ^'^'^ anything

To His Mother

T mo,, 1, L .
August 8, 1915.

lately ^t*^' k"""
* ^'*''" ""^'«^« ^''""t writing

frim 'the V- T"'" '*^" ^^'"'^ '"^ '«Po«e faffrom the firing line the sense of bein/out of

iarch':^'S\^'^-.^"^'--^"«"-^-^^^^^^^^

gerSn^iriSt^""" "^"'^'^ ^'^^ ^ --
You must not delude yourself about anv

Of the war. Look upon my being here just as I
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do, that is, as its being a part of my career. I

am not influenced by the foolish American ideas

of "success," which regard only the superficial

and accidental meanings of the word—advance-

ment, recognition, power, etc. The essence of

success is in rigorously obeying one's best im-

pulses and following those paths which con-

science absolutely approves, and than which

imagination can conceive none more desirable.

Given my nature, I could not have done other-

wise than I have done. Anything conceivable

that I might have done had I not enlisted would

have been less than what I am doing now, and

anything that I may do after the war is over, if

I survive, will be less too. I have always had

the passion to play the biggest part within my
reach and it is really in a sense a supreme suc-

cess to be allowed to play this. If I do not come

out, I will share the good fortune of those who

disappear at the pinnacle of their careers. Come

to love France and understand the almost un-

• exampled nobility of the eflfort this admirable

people is making, for that will be the surest way

of your finding comfort for anything that I am
ready to suffer in their cause.
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A brig«je march. The BaUon de Servance. The view of

^JJ^.-
A" '"P'ovi*.! band. The BaUon d-A^L^

Ketum to Pancher-Bas. Alsatian schoolchildren learnthe Marse.W" A chanee to leave the Legion X"viewed by the Pr&ident de h, lUpublique. Departurefrom PUncher-Bas. To St-Hilaire by Ll. M^Z
fZToffJ^*V- r^ ""^ "^^ ""^ 'hovel. Th^oHer

^^1 "• V'"'-^' ''"^onade. The great batUe im-

DlART

At^ lO.-Yesterday the whole brigade
marched up to the top of the Ballon de Servance
our regiment from Plancher-Ba3 and the le^
from Plancher-les-Mines. For us it was about a
thirty-eight kilometer "hike," sac au dos, tenue
decampagne compUte. It was one of the finest
and most memorable walks I have ever taken.
Ihis was largely due to the weather. After
weeks of rain (it is raining now again this morn-
ing) It was our luck to hit on a day of unbroken
sunshine, not a cloud in the sky of almost tropic
blue. After leaving Plancher-les-Mines the road
was extremely pretty up the deep, wooded val-
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ley of the Rahin. Then came the long climb up

the military road. The summit of the mountain

is cleared and covered with grass. Here, favored

by the fine weather of one day in a hundred, the

most wonderful view spread out before us.

Southward, 236 kilometers away, Mont-Blanc

rose in isolated grandeur above the chain of the

Jura. Further east stretched the whole snowy

line of the Alps—the Jungfrau, the Wetterhom,

the beautiful mountains that I first saw at Berne

a little over a year ago with Andr6—even more

romantic and more enchanting now for their

great distance.

After lunch I strolled away alone and found

just the right point of view, where the grassy

summit sheered oflE precipitously into the deep

valley-head, dark with pine forests and full of

the murmur of the stream. A sunny haze cov-

ered the plains of upper Alsace. Two captive

balloons were all the signs of war that were visi-

ble. They hung there, little specks in the dis-

tance, a good deal lower than my perch on the

mountain top. I sat about an hour absorbed in

the beauty of that far view of the Alps that filled

me with nostalgia and love of the loveliness of

Earth. Strange that the last time I looked on

the Jungfrau was in the company of Count von

Liebermann, lieutenant in the 5th Regiment of

the Prussian Guard. This was on the Thun-
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nensee in Switzerland. I wonder wher« he i.

At midday we started home behind ourcUxron^. It happened that three men, who hadformed a ittle kind of German band^ thr^

i??'J'^S"^^u"''^"*'°"8- WhenthecfatVo^had finished, they hit up one of the chan^»
de route from the ranks, much to the ge^ral
surprise and amusement, and every one jobedTnwUh good wiJl. The men were in fine sp^^'^a„dwe came back singing all the way.

tii.TI.^^-"^""*''" 8*^ '^"'k today, thistime to the summit of the Ballon d'AlsaS,Xregimen marching without sack. Left aTf^ur

Plancher-Ies-Mmes and followed the same road

Where the Servance road turns off. Here wekept stra^ht on and then walked up through finepme w«K^s by steep and stony paths to the sum!mit Not a bad day but no such fine weathera^ last week. Sky full of clouds, whose loweredges cut the view from the horizons. There Isa beautiful point of view on the summit. X ethere ,s a sharp descent to a deep valley, withgreen pastures ponds, a winding road and a lit-
tle river that flows down through pretty ham-
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lete toward Maasevaux, and out into the haay

plaina of AUace. Forty kilometer* away could

be seen indistinctly the factory chimney* and

church spires of Mulhouse. We saw also tLe

Hartmannsweilerkopf, where such fierce fighting

has taken place tWs last winter. Saluted silently

distant Alsace, that wiU probably be the scene

of our coming battles. Relumed in the after-

noon under the same circumsUnces as last time.

Augiut 19.—We are to leave tomorrow, prob-

ably for the Frontl

VUrigne {near Belfort), AiLguit «0.-We were

ordered to be in readiness at any moment. Late

in the afternoon it seemed as if there would be a

delay; it was not untU ten o'clock at night, when

most of us were asleep, that the news came

definitely that we were to leave today. We

were roused, consequently, about two o'clock

this morning to make sacks. Got off shortly

after four. Marched to Auxelles-Bas, where,

branching to the right, all prospect of go^ng

toward Thann and the theatre of fighting near

Munster was dissipated. A beautiful morning

as we crossed the continental divide, which sep-

arates the waters that flow into the Rh6ne and

the Mediterranean from those that fall into the

Rhine and the gray North Sea. Eastward into

the sunrise stretched away the fair plains of
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AlMoe Momenta of memorable emoUon as we

Sl^irfK"'^ ?*"^ ''"' '^"*»8 """J that

L. «^. n
" ^'r"*" «"*'• P«««J through

IhSK '^*'"''"^''*'" ""'• Sermamagny. where
I drank dunng a pa« with a brown Algirier,. ofthe rirotWwr, who had been at Arras. TI,. acame around through the outskirts of Belf..,t to
tlus village, where we are billeted for 24 hour

I am Sitting now under a giant pear tree, on agr«n slope outs.de the town, enjoying the .noslheM land«.ape « it fades away graduallym the dying daylight. Wide lowlands stretch
away-fields of richest green. culUvated acres,
hamkts. groves-bounded toward the southeastby the many-folded mountains " of Switzerland
that "se. crest after crest, each one more faint,
toward the far clouds pink in the sunset. Theboom of the cannon can be heard, more distantnow. m Alsace. Two captive balloons are up

Mri^'n^r *''/''" ^"•'*- An aeroplane returJs
toward Belfort from a reconnaissance beyond the
lines. A conmi of motor lorries raises the dust
along the white road eastward. Automobiles
dash back and forth. Exquisite peaceful sum-mer evening. The green on forest and field hasnot begun to be browned yet. but already in the
evenings the chill of Autumn is begindng tobe felt. Moments of peace, sweet melancholy
resignation, self-content. In the village a choru^
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of soldiers singing the Brabangonne. Anniver-

sary of the German entrance into Brussels. A
year ago I left Bruges for Paris to enlist.

MortzwiUer (Alsace), August 21.—In Alsace at

last. Left Vetrigne at five o'clock this morning.

Followed the Cemay road through Rappe and

La Chapelle. Crossed the old frontier line with-

out demonstration. German road posts. Im-

mediate change in architecture; picturesque

houses with white plaster walls and inset beams.

The people all speak German and very bad

French. Many German signs about.

August 24.—Likelihood of an offensive in Al-

sace is not so good now. The reason we came

here was to put in six days* work on the secoid

line defenses, each regiment in the division doing

iU turn. This done, we return, they say, to

Plancher-Bas ! We have already done two days'

hard labor renovating a second line trench. To-

day, the third, I am sick and am staying at

home. Fine weather. There is considerable

cannonading about here. Right near the place

where we work there is a battery of at least six

heavy guns that, directed by a captive balloon

not far off, fire terrific volleys, to which the

Germans reply weakly or not at all.

News of the fall of Kovno makes these times

very grave. This means the breaking up of the
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last RussfMi line of defence and the beginningof an .ndefinite retreat into the interio/ How

Zhl fT^'r^'' ^ ^"^""^'^ »' '^' intothe hands of the Germans, as a result of thisatest manceuvre, remains to be seen. ThinKslook bad y for the Allies. The only hope ofSmate victory that I can see is the Balkan States

oT:y":„^iirenr
^"^- ' ^'^ -"^

Plancher-Bas, August 28, 19I5.-Back in Plan-

wh.ch I wove so much romance, was only for theprosaic purpose of working on second line de!fences, the same kind of work we used to do at
Blancs-Sablons. We worked five days and thenmarched back by the same route, spending tS
whole l/;"^" """ *'^ "''^ ^'^ P-«^ thewhole ler Etranger going out to do their turn.A tough-Iooking crowd. There is nothing doingand nothmg apparently under way in the Upper

that the General Staff are at present bringingbehmd the Imes as far as possible, as in our cLthe best troops and mamiing the trenches with
second-lme formations and territorials. Thevare recreating a whole armSe active, who are notto be put into the trenches, but will be thrown
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immediately into the next great oflfensive. A
friend who has been at Giromagny, which is now
the headquarters of the division, says that the

charge of the ler at Arras gave the Legion a won-

derful reputation, and that we are ranked now
with the best. No trenches, then, but alterna-

tion between periods of work and periods of

reTpos and exercises until the great day comes.

I have pleasant memories of Alsace, where il

is not improbable that we shall return in another

week to do another five or six days of work. In

the evenings we would gather in the Wirtschaft,

driuk deep, sing and soon recover our spirits after

the hard day's labor. The people are quite Ger-

man in all outward aspects. The young men are

serving in the German army; their little brothers

and sisters are learning the "Marseillaise" in the

village school. I overheard one of these classes

a day when I was sick and went up in the after-

noon to the infirmerie which was situated in the

mairie. After each strophe the teacher would

correct faults of pronunciation, and the chorus

of childish voices would repeat after him ia con-

cert, "abreuve," "marchons," etc. Outside the

door in the corridor were a dozen pairs of diminu-

tive sabots.

September 1.—Great and unexpected news this

morning at report. All American volunteers in
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the Le^on are to be given the privilege of enter-
|ng a French regiment. I have always been
loyal to the Legion, notwithstanding the manv
obvious drawbacks, feelmg that the origin of
most of the friction within the regiment was in
the fact that we had never been in acaon, and
had consequently never established the bond ofcommon dangers shared, common sufferings
borne common glories achieved, which knits men
together m real comradeship. It was a great
mistake, ,t seems to me, not to have put the
regiment into action immediately when we came
on the front last year, when the regiment was
strong and the morale good, instead of keeping
us m the trenches in comparatively quiet sectors
and m a state of inactivity, which was just the
condition for all kinds of discontent to fester iniX course discontent is the natural state of mind
of the soldier, and I, who am accustomed to look
beneath the surface, always have realized this
but It must be admitted that here discontent has
more than the usual to feed upon, where a ma-
jority of men who engaged voluntarily were
thrown m a regiment made up almost entirely
of the dregs of society, refugees from justice and
roughs, commanded by sous-officiers who treated
us aU without distinction in the same manner
that they were habituated to treat their unruly
brood m Africa. I put up with this for a year
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without complaint, swallowing my pride many

a time and thinking only of the day of trial,

shutting my eyes to the disadvantages I was

under because I thought that on that day the

regiment, which I have always believed to be of

good fighting stock, would do well and cover us

all with glory.
.

Our chance, now that we are in with the Mo-

roccan division, of seeing great things is better

than ever. This has almost induced me, in fact,

to turn down the offer and stay where I am, since

perhaps the greatest glory will be here, and it is

for glory alone that I engaged. But, on the

other hand, after a year of what I have been

through, I feel more and more the need of being

among Frenchmen, where the patriotic and mih-

tary tradition is strong, where my good will may

have some recognition, and where the demands

of a sentimental and romantic nature like my

own may be gratified. I think there is no doubt

that I will be happier and find an experience

more remunerative in a French regiment, without

necessarily forfeiting the chance for great action

which is so good here now. Among the regi-

ments of the 7th Army, from which we were

allowed to choose, are three of the active, who it

seems are in the Meuse in exciting sectors 1

have chosen the 133e de ligne, whose dep6t is

at BcUey, and will leave the rest to Fate.
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Septmber IS.-Another splendid review this

morning at La Chapelle-sous-Chaux, before the
President de la Republique and Millerand and
several generals. Perfect weather. Thrilled to
the magnificent spectacle of the difilade, the
Marseillaise," the disturbing music of the

Tirailleurs. The whole division was there. FlaRs
were given to the ler and 2me Etranger. Andnow on returning conies the news of our definite
departure tomorrow. I have reasons to be sorry
to leave Plancher-Bas. Have had happy mo-
ments here.

Suippes, September 16.-Left Plancher-Bas for
good, day before yesterday evening. The fine
weather which had lasted without a break for
several weeks came to an end, and the gray skies
corresponded with the melancholy that many of
us felt at breaking forever with associations that
had grown so dear to us. Marched away after
dark in the ram, our rifles decorated with bou-
quets and our musettes filled with presents from
the good townspeople. The Tirailleurs and
Zouaves, coming from the du-ection of Giro-
magny, preceded us. We entrained at Cham-
pagney, about 45 men in a car. Terrible dis-
comfort. Impossible to stretch legs or lie out
flat. Several fights; had a fight myself with the
corporal. Found ourselves next morning at
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Vesoul and from there followed the same route

as on coining, that is, up through Langres, Chau-

mont, Vitry-le-FranQois, to Chalons. We had

been hearing for some time of the big concentra-

tion of troops at the Camp de Chftlons and were

not surprised when we turned north and stopped

at the way station of St.-Hilaire. Everything

bore testimony of the big offensive in prepara-

tion, troops cantonned in the villages, the rail-

road lines congested with trains of cannon and

material, but most sinister and significant, the

newly constructed evacuation sheds for the

wounded, each one labelled "hkssis assis" or

"hlessis couchSs." Violent cannonade as we

disembarked.

Marched seven or eight kilometers up a na-

tional road and then made a grande haUe at sun-

down for soup. Pleasant country that we

marched through, the Champagne pouilleuse with

iU broad plains and vast distances. The good

weather had come back and the waxing moon

hung in the south. After the grande haUe we

resumed the march at ten o'clock. Everyone

in good spirits and full of excitement at the pros-

pect of the big action in preparation that every-

thing bore evidence of. Heavy cannonading

continued during the entire march and the

northern skies were lit up continually with the

German fmhs. During our last pose, just be-
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fore entering Suippes, several heavy German

The flashes of the cannon lit up all the sky likesummer hghtnmg. Marched into the dark, si!
lent town about two o'clock in the morning.The cmls apparenUy have all been evacuated
Marched on and bivouacked in an open fieldbeyond the town. Slept well on the ground
This monung we moved up here into a big

done th^ on the front. Do not know whetherwe are to go up to the trenches or wait hereuntd we go mto action. The 2me Etrarwer
ought certamly to be first. It is going to b^a grandiose affair and the cannonade will doubt-
less be a thmg beyond imagination. The attack

Our immediate object ought to be Vouziers and

t- rLl""^
'^'°"' ''"* 't ^ P^bably the

fr
' m1^'

^^-i»/a> to expel the Germansfom Northern Franee entirely. They are for-
tunate who have lasted to see this, and I thrill
at the certam prospect of being in the thick of it.

September 18.-Took pick and shovel yester-day evening and marched up to the front-the
whole regiment-where we worked all nightOur road lay again through dark and silent
buippes, where the moonlight, less covered to-
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night, revealed the heaps of ruins—rent walls,

shells of burnt-out buildings, and a whole quar-

ter completely razed by the fire the Germans

must have started before evacuating the town a

year ago. Took the Vouziers road northward

toward the trenches, where f j sky was lit con-

tinually with ihefushs Sr : rantes and the flash

of the cannon. At one tii : during our first poae

there must have been an attack of some sort, for

the German rockets began popping up like

"flower pots" of our Fourth of Julys, and the

cannon flashes redoubled, but we could hear no

fusillade for the continual rumble of traffic on

the highroad beside us.

Turned off a side road after a while in the

direction of Perthes-les-Hurlus. Climbed a long,

gradual ascent. Our batteries fired occasionally

close at hand. During last pose a half dozen

heavy German shells—probably 210s—fell near

a battery emplacement near us with the most

terrific explosion, the singing shell-fragments fall-

ing among us. Walked through the piae groves

al the summit of the crest and then came out

through a deep-cut hoyau to a magnificent spec-

tacle. The position here is a valuable one that

must once have been fiercely disputed, for it

dominates all the low rolling country to the north.

Here, illumined by the German fus6es that shot

up continually from their trenches a mile or so
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off. lay the vast battlefield that m a few davs i,

attack Wnrlr»^ ii • .^
^ ""rough for the

night but can ^p fete a^d trail da,-"'*"'"*^

ni^TT' l";7^'"' "P '''^ ^-'^^ a8«in la.t

-atar^\S-tt;\~^^

thiijg I have heard before on the fS TK^"centered the lines with s„,oke. tl^h which ^^
smell of powder was heavv- in the a.V t*
daybreak when we retumS^- ^'

"""^

fr<,I°tff''*
'"^^ ''•" '^"P**'" '^^d the order

him !n?h L
*'°"P*"y ''^^^ «='°^ aroundtan, and he spoke to us of our reasons for con-
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fidence in success and a victory that would drive

the enemy definitely out of France. The Ger-

man positions are to be overwhelmed with a

hurricane of artillery fire and then great assaults

will be delivered all along the line. The chances

for success are good. It will be a battle without

precedent in history.

September 81.—About twenty heavy shells fell

yesterday evening around the Suippes station,

which is right near the park where we are

bivouacking. Went out to watch them burst;

no serious damage. Went up to work after sup-

per. The dead and wounded were being carried

in litters through the streets of Suippes, which

had been bombarded, too. The fine weather is

continuing, and it was a beautiful moonlit night,

but frosty. Hard work until two o'clock digging

communication ditches. Officers went down to

the trenches to reconnoitre the terrain. The
captain spoke to us again at rapport today, and

gave us his impressions of this visit. The Colo-

nials apparently are to lead the attack; we ought

to come in the third or fourth wave. Our objec-

tive is the Ferme de Navar'n, about 3J kilome-

ters behind the German lines. Here we will

halt to reform, while the entire 8th Corps, in-

cluding numerous cavalry, will pass through the

breach we have made. These will be sublime
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violent and toJgl?^ I'^^T*."""'
""'* "«'«

light in our tenX cann i*
•^*''* ''^ '""•^le-

ient down thett^JRi" ^ST'^ ^^
continue to bombard S.-.v/

/^* Germans

bivouac, for She Fi^'h J"''
""* ^^''"''"'^ ^'

tie air and no G«lJ
""^T"""''' ?«*«>'« i"

overW
slo':rXrb~trd'''"\^'=°"'^

execuUon of these tPrrifl a?« "' ''*"* the

appalling. Tot" seJTr!? f!nf.f -"J'^
^^

-o« than fiftyyU f^m i t^nf ft' Ttliey were going to bother us but t^
""^^^

really bad shots at th^T." .* *^^^^ ^^'^

-tray. Spend a h r^L^^aTw^t'
'"' *°"^

leaving here at 6 p » If I '^ ^^^terday,

« this morning This ^ ^'"'"^ ''''^'' ^^^

Somme-Suipne to trv f^^™"^- talked to

there is noEgl'^Ltd 'VT"^^' '"^

ST:heII^--^"ed?tL^—

-

watch the shells bufst.^^^^ "^l^^/X'^^J^to
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"beat it" as usual into the fields near by, but a

tew nervy ones remained to take the little De-

cauville engines and a trainload of shells out ot

danger. When the bombardment seemed over I

noticed them all running back and commencing

digging. Went over and joined them and helped

disinter three men who had been buried alive.

They had taken refuge in a deep trench that had

been dug for the purpose. But a big shell had

fallen right beside this trench and covered the

unfortunate men with dirt. We dug and dug

and finally came upon a piece of cloth. With

diflSculty we uncovered one after another and

pulled them out, but it was too late. They had

been smothered to death. . . . Wild rumors are

reaching us ot victories on other parts of the line.

It is said the French have taken the plateau of

Craonne and that the English are at Lille.

September 24.—We are to attack tomorrow

morning. Gave in our blankets this morning;

they are to be carried on the wagons. Also made

bundles, in order to lighten the sack of all un-

necessary articles, including the second pair of

shoes. We are admirably equipped, and if we

do not succeed it will not be the fault of those

responsible for supplying us. A terrific cannon-

ade has been going on all night and is contmu-

ing. It will grow in violence until the attack is
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expect to march rSnnt^T 1^^ '^'"'* ^""^

this moment fi: tl r„T;- -^tm. for

the greatest moment in my life t 1 T" ^good care to live up to it
"" ^^''^

cpot.." AU efforts to find t'^'^v^'fe v^ii!"
-'"'' <" »/ II-

r 111
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OCTOBER 4, 1915-APRIL 13, 1916

The Battle of Champagne. Occupation of the German

first line trenches. Terror-stricken prisoners. Four days

under bombardment. The German second Ime holds.

Failure to break through. The French soldier contrasted

with the German. Review after the battle. A false

report. The unimportance of the individual. In the

rear. A week's permission in Paris. The Ford party.

In hospital. Congi de convaleacenee. Biamtz. Re-

covery of MS from Bruges.

To His Mother
October 4, 191S.

Am writing you in bivouac in a moment of

repoa between two battles to tell you that I am

well and in good spirits. The regiment has been

in the big action in Ch from the beginning—

our brigade was the second to leave the trenches.

Have been eight days under terrific shell fire.

Have taken many prisoners. Am sendmg S

as souvenir some German letters picked up m
the trenches we carried.

To His Mother
October 25, 1915.

The regiment is back in repos after the battle

in Champagne, in which we took part from the
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hearing of the cannon. It seems that absurrf

1 all riZ' "n '^r
*'" *,** '^* y"" '»»- that I

n.ght of the 24th, and marched up tS.u«hrumed Souain to our place in one of thenumiS
tTT ^""'V^'

''°«^* '^'-^^'^-e were mTeS
lizr:"T ''^^"^ ^'°'«"t "^'j thatS:as It had been for several days previous buttoward dawn it reached an intensity uLTtSLia

A littlTr o"?" 'r "°^ ^^" « -odenS:A little before 9.15 the fire lessened suddenly ^d
2^th?rn; Jo^ntlht tt^rt

'''T^
sault had left ^n.ZTll^lf^^^^^^;same time we received the order^ adtLSThe German artilleiy had now begun to oS
of3STfi- ^"'^

^'!i^

-stSeiitir
phe;Tea^';/tfr^; -d

*t"'»'^ "**--

aa made m the bank we caught momentaiy
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glimpses of the blue lines sweeping up the hill-

side or silhouetted on the crest where they poured

into the German trenches. When the last wave
of the Colonial brigade had left, we followed.

Baionnette au canon, in lines of tirailleurs, wc
crossed the open space between the lines, over

the barbed wire, where not so many of our men
were lying as I had feared (thanks to the efBcacy

of the bombardment) and over the German
trench, knocked to pieces and filled with their

dead. In some places they still resisted in iso-

lated groups. Opposite us, all was over, and the

herds of prisoners were being already led down as

we went up. We cheered, more in triumph than

in hate, but the poor devils, terror-stricken, held

up their hands, begged for their lives, cried

"Kamerad," "Bon Frangais," even "Vive la

France." We advanced and lay down in col-

umns by two behind the second crest. Mean-
while, bridges had been thrown across trenches

and boyaux, and the artillery, leaving the em-
placements where they had been anchored a
whole year, came across and took position in the

open, a magnificent spectacle. Squadrons of

cavalry came up. Suddenly the long, impictur-

esque guerre de tranchies was at an end and the

field really present 1 the aspect of the familiar

battle pictures—the battalions in manoeuvre, the

officers, superbly indifferent to danger, galloping
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about on their chanrpN n.,»
guns. n,oved baS Cn to LT '^' ^^™''»
the shells to burst ove?«L * J""""

™"«^ '"'«'

vanced trooos w.» ; .
For now our ad-

second-I- Tfen ':J" "' "'*'* ^'"^ ^"-'*''

character so fo Sablfth't al.T^^
'" ""' ''^ «

without a preliminarv a S *''^' '"'^"»^«

out of the questrirr^nrar:;? ""^

^^m:Z --'- •-'tenTeS
terrific, wMe aerooknl'l ^""^ ''^^"'"e more
which ;« were enUrl

' ""^fP^'ve balloons, to

That nSr:: Stinr''
"'"''^*^' ^'•^ «-

able Picks'and sirefe ihtr. Y"' P"^*"

aa well a. possible ThTn" 1 « '™''^" '"

trated artillery >u..i„ K .
^^ *'"'' "'"cen-

the wounded appeared comin. Uck nn
" °"'^

I went out and gave watHo on f?u'^""'°^''"-
to get newQ rf °"^ ^^ these, eager

•n E hald His^r ^°r ^°'''^^' --^"
emotion ofthe eLri. "1 T"^ ''"^P"'^^ t^e

m a way «.at I SI" ' ^' ^^^ ^"^ '^'''^Sh
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the barbed wire without firing. Then a hail of

grenades and balls. My comrade fell, shot

through the leg, got up, and the next moment

had his head taken off by a grenade before my
eyes." "And the barbed wire, wasn't it cut

down by the bombardment?" "Not at all in

front of us." I congratulated him on having a

hlessure heureuse and being well out of the affair.

But he thought only of his comrade and went on

down the road toward Souain, nursing his man-

gled hand, with the stream of wounded seeking

their pastes de secours.

The afternoon of the 28th should have been

our turn. We had spent four days under an

almost continual bombardment. The regiment

had been decimated, though many of us had not

fired a shot. After four such days as I hope

never to repeat, under the strain of sitting inac-

tive, listening to the slow whistle of 210-milli-

metre shtUs as they arrived and burs! more or

less in one's proximity, it was a real relief to put

sac au dos and go forward. We marched along

in columns by two, behind a crest, then over

and across an exposed space under the fire of

their 77's, that cost us some men, and took for-

mation to attack on the border of a wood, some-

where behind which they were entrenched. And

here we had a piece of luck. For our colonel, a

soldier of the old school, stronger for honor than
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expediency, had been wounded in the first daysof the acfon. Had he been in command, weS
wood (and we would have gone with elan) not-withstanding that the W Etranger had just 2S cu':!r"ih'"*~r"'^ '-•'^ ''^"^-

wh V I

^" ^ commandant of our battalion.ho had succeeded him in command, when heheard, after a reconnaissance, that th^ wire hadnot been sufficently cut. refused to risk his r^ment. So you have him to thank.
Ihe last days of the week we went ud into fir=f

I.ne to relieve the tired traur>esSa^ t w^an abandoned German artiUer,^ position fuir^souvenirs of the recent occupTnS and of

"
mony to their hasty departure. They didTotcounterattack on this sector and we finished^first penod m comparative tranquillitv.
Ihen two days repos in the rear and we came

October netted us some substantial gains butnot enough to call mto action the troupe' depou'.»uiie among which we were numbered. It bLcame mo.e and more evident that the German

seTus i:\f 't"" P"^«"*«^ obstack™
senous to attempt overcoming for the momenV

soHda"n;''° 'T "^ '' ""^''^ *° ^^^^ -t --
themSr' ^^"'''"^ "'''''^'' «"d turningthem mto a new permanent line. We spent twf
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weeks on the front this time. But as luck would
have it, the bombardment that thundered con-
tinually during this period did not fall very heav-
ily on the wood where we were sheltered and we
did not suffer seriously in comparison with the
first days.

And now we are back in the far rear again, the
battle is over, and in the peace of our little vil-

lage we can suui up the results of the big off.'n-

sive in which we took part. No one denies that
they are disappointing. For we know, who heard
and cheered the order of Joffre to the army be-

fore the battle, that it was not merely a fight for

a position, but a supreme effort to pierce the
German line and liberate the invaded country;
we know the immense preparation for the attack,

what confidence our officers had in its success,

and what enthusiasm ourselves. True, we broke
their first line along a wide front, advanced on an
average of three or four kilometers, took numerous
prisoners and cannon. It was a satisfaction at
last to get out of the trenches, to meet the
enemy face to face, and to see German arrogance
turned into suppliance. We knew many splen-

did moments, worth having endured many trials

for. But in our larger aim, of piercing their line,

of breaking the long deadlock, of entering Vou-
ziers in triumph, of course we failed.

This check, in conjunction with the serious
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"- Yet it?an„o be Lid to
'" ''"'' ""^ '-

tain moment, that arnvl
''°''''' ''""^ ''••^-

fhe course of ourCivTST T''
'""^'- '"

just as critical for the North »h u'"^'
'""''"•'

jaAinteSoTiSn^^^^^^

- This aLr on,V£n!S"r ""^ ^^'"P^"'-
for. my loyalty to The pfr^ "l^
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'""'*/ ^^^ ^--•''
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'°^ ™«»- »''«"
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t'»

and despair. What is the stimulus in their slo-

gans of "Gott mit uns" and "fUr Kiinig und
Vuterland " beside that of men really fighting in

defense of their country? Whatever be the

force in international conflicts of having justice

and all the principles of personal morality on

one's side, it at least gives the French soldier a

strength that's like the .strength c' ten against an

adversary whose weapon is only orute violence.

It is inconce'vable that a Frenchman, forced to

yield, could aehave as I saw German prisoners

behave, trembling, on their knees, for all the

world like criminals at length overpowered and

brought to justice. Such men have to be driven

to the assault, or intoxicated. But the French-

man who goes up is possessed with a passion be-

side which any of the other forms of experience

that are reckoned to make life worth while seem

pale in comparison. The modem prototype of

those whom history has handed down to the ad-

miration of all who love liberty and heroism in its

defense, it is a privilege to march at his side

—

so much so that nothing the world could give

could make me wish myself anywhere else than

where I am.

Most of the other Americans have taken ad-

vantage of the permission to pass into a regular

French regiment. There is much to be said for

their decision, but I have remained true to the
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rades. Ihuvi-uprid
am content and have goodo-v,w com-

can division: wlw^;;'::"'"';^-
fi "'V'^"""^-

Tho.,e .ho march ^ifhThe^'^utefrd'hrtr
g^nanUrailleurs are sure to be where t

n. ::^ar^r;rT"^^'"''"^
•-''"''

the mono iVoft;.^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ''1"-''

inthetre„ehi.iri"e^rStr^

and cyJzt'V^^:^zvl''^^^^^

what Ameria hr,"""*''''^
'^^ have stomached

Germany-whose deT""''^
'" ''''""''^^ ^™-

who in the event ;? a Ger ^ °''^°"'^ *° '»"«-

so inevitably elreiledth"
''"•°'^' ''""''^ ''^

more and more pertinent ^
''^"'"'^

Army Postcahd

W#> o»« ;_ October 27, 1915.

"y. we passed a magnificent review yester-
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day before King George, President Poincai^,

Joffre, and Kitchener—our glorious Moroccan
division and I do not know how many others of

Colonials—myriads of troops all returned from
the battlefield in Champagne.

Army Postcard

(Written upon hearing that he had been reported in the
American newspapers as missing or killed in the Battle
of Champagne.)

October 30, 1915.

I am navr6 to think of your having suffered so.

I had just as soon aim my rifle at the fool who
played that trick as at any German. But you
know what American journalists are. . . . Very
soon a week's permission in Paris. I shall be
interested to see my poem in print. But I found
a glaring grammatical error after sending it. I

am usually more careful. Blame it to the

trenches. I am writing you in a little cafe amid
the best of comrades. You must take heart

thinking of me as always content and really

happy as 1 have never been before and as per-

haps I will never be after.

To His Mother

November 9, 1915.

I should have arranged to cable after the attack

had I known that any such absmrd rumors had
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Setntpoi 7the" ',^^f^^-^^
notion

an effort ofL:^:^ or„S"ort
'' ".^

any particular difference f^ '^ '""'^'ng

>f one goes under Tn,;„:T» " ^''^'^''''^

gone and yet the world J? ^ "^"^ "^n ^'''^^

.

Your letter nat^^^itr7 '\^ "'"^^ "

"

'

't .3 only in thinking of von
.^'""'•^PP^'' f"""

doubts can rise in mv ZiT u^^ ^"^ P^^^'^Ie

w. II in comingW kl f'""x'
^''"'"^ d°n«

modify the nSseS^^' '^°^' ^^"not
will refrain from «.m™T^ ^"^ "'^ ^^art, ,so I

«*« only sayXri "5 °" ^^""^ '^"-- I
and happierttan I no kT'^'"*'^

"'"t^nt here
else.

.

Twas fs^^ .11?^ '^ ^"^"^^"^

'•t-^evitah,rtrisrSmtt-^/;":!

To His Mother

The prospects are that we are^Tt
'"'•""'•

rear all winter. The ent^^ A- • • ^'^ '" ""^

now and will probah^^
•'""°'' ^ '" '•^?'°-

spring. We are /t ^ r""^"" ^« "ntil next

^^o PafticiSeTrS atSr Tth^^^
-'^^-

t:me rest and keeping i„^onSon *'' '°''^"-

liiis IS a great piece of luck T na„ .'""*" °^^'' --«'. «VcariL"
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choosing to stay with the Legion instead of going

into the \70me with the other Americans. I have

letters from them occasionally, and it seems they

are still on the front in Champagne, in the same

desolate sector—hard work at night, guard at

the outposts, bombardment, grenade fights

—

three wounded already and evacuated. Whereas

here we are quite tranquil, in a big town where

everything can be had, barely within hearing of

the cannon, and next week I go to Paris for eight

days* permission. C'eat la bonne vie. I can go

into the Sme Zouaves if I want, but am not de-

cided yet. Am quite content here. The two

regiments form one now (as you see by the ad-

dress) of three battalions. Our old flag has gone

to the Invalides and we march now under the

flag of the \er, decorated with the Croix de Guerre

avec Palme, for the citation after the Arras affair

last May.

To His Mother

December 19, 1915.

I am just back from a week's permission in

Paris. Had a very good time. The sums in

bank, which I have drawn on, have often filled

with pleasure moments that otherwise would

have been empty and discouraging. And nat-

urally they have made me able also to give plea-

sure to comrades who have nothing at all.
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The d--vision is not going to Serbia, so you neednot hayv .my inquietudes on that subject S

pn,bably .all not see action again befo'spri^'Then there will doubtless be another/o«dLaS
atternpt to dnve the Germans out of {heir poitions. for which I hope more success than theprevious ones.

is fotT^"' 'n' r"^"*^***'*"*
^P'eads and there

^
not the smallest glimpse of hope of seeing itfinish ms.de of years and years. This is a littledisheartenmg. But as in times of peace there Lnothing better than love and art. so in tinj'olwar there is nothing better than fighting a^ onemust make the best of it. finding the r^ZpZl

ot ttirV'"^ ^/'^ '" «•"-'' -^ thoseof the 61 te who are doing the most admirabletting. rather than with those of the multitudewho are concerned with second-best things
It must be some time now since I wrote But

are not on the front now and will only take Dartm the big actions, after which I wiU sL Sit vouare notified by telegraph. There ifno ne^shere. Life is uneventful.

To His Mother

T • , ,
December 87, 1915.

Jt '^T!^ *^^ *""" ^°^"* "^ g"*^-* ie% in per-fect condition-as if they had come from Paris
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instead of Cuba. . . . We changed cantonment
a short time ago and marched over here to a lit-

tle village about 10 kilometers south of the Aisne.

We are here in reserve in case of a German offen-

sive during the flood season, such as they made
last year, where ou positions north of the river

are a little precarious. We face the enemy here

at the point where they are nearest Paris. You
can understand my satisfaction that our division

is among those assigned to the most responsible

posts now. Personally I don't think that the

Germans are going to attack and I don't expect
to see action again until next spring.

The Ford party is certainly amusing. But you
make a mistake in thinking that the U. S. are

hated here or even to any ma.ked extent ridi-

culed. Wilson's notes are laughed at much more
than Ford's excursion, for example, which is at

least action, though misguided action. His sup-
posedly generous motives are generously recog-

nized. And the ridicule that the obvious futility

of the manoeuvre might excite is tempered by the
immense secret longing for peace that is the uni-

versal undercurrent in Europe now. Only all the
nations have waded so deep in blood now that

they think it less costly to go right over than to

return where they started from, to which a pre-

matur-^ peace would be equivalent. So it must
go on till it is decided by arms. . . .
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I am in hosnital fn, tu ^ ^ «'>™«ry i. me.

should be ill this w^rwhe^t''': ^-""^^ ^
wherea. I passed the lasff

" !."'^ " ^^ 'e".
- the trenches without it."?^*°'>er *» J"'y
have an attack of winnT^v '^ *'^- ' "«"«%
t-"-. but this time ifSS7 r^ - °»-dwi/
ousJy than ever beW « Au ,°^ ™« "^"^ seri-

'Jat I had .0 b'ettaS ""jf^^7 "^ '^^^

ffe-" I have been b^Jo'^'f""^'^-fever still comes round r^,. I ?
'^^^ *"«^ the

but diminishing nZ rf.1l "^""^ ^^^^ing.
''«»* able to b^reX" d^' 1 *™"''^ "" -*
now but am weak. vSuJh *^^"^« '^««
address letters to regimenSfTX ^^ "''*
The reason is that after I» • I ' ^- * T. Co.
--^^ de con^at^^Z:SSli?/ f''"

^^^
••biy go to the d^D6t ftf f ^ '^^ ^ 'hall prob-

^<* to the Sen rr^^^'^'dir^tly
JhenlshallretuStotl'eiT'^^ ^ *='«*«'«

detechme..t of reiJo^emS, ^^"''^ '^^ "«-*

i-^ed to the samfSon '"" "°* »»«

This means very likelv fW r f .,
*"" «»mpany.

the regin,ent foTqSe a whf f"" ''"^ '''^ to
Seeing the rf.V? • ? ^''^ *° «"ne.
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excessively hard, consisting of daily drills and,

three or four times a week, all day battalion

or regiment manoeuvres, combined with long

marches and all kinds of devices to keep the

troops in shape. This is all right in good

weather, but good weather in France is rare in

winter. The divisions of the colonial corps which

are to do big work in the spring are being put

through the hardest kind of training, for modern

warfare has proved such a novelty that organiza-

tion and instruction has practically had to be

begun anew. But all this is chiefly important

for the oflScers and sous-officiers. I know my
business well enough now to be able to dispense

with it very easily. I shall get rest and a change

of air, liberty and solitude and even the chance

to write a little.

As for my book of poems, it is better not to

talk about that. It is the great disappointment

of my life. . . . When I was in Paris I met the

whole Embassy, from the Ambassador down, and

they have taken the matter in hand and may
surreptitiously be able to extradite the MS. If

it is lost it will be a terrible blow to me.

You are right in making the most of past mo-

ments of happiness. There is a common bour-

geois notion which, associated with the common
bourgeois ideal of a man finally making enough

money to be able to retire and live on his income,
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pictures the happy life as a kind of steady pro-gression through a series of ups and downs^1^a Jund of plateau, the summit of which oncTa^tamed, he can thereafter march along^^1
^^^\ n

P^^^*^^y «le" that such a notion i*enU^Iy Jlusoo-. in the multiple accidrn^t^
which We IS susceptible, for even supposing thathe has attained such a level by the realizlln 3every other earthly ambiUon. he is always w^lj!.ng on the unstable brink of the love tha^ hlhwcreated for himself and upon which he is depe^den the crumbhng of which beneath his fJbydeath or abandonment would immediately p7un«him mo the blackest of abysses, where evTUinig else that he had realized would me^ nS-ing. As for myself. I look upon life aspiresof ups and downs right up (or down) to the'^ry

th^atiV?' ''""^ ""^ ^^^^'' «*-tte endthan at the beginnmg was never part of my rev-enes. I never conceived the advent of a momltwhen turbulence and strife could be thougS oas put defimtely behind one. But I cluTpas
sionately to. and drank deep of. such momiuofhappmess as circumstances set before me-themportance to me was the moment that joyr scued from oblivion-and for me the meLSof a happy hfe was simply the proportion in whichthe sum-total of these moments of happlei.

I.

?n|
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scattered indiscriminately through it, outbal-

anced the sum-total of the unhappy ones.

I may not be back with the regiment until

spring, but I shall march with it to the big at-

tack. This summer will see the decisive cam-
paign of the war. If we can break through, carry

trenches and fortius, get them on the run, ad-
vance north, north, through nights red with the
flame of burning villages, enter the big conquered
cities and deliver a population for two years cap-

tive and oppressed, it would be the experience of

a thousand years, an emotion that would more
than compensate all the sacrifices I have made,
something really worth risking your life for. If

we don't do it this time, it will be about proven
that it can't be done. . . .

To A Fhiend

February 86, 1916.

Your letter finds me here in the hospital, where
I have been for a month now for a "bronchite" or

"congestion jndmonaire" or whatever they call

it. . . . I shall soon get out and then will have
a B-onth's C(mg6 de convalescence, which will mean
two months' rest and freedom and comfort be-

hind the lines out of a winter of the worst kind
of weather. Then rejoining the regiment I shall

be just in time for the big offensive, which is the
only thing that really matters.
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-I'riSS 'r " '!^'!^ "*«-* 'or

but also, aL?uter-'"~""?«'~'»yo"»elf.
unusual petTnaS^ 017"""v* ^""° « ^'^'J'

the wa/,o/„St toTnoTiIr?2Tt£^

an instrument of pleasure vl
""e"ect as

that is developed fa '1''""^
T''^ ^^"^''''''ty

of a„ the ottit;s:riiTHrr:^^^^^^^^^

pause the etoUonal 4tXfot^.r'^
'^

;riri^--^-=i^s

the three categories. t^rirLtr^elttsIfor feeling and the lust for knowledr i
the other of which I can assi^Trif' ?^ °'

their passion to live fuiry are th
" ' '" '''»''' '«

""y* *'« the supermen, the
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;;-ij^

(lite of humanity. Take as respective types

Napoleon, Byron, Pico delta Mirandola. All su-

perior minds attach themselves more or less re-

motely to one of these three ideals. I make no

distinction between them; those who attain emi-

nence through either one may, in their way, be

equally admirable. It is through knowledge that

you seek revelation; I seek it through feeling.

But I understand the paths that you have chosen,

because, as a matter of fact, I started out on

them myself.

As you may remember, in the years when I

was at college, I was a devotee of Learning for

Learning's sake. My life during those years was
intellectual to the exclusion of almost everything

else. The events of that life were positive ad-

ventures to me. Few, I am sure, have known
more than I did then the employ of intellect as

an instrument of pleasure. I shut myself off

completely from the life of the University, so

full, nevertheless, of pleasures. I scoffed at these

pleasures that were no more to me than froth.

I felt no need of comradeship. I led the life of

an anchorite. At an age when the social in-

stincts are usually most lively I came to under-

stand the pleasures of solitude. My books were

my friends. The opening to me of the shelves

of the college library, a rare privilege, was like

opening the gates of an earthly paradise. In
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tW dark alleys I would spend afternoons e.vtire, brotvsing among old folios, following Ine,of research that often had no connectioj A^my courts, following them simply for th^ plel-«ure of the explorer discovering new countries.I never regret those years. They made thd
contr.but.on. Their pleasures were'tranquiltdpure. Their desires were simple and aU themeans of satisfying them were at hand

I need not describe to you my apostasy from

fectly by Balzac. Take the case of Eugene deR^t«nac in P^re Goriot or more particlrly ofRaphael de Valentin in the Peau de ChagrinYoung men. absorbed, like myself, in theirLl
es. acceptmg cheerfully solitude and poverty in

denly ^6W by the vision of the world and themore glittering forms of pleasure to be hadh«>ugh the instrument of Sense. Straightway
the charm was broken. From that moment theywere haunted by an image that destroyed irr^^
mediably the peace of mind, the singleness of put
pose, the power of concentration, so essential tohe mteHectual life. Their poverty became irk!some their isolation intolerable. Obsessed bythe burning vision of Happiness, they left thequiet groves of tie Academy and went down intothe city m search of it.
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It has been the hiatoiy of many young men,
no doubt. But my hedonism, if such it may be
ci was not superficial like that of so many,
to whom the emotional means only the sexual.

I was sublimely consistent. For seeing, in the
macrocosm, all Nature revolve about the twin
poles of Love and Strife, of attraction and repul-

sion, so no less in the microcosm of my individual

being I saw the emotional life equally divided
between these two cardinal principles. The ded-
ication to Love alone, as Ovid prettily confesses
his own in more than one elegy, is good us far as
it goes, but it only goes half way, and my aspira-

tion was to go all the gamut, to "drink life to the
lees." My interest in life was passion, my ob-
ject to experience it in all rare and refined, in all

mtense and violent forms. The war having
broken out, then, it was natural that I should
have staked my life on learning what it alone
could teach me. How could I have let millions

of other men know an emotion that I remained
ignorant of ? Could not the least of them, then,

talk about the thing that interested me most
with more authority than I? You see. tlie

course I have taken was inevitable. It is the less

reason to lament if it leads me to destruction.

The things one poignantly regrets are tliose which
seem to us imnecessary, which, we think, might
have been different. This is not my case. My
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being here h not an accident. It is the inevita-
ble consequence, as you see. of a direction delib-
erately chosen.

rpif^r" T''*''."
y°" ''*" *'^«' experience arevolulion of sentiment similar to that which Ihave described and play truant to the idols towhich you have hitherto been faithful, absorbedby a new passion which you will find suddenly

become all your life and all your thought and aUyo'-r desire. . You have doubtless leumJa great many thmgs this year. To what you al-ready know let me. in closing this letter, add one
p.ece of advice. Do not allow Age alone author-
ity in giving counsel. There is that authorityabo which he alone possesses who, having stoodat the very gates of Death, not knowing at wh-tmoment his call might come. has. lookhig back-ward, surveyed life in the perspective that can

We^
/~-, t;'^"^«'e a'one. I have seen my

life all unrolled, in such moments. And I canassure you that in that panorama eveiything elsefaded away, obscured in the haze of oblivion,
through which only gleamed clear and distinct.
Ike green, smil.t islands, the hours when we have
loved and been beloved.

Therefore :,ear this my advice. K ever youfind yourself suddenly devoured by the divirie
passion, consult only your heart. Yield to your
mstmcts. Possessed by the force which holds
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the stars in their orbits, you cannot err. For it

is Nature that is asserting itself in you, and in

Nature alone is Truth. What though your
abandonment to it bring deception and unhap-
piness. You have yet enriched your life with
some particle of a beauty that can never fade. . . .

For love is the sun of life. The soul that draws
near to it is beautiful as Venus, whose rays, so
close it is, are never seen but mingled with the
sun's own. The lives that deny it are like Nep-
tune or those dead planets still farther o£F, if such
there be, wandering around in the cold, outer
spheres, without greenness, without warmth,
without joy. . . .

To His Mother
Argizaqita, Biarritz, BASBiB-PTBi3<t:E8.

March 7, 1916.

I hope you got my letters from the hospital
soon enough to be reassured about my not being
at Verdun. This ought to have been a comfort
to you. Of course, to me it is a matter of great
regret and I take it as a piece of hard luck. I
know the division left early for the scene of ac-
tion, a kind of fourth alarm, like in a fire, that
brought it all the way from the Camp de Creve-
ccBur in the Oise. But I have been unable as
yet to find whether they have been engaged or
to what extent. All my letters to this effect re-

main unanswered.
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tJ^t Jf°<^h
seem to have done veiy well in

this battle and I am quite satisfied with the
result so far If the Germans find themselves
unable to advance on this front, as it looks at
present, this affair may mark the turning point
in the war. and is sure in any case to have a very
important effect on it.

Was it not good of Madame de Bonand to in-
vite me here for my convalescence? It is a most
beautiful place; I don't believe there is a finer
site m Biarritz. The house too is the very ideal
of comfort and luxury. Fancy me after a year
and a half of sleepmg with my clothes on in
trenches and haylofts, sleeping now in a most
vo uptuously soft bed in a pink and white room,
with a tiled bathroom adjoining. A little read-
ing lamp IS by my pillow at night; in the morning
around ten o'clock I press a button and a maid
comes, opens my shutters and brings me caf6 au
lait and toast and jam. The view from my win-
dow IS superb: to the right a little comer of sea
that looks for all the world like the pictures of
the bay of Naples, with a mountain, like Vesu-
vius, behmd. Then all around the rest of the
horizon the long line of the Pyrenees, covered
with snow now. right to the foot. The air of
course, is fine and I ought soon to be m the best
of shape again.

I am sorry to hear that you could not stay in
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Havana. ... All climates are alike to me, but
the best now are those that smell of powder in

the day and are lit by the fusSes Sdairantes at

night. Well, ban courage, and lots of love. . . .

Visa, April 13, 1010.

I have been negligent about writing, but seeing

that I have not been in danger, I did not feel the

same need to keep you informed. ... I have

greatly enjoyed this vacation, which, with the

time I was in the hospital, will have given me
three months and a half out of the army. I have

had the less cause to regret it because neither the

regiment nor any units of our cmps d'armSe have

been in action, but have still remained in reserve,

engaged only on strengthening the back lines of

defense—tiresome work. When I go back the

first of May, I shall probably be just in time for

the big spring attacks.

Did I write you that the Embassy have man-
aged to get my MS. from Bruges ? It was very

interesting to reread this work which I had
entirely forgotten. I found much that was good
in it, but much that was juvenile too, and am
not so anxious now to publish it as it stands, but
will probably make extracts from it and join

with what I have done since.

I shall go back the first of May without regrets.

These visits to the rear confirm me in my convic-
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tion that the work up there on the front is so far
the most interesting work that a man can be
domg at this moment, that nothing else countsm comparison. . , .
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XI

MAY 12-JUNE 48, 1916

A month in Paris. A view of the invaded country. The
death of Colette. A visit to the German barbed wire.
Bellinglise. Subterranean lodgings. The "Ode to the
Memory of the American Volunteers fallen for France."
A forest abode. The welcome colit. Quiet preceding
the Somme offensive. The last sonnet. A hard march.
Leaving for the attack in first wave. . . .

To A Fbiend
May 12, 1816.

After spending a very happy month in Paris,

I came back to the front the first of this month.
I took my fill of all the pleasures that Paris can
give (and it was Paris at its most beautiful). I

lived as though I were saying goodbye to life,

and now I am quite content to return. It means
no more to me than going to the country for the
summer; I have the feeling of being in an im-
mensely magnified boys' camp, where work is

play, war a sport, and everyone is joyous and
light-hearted.

This bright impression is due partly to Spring,

partly to the beauty of our surroundings, and to
the tranquillity of the sector. We are in the
depths of the spring forest; violets and lilies of
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the valley bloom in the beechen shade; cuckoosand wood-pigeons croon in the heav^ MaTOur ^chcs are at one side of a little^pen3-'
ley. and the enemy on the other. But neither

near a nfle-shot. and even the artillery is not

Ply to replace troops that have gone to Verdun

Sf 7r """'• '^«'« l'*^^ been days

work till 10, soup and repoa till 11.30, and thenwork again till 5. Hours like this w;uld mea^

LtCLtlu™^.'^-^ ^'^-^ "^^^ -™ fi-

Our position here is a very dominating oneand from the artillery observation posts „;

back mto the pay. envahi. It is a most beautiful
h«idscape--forests. orchards, the red-tiled roofsof little villages that the French artillervTas
carefully spared. There is something fasZatWto me about these deep northern horlons S
Jand to my imagination, so inaccessible it seems

ToT rr' 1° '^°'^'^ '""" «•« ""tside w'rTdTo think that these thin lines of turn. '

red errthm fn.nt of us, these risear^ of barbed ^Sre, a^d
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an utterly invisible enemy behind them, prevent

us from going forward and liberatmg it ! I have

sat long musing on these beautiful vistas and

wonderng what is going on in those lost cities

and villages of the north, where three and a half

million French have been living for almost two

years now, completely cut off from the rest of

their countrymen. They tell me that Easter

morning the artillerymen through a telescope

saw the civilians going to church along a country

road seven or eight kilometers behind the lines.

A patrol that approached very near a village

situated right on the German lines reporU having

heard a woman's laugh in the night. All I have

heard here is the eternal "Frangais kaputi" that

the Germans shout over at sunrise all along the

front.

I had expected to return just in time for a big

offensive, but as yet one sees no sign of it. Per-

haps the Verdun affair has really retarded our

plans, as the Germans no doubt intended in

making it. Our general of division is reported

to have been very anxious to go to the Meuse, but

was told to be patient, that a much greater honor

was being reserved for us later. Our whole corps

d'armee has been unaffected by the battle at

Verdun. I hope that there are enougli others like

it to enable us to resume the offensive in the near

future with as good chances as we had in Cham-
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papie last Fall, when somebody blundered andwe fell just short of success. Cambrai. St. Quen-
tin, Laon, Vouziers—what an emotion to mareh
mto them behind our flags unfurled and mnswue
en me! It will be hard, but I cannot think that
it IS impossible. . , .

To His Marhaine, Mrs. Weeks

May 13, 1916.

1 presume you received my letter of a few days
since. This is the third day of our period in
repoa. It has been raining all day, which is
rather welcome, because it has meant no work-
even in repos. you know, we are supposed to
work, just to be kept occupied and out of the mis-
chief that Satan is supposed to find for idle hands.
Ihe chateau, in the grounds of which we are
barracked, has a most beautiful name—Bellin-
ghse. Isn't it pretty? I think I shall have to
write a sonnet to enclose it, as a ring is made
expr^s for a jewel. It is a wonderful old seven-
teenth century manor, surrounded by a lordly
estate. What is that exquisite stanza in "Maud "
about "in the evening through the lilacs (or
laurel) or the old manorial home?" Look it up
and send it to me. Or send me a little copy of
:^ud complete. But that would be too hard

to lind. , . ,
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To A Friend

May 19, 1916.

After a delightful month in Biarritz and an-

oth'>r in Paris, I came back here the first of the

montL . I had really had such a good time, as I

say, thbt. I returned quite light-hearted. . . .

The sectoi was the quietest I had seen and one
of great beiiuty, in the depths of the spring for-

est. Life here, in spite of the hard work, seemed
no more than camping out and war only another

way of spending the summer agreeably. These
bright impressions, however, received a terrible

shock yesterday and as I am still under the emo-
tion of it, I will describe it to you.

With the warm weather we had left the under-

ground bomb proofs and pitched little shelter

tents under the trees, where we slept or rested

between the hours of guard. The dugouts were

too hot and dirty and the sector seemed so calm

that there was no danger. There were daily ar-

tillerv duels, but battery sought battery and we
were never troubled. Yesterday morning, how-
ever, a German aeroplane came over our lines.

The cannonade was violent all day, but no one
pays any attention to that and most of us were
lying down under our toihs de tente, when sud-

denly "whizz-bang!" "whizz-bang!" "whizz-

bang !" a terrific rafale of shrapnel began burst-
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the bombproofs, wWdlV T^ ^"''^ ^*°
live in holes likptlTfuTP ""'^^''ground, we
in o„r oVdttutfSoS ^2'^^ ^^'^^^'^

aa owl and a snake llEl t ^^ " ^°^^'''

t!.e san,e burrow Herif f^''''^
*°«^'^''' '"

vermin. ^ '* "^ '"«''• ^ats, and

frolf It hl^'"''"'
"P^?^" ^ «"^ J^e here on the

ter-L£trrrrr^hr:s^T?-
has its hard moments out^L K .tf'" ^''"

Jacking either-good heal han;"«''V'*^«
'^ °°t

«hip the allnrem'ent'oftn'geT „^,X^f
"

ba'ki:rt-^^^«-^^--

treUS "a fIT ""^ '"" ^"^^ fi"^ «-A French aeroplane is circling over-
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head and being bombarded by the Boches. It is

the close of a beautifully™* day. WiUi night-

faU we wffl go to the outposts to resume the

Kuard. We do not take this sector very seriously,

for we all know that big things are in prepara-

tion, wherein our division expects to wm new

laurels. This is simply an interim. . . .

To His Marbaine
May <S. IBie.

The week in the trenches was a week of the

most beautiful weather. . . . These days were

saddened by the death of poor Colette m the

bombardment and by the suffenng of hw brother

who has now returned after the bunal. "niey

were marked on the other hand by two after-

noons of rather memorable emoUon. Exasper-

ated by the inactivity of the sector here and

tempted by danger. I stole off twice after guard

and made a patrol all by myself through the

wood paths and trails between the hnes. In

the first of these, at a crossing of paths not far

from one of our posU, I found a burnt rocket-

stick planted in the ground and a scrap of paper

Etuck in the top, placed there by the Boches to

guide their little mischief-making parties when

they come to visit us in the night. The scrap

of paper was nothing else than a bit of the

Berliner TagMcM. This seemed so mteresting
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to me that I reported it to the captain,
though my gomg out alone this way is /thing
strjcUy forbidden. He was veiy dLent abou?
It though, and seemed really interested in the
JTrformation Yesterauy afternoon I repeated
this exploit foUowing another trail, and I went
so far that I came clear up to the German barbed
wire, where I left a card with my name. It wasveiy thrilling work, "courting destruction with
taunts with mvitations," as WUtman would
say. 1 have never been in a sector like this,
where patrols could be made in daylight. Here
the deep forest permits it. It also greatly
facditates ambushes, for one must keep to the
paths, owing to the underbrush. I and a few
others are going to try to get permission to goout on patroutUes d'embuscade and bring in some
hye pnsoners. It would be quite an extraor-
dmary feat if we could pull it off. In our pres-
ent existence it is the only way I can think of
to get the Croix de Guerre. And to be worthy
of my marraine I think that I ought to have
the Croix de Guerre.
Here are two sonnets I composed to whileaway the long hours of guard. ... I will

send you back again the Tennyson after having
refreshed myself with it, for one must lighten
the sack as much as possible. Found all the
old beauties and discovered new ones. Read
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the last paragraphs of Maud and »ee if you

do not think they have a atriking bearing on the

present situation.

BELUNGLISE

Deep in the iloping foreit lh»t luiroumb

The he>d of > grren vJley th«t I know.

gpiewi the fiir pmkiu and •oceilrml groumto

0( Bellingli». the beautiful chAteau.

Through •(hady grovea and 8eld» oJ unknown gni*.

It wai my joy to come at du«k and lee.

Filling a little pond'i untroubled glass.

Itl antique lowers and mouldering masonry.

Oh. should I faU. tomorrow, lay mc here.

That o'er my tomb, with each revivmg year,

Wood-Bowers may blossom and the wood-doves croon;

And lovers by that unrecorded place,

Passing, may pause, and cling a little space.

Close-bosomed, at thesrising of the moon.

II

Here where in happier Umes the hunlsmans horn

Echoing from far made sweet midsummf sves.

Now serried cannon thunder night and mom.

Tearing with iron the greenwoods tender leaves.

Yet has sweet Spring no particle withdrawn

Of her old bounty; atill the song-lurds hail.

Even through our fusillade, delightful Dawn;

Even in our wire bloom lilies of the vale.

You who love aowers Uke these; their fragile belb

Have trembled with the shock of volleyed shells.

And in black nights when stealthy foes advance

They have been lit by the pale rockeU' glow

That o'er scarred 6elds and ancient towns laid low

Trace in white fire the brave fronUers of France.

Hsy M, UU-
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To Hw MoTBKR

U . u? *fr " * •"« *l"""y in the woods It

»b». th, ™» „iek u^, .^ji^I" " « '«"

birds of the forest begin to sin^ Tkl
•nay roar, and the ri£s cra^f buf nT"°"program goes on i„st the same

^"'"'^ ^

The likelihood of a big action in the near future IS van.sh.ng more and more TheTn.! iopm.on is that Verdun^ has n^ot It T;;]
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heaucmip de mmde but what is more important.

beaucmp de munilims. As the French seem in

counterattacks to be making serious effoi-s

and even on a large scale to rega.n some of the

lost ground, I do not expect anythmg on other

parts of the front for some time to come, unless

it be the English. If it turn out that we have

actually retaken Douaumont, it will be a magni-

ficent achievement. I shall a^k permission to

go out and leave the newspapers on the German

barbed wire. I have already made several

patrols here and know the ground.

Goodbye; ban courage.

To His Marrainb
June 1, 1916.

What a bitter disappomtment! After having

worked feverishly on my poem and finished it,

in spite of work and other duty, m the ^pace of

two days, behold the 29th comes and the 30th,

and no permission arrives. It would have been

such an honor and pleasure to have read my

verses there in Paris; I counted on seeing you

and getting a moment's respite from the hard

life here. To have raised my hopes and then

left me in the lurch like that was certainly cruel.

I am awaiting an explanation. I sent my ode

vesterday to those who asked me for it, to show

'that I at least had done my part. They may
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be able to publish it in t.* New York Eerald
but not having graced tk o< casion for which it
was written it is as good a-; s^:!l-h.;.rp and shorn
of all effect.

Meanwhile we have come back to premih-e
l^ne and are again in the little camp where
Colette was killed. Strange how quickly one
forgets here on the front. For a few days after
that disaster the men kept to the abris, but now
we are again careless as before and are living
outside m the fine weather, though the same
thing may happen again at any moment. I have
a charming little house, made by bending down
saplings and tying them overhead into a leafy
roof. In this I have made a bed out of four
logs, fastened into a rectangle about three feet
by seven, between which chicken wire is strung
and then spread with new straw; voild. a most
clean and comfortable couch. All around are
sylvan scents and sounds and the morning sun-
shine slanting through the heavy foliage.
What have I to thank you for since my last

letter? The briquet, I think, and the aluminum
flask, both of which were exactly the right tUng.
You cannot imagme what pleasure it is to receive
these parcels. You see now we are living en-
tirely in the woods, and never go back to the
viHage cantonments, so that it is extremely
difficult to get little luxuries of any kmd. The
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quart and a half of wine (quarter of a litre,

understood) that the government gives must
suffice and the coarse army bread must be eaten
dry, and the meal finished without dessert.

That is why colis are so welcome and the plea-

sure of receiving them comparable to nothing
except that of a child opening his Christmas
stocking. Is it not pathetic to be in a state

where a man's utmost possibilities of voluptS

are confined to the vulgar sense of taste, the

lowest of all ?

The noticeable young man you describe as
having seen at Lavenue's was probably myself,

for it was my pleasure in those days to be no-
ticeable just as now it is exactly the opposite.

Where once it was my object to be individual,

it is now an even greater satisfaction to merge
into the whole, and feeling myself the smallest

cog in the mighty machinery that is grinding out
the future of the world, whatever that is to

be. . . .

To Hia Mother
June 4, 1916.

We are back again from another six days in

the trenches,—back, I say, but not very far,

—

about 500 metres from first line perhaps, in the
big quarry that I think I have already described

to you. The six days went oflf fairly peacefully,
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though the Germans became aggressive at timesand approaching our posts under cover of Theforest m broad daylight took pot shob at our

TrStoi^^r ''"''''' '°^« -^^-i"-inis sector has one exciting feature which Ihave not found in others: the deep woods aUowpatrols to circulate between the'ine't da^light There are frequent encounters and am-
Tf"^.;

^^'^^e'y good sport.

longer'lie'if
^^* ^^ "^^ "> ^e here muchlonger. Ihe enemy are so pushing the game

have to be thrown m. There is this comfortthat when we go, it will not be to sit in a ditchwa.t and be deluged with shells, but we will godirectly mto action, magnificently, u^e'pecTedly, and probably victoriously, m som^JaSg
In that moment, trust, as I do, m {he greatgod. Chance, that brings us in life. notS
nTsTol°''Th\'n ""

«^^^^^^^ ^'^ ^^^^ness. too Thmk of so many who are indori-ously stncken by accident in time of Sac^War IS another kind of life insurance; wCthe ordmary kind assures a man that hi!dS
tT!tr^r"" ': ^°™^' *^- ---Mmthat It wdl mean honor to himself, which froma^^ertaan pomt of view is much mo« satiX^

iOS
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I was asked by a committee in Paris to write

an ode in memory of American volunteers fallen

for France and to be read on Decoration Day at

a little ceremony before the statue of Washing-

ton in Paris. They were to get me a permission

of 48 I>ours for that purpose. I had only two

days to work in, days full of fcoi/au-digging with

pick and shovel, but by making an effort I

managed to compose the poem in time. And

then, after all, the permission never arrived.

Imagine if I was not disappointed.

We are having the most beautiful weather

and I am in excellent health. I sleep outdmirs

as much as possible. Of course we would be

out all the time if it were not for the shelling,

which makes it often advisable to keep to the

abris. These are formidable affairs now,—tun-

neUed dugouts, thirty feet or so underground.

Inside beds of stretched chicken wire are made

in tiers like berths in a ship. . . .

To His Mahraine
June 4, 1016.

... I hardly think we shall be here much

longer. I have a presentiment that we are

soon going into action. The last rumor is

that we are soon to go to Verdun to relieve the

2nd Moroccan division. That would be mag-

nificent, wouldn't it?—the long journey drawing
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nearer and nearer to that furnace, the distant
cannonade, the approach through the con-
gested rear of the battle-hne full of dramatic
scenes, the salutations of troops that have
already fought, "Bon courage, les gars!" and
then our own d4but in some dashing affair.
Verdun nous mavque. I should really like to
go there, for after the war I imagine Frenchmen
will be divided into those who were at Verdun
and those who were not. . .

To His Mother
June 15, 1916.

I have been back in a little village in the
rear for ten days, part of a detachment sent to
learn the working of a new arm, which will be
used for the first time in the coming attacks.
These have been ten days of comparative com-
fort and pleasure, for one can sleep peacefully at
aight, take shoes off for a change, and in the days
after soup there are little inns where one can sit
before a table once more and enjoy coffee and
bread and jam and wine, between 5 an '

8 in
the evenings. The new arm. which I am not
at liberty to describe, is an excellent weapon
and ought to give good results. I am glad to
. ave charge of one, for it is a more or less respon-
sible position, and one where there is a chance
for personal initiative.
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The hour of our being relieved here seems

more and more near now. We shall probably

go back for a short repoa before the big attacks

which should not be far off now. I am not going

to write you any more at length before these

big events come off. Words are perfectly futile

at such a time and serve no earthly purpose. I

have already said all I have to say,—how I am

glad to be here, have no regrets, and would

wish to be nowhere else in the world than where

I am. We both have to be brave, and you,

even, one thing more,—patient. When we go

into action, you will know it, for the French

cmnmuniquS will be brilliant that day for the

first time since we helped make it ao last Fall

in Champagne. As I say, we shall probably

not leave the trenches in first wave, but will be

troupes de poursuite. If we do as well as the

Russians are doing in Galicia, we ought to have

some wonderful moments. If wounded, will

telegraph immediately. . . .

To His Mahraine
June 18, 1916.

Back again on the front. But by a lucky

chance our return fell just the morning after

the company had come back to the barraque-

menta in the park of the chateau for a week's

repos after five weeks in the trenches. So this
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has prolonged a little the bovne vie of the arriire

wal.^ .use iZpt^alrrS^
ea^ now 'l

.'""^
'"^i

'^ *'""«''* «^ ^''^ cha-teau now. I sleep no longer m the barroQue-

--J
but have spread n.y bed out inThewoods, and although I have not been able to

?olr.
:*"'^ ''''

'
^'-p -"^ -11 on th:

or^the" n.
^''"^ ^•''°"' '^^ '"''^^ °^ y°" 'ottersor the pleasure It gives me to receive themCicero asked which of Demosthenes' orationshe Idced best, replied: "The longest." It Uthe same thmg.

of scenery and participating in a big actionmake these days very exciting. WiU^et youknow about all our movements
^

T »t .
Juie 21. 1916.

Left our quiet sector in the centre this mom-mg. reheved by a territorial regiment. Havemarched here to a little village in the rirTomorrow take the train for an unknown dltmation. Fme hot summer weather. Thr bt
attacks will come soon now. Wish us good

at last, and I am happy and contented. I
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.. the Tennyson, to lighten my sadc.

return you the i«"?y
'

j^ tomorrow*
... 1 am twenty-eight years oiu

To HiB Makbaine
June M, Win.

, . . ^. ,ad a hard ioun.^ eommg^^

After an early monung s march
^ ^^^

Mometers we took ^^;^;^^^ ofi in the

of four or five hours, in
excepUon

heat of the day on-^-^^^J^^ „,de. There

the hardest march lj^«,^%i^ ^ the blazing

^ere «0 .1^1°-^ V^^ui Seething around

sun and ^-^.tlASout 50 per cent dropped
SOkilosonthebad..

A^o
^^ ^^^^ j

^y '^liT.et ta St^ finish with the fifteen

managed to get m
^J.

tne
^^ ^^^^

Depth, of the f'^^^^'f^J^^ high«ay8 mn.

p,^ where *l«,P<'P^''^!r^brown and gfeen,-

Beauty of ^l'-r™^^ to be a part.

The cannon, note^ ""String to the«
1 diaU return once more ma ormR

itTorshipofan^dvjjded^^^^

Of tho« ™eet ^'*°^r!„l«;und«te

1 dull reaane the »«^?^^" ,j ^hail yet

And the great ciUe. <•«

^«JXc,, »„ «t
Be golden fr«nes for "« "^'^^ce.
New masterpieces of more rare ro
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tte fa^nches without practise. The batUe-
faeld has no terrors after trials like these that
demand just as much giit and often more suffer-
ing.

I shall probably write nothing but post-cards
henceforth In moments like these, words are
futile. Think of me when you read the first
big communique, which we shaU have had a
brilhant share in making.

To A Friend

„. June 28, 1918.
VVe go up to the attack tomorrow. This

will probably be the biggest thing yet. We are
to have the honor of marching in the first wave
JNo sacks, but two musettes, toile de tente slung
over shoulder, plenty of cartridges, grenades!
and bawnnette au canon.

I will write you soon if I get through all right.

LTII "^.*'"J^
^^'^^^y ^"'« '^ ^°' "ay poems.Add the ode I sent you and the three sonnets

to my last volume and you wiU have operaomma qum existant.

I am glad to be going in first wave. If you
are m this thing at all it is best to be in to the
limit. And this is the supreme experience.
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CONCLUSION

The happenings of the next few days, the last

that Alan Seeger passed on earth, have been told

by his comrade and friend, Rif Baer, an Egyp-
tian, in these words:

During the night of June SO-JuIy 1 we left

Bayonvillers to mo\c nearer the firing line. We
went to Proyart as reserves. At 8 o'clock on
the morning of July 1st there was roll call for

the day's orders and we were told that the gen-
eral offensive would begin at 9 without us, as
we were in reserve, and that we should be noti-

fied of the day and hour that we were to go into

action. When this report was finished we were
ordered to shell fatigue, unloading 8 inch shells

from automobile trucks which brought them up
to our position.

All was hustle and bustle. The Colonial
regiments had carried the first German lines

and thousands and thousands of prisoners kept
arriving and leaving. Ambulances filed along
the roads continuously. As news began to
arrive we left our work to seek more details;
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3"^ " <»"" i«"» «™«i to .w-

«i«i. .»id fi„i.k .hro.t„t '^;-"'

My dream is coming true." he said to meand perhaps tomorrow we shall «tl„ L- r'am more than satisfied, but It's tol h . k
^

«t»l '^" ^•*" ^ °'= .^ S;
July M !^^' """ *" '» «« !»• oj
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picking up souvenirs, r'-f ' Jf^i*°'Sn
notebooks, and chatting all the time, wnen

;:£y a voice called out: ;;The company

will fall in to go to the first line.

About 4 o'clock the order came to get ready

for ^attack. None could help t mkmg o

what the next few hours wo"^d bnng One

minute's anguish and then. <««*'"/.
.^

faces became calm and serene, a kind of gravity

faSg upon them, while on .ach could be read

rieteLination and^xpe^^^^^^^^^^

Two battalions
^'^-J^/Jin^.^^.e of battal-

terre. our company being the resenr

;,,n The companies formmg the i"^»^ 7*''

7e^ dep^oyTd o'n the plain. Bayonets gh tered

TnThe air above the com. already quite lall^

™Se first section (Alan's section) formedjhe

reJiheTerirAftrtrfir:r\:n^
Zaid we lay flat on the ground, and I saw

heIst section advancing beyond us and mak-

tl twaS^'he extreme right of the village o

Selloy-en-Santerre. I caught sight of Seeger

!„d caUed to him. making a sign with my

^^nt answered with a smile. How pale he was!

HiftlsJhouette stood out on the green of the

mL He was the tf^^-- » X^I
tion. His head erect, and pride m his eye.
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MW him running forward, with bayonet fixed.
Soon he disappeared and that was the last time
I saw my friend. . . .

Another participant in the attack upon Belloy-
en-Santerre wrote for La LiberU of Paris the stir-
ring account, of which this is a translation:

Six o'clock at night.

The Legion attacks Belloy-en-Santerre. The
3rd battalion is to carry the southern part of
the village. With a rush, it starU. its two
leading companies pressing straight forward,
beneath the crash of bursting shells, across a
chaos of detonations. . . . En avantt
The men hurry on, clutching tightly their

arms; some set their teeth, others shout.
Three hundred metres yet to cross and they

will reach the enemy. . . . En avanti
But suddenly, hands relax their grasp, arms

open, bodies stagger and fall, as the clatter of
the German mitrailleuses spreads death over the
plain where, but a moment before, men were
passing.

Hidden m the road from Estrees to Belloy
they have taken our men in flank, cutting to
pieces the 11th company.

Cries of anguish come from the tall grass,
Uien tJie calls of the unhurt for their chiefs.
But all, officers and subalterns, have fallen
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, My lieutenant. . Ser-"My captain. .

geant. ..."

Suddenly a voice is heard: "No more chiefs

left Come on, all the same, nom de Dieul

Come on ! Lie flat, boys, he that lifts his head

is done for. En avantl

And the legionaries, crawling onward, con-

tinue the attack.

The wounded see the second wave pass, then

the third. . . . They cheer on their comrades:

"Courage, fellows, death to the Boches! On

with you!"
, . , x ...

One of them sobs with rage: "To thmk I can t

go too!" .

And the high grasses shudder, their roots

trodden by the men, their tops fanned by the

hail of projectiles.
.

From the sunken road the German mitrail-

leuses work imceasingly. ...

Now, in all the plain, not a movement; the

living have passed out of sight. The dead, out-

stretched, are as if asleep, the wounded are

sUent; they listen, they listen to the battle

with all their ears, this battle so near to them,

but in which they have no part. They wait to

hear the shout of their comrades in the supreme

hour of the great assault "Where are

they now?" they murmur. . . .
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f«? A n n*^^°'
^™'" ^^ ^^'^ o^er theretowards Belloy. a great clamor is heard-

En avarUl Vive la LSgion. Ak. .Ah. . . . Ah. ...»
««....

And the notes of a bugle pierce the air; it
IS the brave Renard who sounds the charge
The Legion in a final bound, reaches the vil-

rSe
" * 8'^°««'«« burst, the mitrailleuses

fl.V,T '"^^^ '^"' *° **"«* wounded. lying in
tte fie d. to be beyond measure, interminable, aW ofangm^. dunng which one pictures man
kJJng man. face to face, in hand to hand conflict.The dymg look up. the wounded raise them-
selv^. as if all must see how the batUe goes.Then from across the field of combat a cry
anses, swells, grows louder, louder: "They are
there. It IS over. Belloy is taken !"

And the wounded cry: "They have won.
Belloy IS taken!"
lley are magnificent, those men, haggard

the glory of the Legion living:
"Belloy is ours! Vive la Francel Vive laUgionl Vive kt Francel"

Among those who,

SlJ^*-^"*
onslaught that no fire could haltFarted impetuous to their first assauh,
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one of the first to fall was Alan Seeger. Mortally

wounded, it was his fate to see his comrades pass

him in their splendid charge and to forego the

supreme moment of victory to which he had

looked forward through so many months of

bitterest hardship and trial. Together with

those other generous wounded of the Legion

fallen, he cheered on the fresh files as they came

up to the attack and listened anxiously for the

cries of triumph which should tell of their success.

It was no moment for rescue. In that zone

of deadly cross-fire there could be but one

thought,—to get beyond it alive, if possible.

So it was not until the next day that his body

was found and buried, with scores of his com-

rades, on the battle-field of Belloy-en-Santerre.

There, on the outskirts of the little village.

The soldier rests. Now round him undismayed

The cannon thmiders, and at night he lies

At peace beneath the eternal fusillade. . .

That other generations might possess

—

Prom shame and menace free in years to come

—

A richer heritage of happiness,

He marched to that heroic martyrdom.

The End
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